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Abstract

The rapid development of Internet technologies has resulted in a sharp

increase in the number of Internet users who create content online. User-

generated content often represents people’s opinions, thoughts, speculations

and sentiments and is a valuable source of information for companies,

organisations and individual users. This has led to the emergence of the

field of sentiment analysis, which deals with the automatic extraction and

classification of sentiments expressed in texts. Sentiment analysis has been

intensively researched over the last ten years, but there are still many

issues to be addressed. One of the main problems is the lack of labelled

data necessary to carry out precise supervised sentiment classification. In

response, research has moved towards developing semi-supervised and cross-

domain techniques. Semi-supervised approaches still need some labelled data

and their effectiveness is largely determined by the amount of these data,

whereas cross-domain approaches usually perform poorly if training data

are very different from test data. The majority of research on sentiment

classification deals with the binary classification problem, although for many

practical applications this rather coarse sentiment scale is not sufficient.

Therefore, it is crucial to design methods which are able to perform accurate

multiclass sentiment classification.
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The aims of this thesis are to address the problem of limited availability

of data in sentiment analysis and to advance research in semi-supervised

and cross-domain approaches for sentiment classification, considering both

binary and multiclass sentiment scales. We adopt graph-based learning

as our main method and explore the most popular and widely used

graph-based algorithm, label propagation. We investigate various ways of

designing sentiment graphs and propose a new similarity measure which is

unsupervised, easy to compute, does not require deep linguistic analysis and,

most importantly, provides a good estimate for sentiment similarity as proved

by intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations.

The main contribution of this thesis is the development and evaluation

of a graph-based sentiment analysis system that a) can cope with the

challenges of limited data availability by using semi-supervised and cross-

domain approaches b) is able to perform multiclass classification and c)

achieves highly accurate results which are superior to those of most state-

of-the-art semi-supervised and cross-domain systems. We systematically

analyse and compare semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches in the

graph-based framework and propose recommendations for selecting the most

pertinent learning approach given the data available. Our recommendations

are based on two domain characteristics, domain similarity and domain

complexity, which were shown to have a significant impact on semi-supervised

and cross-domain performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008; Liu, 2012) has received lots of

attention from the research community and industry for the last decade.

This period was distinguished by the extremely fast development of Internet

technologies, which led to their easy availability and mass exploitation. These

factors enabled an immense growth of Internet users who create a vast

amount of data each day. User generated content is a very valuable source

of information, as it contains people’s opinions and judgments on different

topics and its automatic mining can be beneficial for companies, organisations

and individual users.

Sentiment classification is one of the tasks within the sentiment analysis

research field which is concerned with automatic identification of the

sentiment strength or valence of texts (Pang et al., 2002; Turney, 2002;

Gamon, 2004; Prabowo and Thelwall, 2009; Thelwall et al., 2010; Taboada

et al., 2011; Bai, 2011). In spite of the research that has been carried out

in this area recently, there still exist many issues that need to be addressed.

One of the principal problems in sentiment analysis is the lack of labeled

data to be able to conduct highly precise supervised classification. This
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was the reason why the research moved towards developing semi-supervised

and cross-domain techniques. However, semi-supervised approaches still need

some labelled data and their effectiveness is largely determined by the amount

of these data, while cross-domain approaches can produce poor results if

training data are very different from test data. Usually researchers prefer

one of these approaches and therefore there is a lack of studies on which

approach is more beneficial for given data.

The majority of research on sentiment classification deals with the

binary classification problem, when only positive and negative classes

are being identified. Yet, for many practical applications (for example,

for analysing customer satisfaction or the decision-making process when

purchasing products or services) this rather coarse sentiment scale is not

sufficient. A recent study discovered that consumers are “willing to pay from

20% to 99% more for a 5-star-rated item than a 4-star-rated item” (Pang

and Lee, 2008, page 1). Therefore, it is crucial to design methods which are

able to tackle the multiclass sentiment classification problem.

This thesis addresses the problem of sentiment classification of documents

by filling in these two gaps identified in the field of sentiment classification.

The next two sections define the problem tackled in this research and

introduce approaches used to solve it.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem definition and learning

approaches

First, we define the setting of the problem which will be tackled in this

thesis. We assume the availability of several document collections or datasets,

which are relatively large and contain comparable numbers of documents. All

available datasets except one are labelled, where labels state the sentiment

scores. Depending on whether the sentiment classification task is binary or

multiclass, sentiments can be either binary (for example, positive or negative)

or correspond to document ratings (for example, 1* to 5*). The remaining

dataset is unlabelled and, moreover, represents our data of interest which we

aim to classify. No labelled documents belonging to the data of interest are

available, although the possibility of annotating a small subset, if necessary,

is not excluded.

The datasets are assumed to belong to different domains. By domain we

mean a collection of documents with the same genre (e.g., product reviews)

and about the same topic (e.g., electronics). If the word distributions of two

document collections are dissimilar enough they are referred to as different

domains. This implies that domains can differ by topic, by genre or by both.

The problem described is characterised by the lack or absence of labelled

data available from the domain of interest. Such a limited availability of data

is a common issue for many natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Fully

supervised machine learning techniques usually work best but they need a
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substantial amount of labelled data. When a limited amount of labelled

data is available, semi-supervised or cross-domain learning approaches are

commonly used instead.

Semi-supervised learning relies on a small amount of labelled data and a

large number of unlabelled examples from the same domain. It is based on

the premise that plentiful unlabelled data can help with learning the model.

However, unlabelled data are not always beneficial as the effectiveness of

semi-supervised techniques depends partly on the modelling assumptions

used (Zhu, 2008). If they are not correct and the amount of labelled

data is small, unlabelled data may degrade the performance (Cozman

et al., 2003). The most prominent semi-supervised techniques include self-

training (Yarowsky, 1995), co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998), mixture

models with Expectation Maximisation (Nigam et al., 2000), transductive

support vector machines (Vapnik, 1998) and graph-based methods (Blum and

Chawla, 2001; Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; Zhu et al., 2003a; Belkin et al.,

2006; Talukdar and Crammer, 2009; Subramanya and Bilmes, 2011). The

effectiveness of semi-supervised approaches is assessed both by the accuracy

achieved and the amount of labelled data used and, thus, the best classifier

is the one that has the best trade-off between these values.

Cross-domain approaches (also called domain adaptation) are concerned

with the problem of adapting statistical classifiers learned on domains where

annotated data are available to new domains. According to the domain

adaptation terminology, a domain to which a classifier is adapted, is called
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the target domain (target domain data are also referred to as in-domain

data). Domains used for learning the model are called source domains (source

domain data are also referred to as out-of-domain data). Generally, cross-

domain approaches consider some labelled and plentiful unlabelled in-domain

data; however, in this thesis we assume that no labelled in-domain data are

available. Therefore, by domain adaptation we mean unsupervised domain

adaptation (Jiang, 2008).

The motivation to use cross-domain approaches is based on two premises.

On one hand, the acquisition of labelled data tailored for a specific domain is

a labour-expensive process, and on the other, there are plentiful labelled data

available on the Internet. For instance, in sentiment analysis, a good example

is product reviews, whose ratings are already provided by their authors. In

contrast, other genres of user-generated content, for example, blogs, forums

and social networks, are usually short of labelled data as they have to be

annotated manually by human experts. Therefore, a classifier that can be

trained on one domain and applied to another may solve the limited labelled

data problem. However, supervised techniques are based on the assumption

that training and test data are driven from the same underlying probability

distribution and, as a result, the straightforward application of machine

learning algorithms may lead to poor results if the source and target domains

are not alike. The most common ways to tackle the domain adaptation

problem are ensembles of classifiers (Aue and Gamon, 2005; Li and Zong,

2008) and various feature transformation algorithms (Blitzer et al., 2006,
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2007; Pan et al., 2010, 2011; Glorot et al., 2011). In addition, as cross-

domain and semi-supervised techniques share certain similarities, several

semi-supervised approaches have been adapted to the cross-domain task,

for example, co-training (Yang et al., 2012) and graph-based algorithms (Wu

et al., 2009).

In contrast to semi-supervised approaches, cross-domain learning does

not require any manual effort, but its results largely depend on the similarity

of source and target domains. If there are plentiful labelled data available

from other domains, it is crucial to explore what the best strategy would

be: the use of existing datasets or the manual annotation of small amounts

of target data. Answering this question could help to achieve the highest

accuracy using as little human annotation effort as possible.

1.2 Graph-based learning

We adopt graph-based learning as our main method for semi-supervised

and cross-domain sentiment classification. This method was chosen for two

reasons. First, it can be used in both semi-supervised and cross-domain

settings, and second, it can handle multiclass classification. Moreover, graph-

based learning has been intensively researched in the last ten years (Zhu

et al., 2003a; Joachims, 2003; Talukdar and Crammer, 2009; Subramanya

and Bilmes, 2011) and has been proved to be effective for many NLP tasks.

In the field of sentiment analysis, graph-based models have been successfully

employed for sentiment classification (Pang and Lee, 2004; Goldberg and Zhu,
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2006; Wu et al., 2009), automatic building of sentiment lexicons (Hassan and

Radev, 2010; Xu et al., 2010), cross-lingual sentiment analysis (Scheible et al.,

2010) and social media analysis (Speriosu et al., 2011).

Graph-based algorithms deal with data that can be represented as a

weighted graph, with the vertices being data instances and the edge weights

corresponding to the similarity between instances. They assume a “manifold

structure” of the data, which means that strongly connected instances tend to

belong to the same class. If data do not naturally form a graph, the problem

of graph construction should be addressed. Graph construction implies

finding a similarity function that accurately estimates the similarity between

graph vertices and is recognised to be key for the successful performance of

graph-based algorithms (Zhu, 2008; Bilmes and Subramanya, 2011).

This thesis explores the most popular and widely used graph-based

algorithm, label propagation (LP ) (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002). We also

examine and compare several LP modifications which attempt to improve the

graph structure used. Although there are two studies which also applied LP

to semi-supervised (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006) and cross-domain (Wu et al.,

2009) sentiment classification, they do not address some important questions.

First, they use certain LP modifications without analysing how different

graph structures influence the results. Second, Wu et al. (2009) lacks a study

of similarity measures, while Goldberg and Zhu (2006) proposes similarity

functions which require additional resources and can only be applied to

data from the same domain. Third, Wu et al. (2009) does not suggest any
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factors that could impact the results of cross-domain classification. Finally,

both studies exploit graph-based learning in certain learning settings and,

therefore, there is no comparison between semi-supervised and cross-domain

approaches.

1.3 Aims and goals

The aims of the thesis are to address the problem of limited availability of

data in sentiment analysis and to advance research in semi-supervised and

cross-domain approaches for sentiment classification, considering binary as

well as multiclass sentiment scales.

To achieve these aims, the following goals need to be met:

The first goal is to investigate various ways of constructing sentiment

graphs, which accurately estimate the similarity function and, at the same

time, are easy to build, do not require deep linguistic analysis and do not

involve manual annotation effort.

The second goal is to develop and evaluate a graph-based sentiment

analysis system which is able to tackle both binary and multiclass

classification and can be used in semi-supervised and cross-domain settings.

This implies implementation of several graph-based algorithms and their

evaluation in both settings. Evaluation includes establishing optimal

parameter values for the algorithms that deliver the best performance,

examining the impact of different graph structures and post-processing

techniques on the final results to establish the most successful LP
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modification, studying the sensitivity of the LP modifications to parameter

variations, and finally a comparison of graph-based results against the fully

supervised classification performance and against state-of-the-art results

(where applicable).

The third goal is to draw a comparison between semi-supervised and

cross-domain approaches to develop recommendations for choosing the most

pertinent approach given the data available. In particular, this involves

the identification of data characteristics which impact the results of semi-

supervised and cross-domain sentiment classification.

The scope of the thesis is limited to the methods and datasets exploited

in the study. First, our methodology adopts only graph-based algorithms,

which, in turn, are limited to LP (and its modifications) as the most well

known and widely used graph-based approach. Second, our data consist of

user reviews of different products, which imposes specific style characteristics,

such as relatively long texts, a relatively high level of grammatical correctness

and a scarcity of Internet slang, emoticons and abbreviations compared,

for example, to social network data. The data sizes of all datasets are

comparable and the distribution of sentiment classes is similar. Therefore,

the effect of these factors on the results of semi-supervised and cross-domain

graph-based learning is not studied. As reviews belong to the same genre,

we consider domain adaptation only across topics; the possible challenges

of domain adaptation across genres are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Thus, throughout the thesis, the notions of “domain” and “topic” are

interchangeable.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The thesis comprises eight chapters: introduction, conclusions and six

main chapters. The main chapters can be grouped into three parts.

The first part, represented by Chapter 2, gives the necessary background

information about ongoing research in sentiment classification. The second

part, comprising Chapters 3, 4 and 5, describes the initial settings and

discusses the methodological aspects of the thesis. Chapters 6 and 7 form the

experimental part, where the main contributions of the thesis are presented.

Chapter 2 contains a study of previous work in the field of sentiment

classification. All relevant papers are categorised according to four

parameters: features, genres, learning approaches and the number of classes.

Due to the focus of the thesis, special attention is paid to the studies

exploiting semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches.

Chapter 3 introduces the parameters that are essential for the research

conducted in the thesis: data, evaluation metrics and baselines. This chapter

starts with a description of the data used in our experiments. Then we give

an overview of the main preprocessing steps implemented as part of our

sentiment classification system, followed by the evaluation metrics used for

assessing the experimental results in Chapters 3, 6 and 7. An important part

of the chapter is the discussion of feature selection, which aims to establish
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the combination of features, yielding the best performance. The best fully

supervised classification results are then used as upper bounds for comparison

with semi-supervised and cross-domain results. Finally, we provide semi-

supervised and cross-domain baselines for the binary and multiclass cases.

Chapter 4 focuses on the core of our sentiment classification system, the

graph-based learning approach. First, we provide arguments to support the

choice of graph-based learning as our main method. Then we address the

problem of graph construction, proposing and evaluating various sentiment

similarity measures. The rest of the chapter describes several LP -based

inference methods and discusses the post-processing techniques to improve

the output values.

Chapter 5 introduces domain complexity and domain similarity, two

data characteristics which influence semi-supervised and cross-domain

classification results. These characteristics are used in the evaluation

conducted in the two subsequent chapters. This chapter also describes a

human annotation experiment which estimates the complexity of multiclass

sentiment classification for humans and assesses the conformity of review

texts with their ratings.

Chapters 6 and 7 presents the evaluation of our graph-based sentiment

analysis system in semi-supervised and cross-domain settings. The

experiments are carried out for both binary and multiclass classification

tasks. Chapter 7 concludes with providing the recommendations which help

to choose the best learning setup given the data available.
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Chapter 8 revisits the goals established at the beginning of the thesis

and presents the original contributions made by this study. To conclude, we

define directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Overview of research on sentiment

classification

This chapter gives an overview of the research undertaken in the field of

sentiment classification. Due to the scope of the thesis, it focuses on semi-

supervised and cross-domain studies applied to document-level sentiment

classification. Existing research methods and approaches are categorised on

the basis of the following four parameters:

• features - which reflect the way documents are represented;

• learning approaches - which include lexical, supervised, semi-

supervised, unsupervised and cross-domain approaches;

• genres - which refer to different sources used for testing a method;

• number of classes - which include binary and multiclass cases1.

In Table 2.1, values of the above parameters together with their

abbreviations are listed. The most prominent studies on sentiment

classification with values of the above parameters used are presented in Table

2.2.

1This is done on the basis of the method implementation discussed in the paper and it
does not reflect the potentials of the method presented.
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Features
Value Symbol
Lexical + POS LxP
Syntactic Sy
Semantic Se
Stylistic St

Approaches
Value Symbol
Lexical L
Supervised Su
Semi-Supervised SS
Unsupervised UnS
Cross-domain XD

Domains
Value Symbol
Reviews R
Forums&Blogs FB
Social networks SN
Other Ot

Classes
Value Symbol
Binary Bi
Multiclass Mult

Table 2.1: Values of the parameters with which sentiment classification
studies are categorised.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 reviews

common features used for sentiment classification. Section 2.2 gives a brief

overview of social media sources which are most exploited in the field of

sentiment analysis. Section 2.3 presents important sentiment classification

studies grouped according to the learning approach used: lexical, supervised,

semi-supervised and cross-domain. Finally, Section 2.4 discusses the existing
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CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH ON SENTIMENT
CLASSIFICATION

Study Features Approaches Genres Classes
Pang et al. (2002) LxP Su R Bi
Turney (2002) Se L, UnS R Mult
Gamon (2004) LxP,Sy,St Su Ot Bi
Aue and Gamon (2005) LxP SS,XD R Bi
Pang and Lee (2005) LxP Su R Mult
Read (2005) LxP SS,XD R,Ot Bi
Whitelaw et al. (2005) LxP,Se Su R Bi
Goldberg and Zhu (2006) LxP SS R Mult
Riloff et al. (2006) LxP,Sy Su R,Ot Bi
Blitzer et al. (2007) LxP XD R Bi
McDonald et al. (2007) LxP Su R Bi
Abbasi et al. (2008) LxP,St Su R,FB Bi
Dasgupta and Ng (2009) LxP SS R Bi
Wu et al. (2009) LxP XD R Bi
Lin and He (2009) LxP,Se UnS R Bi
Li et al. (2010a) LxP SS R Bi
Thelwall et al. (2010) Se L,SS SN Mult
Paltoglou and Thelwall (2010) LxP Su R,FB Bi
Pan et al. (2010) LxP XD R Bi
Bai (2011) LxP Su R,Ot Mult
Bollegala et al. (2011) LxP XD R Bi
Taboada et al. (2011) Se L R,FB,SN Bi
He et al. (2011) LxP,Se XD R Bi
Glorot et al. (2011) LxP XD R Bi
Paltoglou and Thelwall (2012) LxP,Se Su FB Mult
Mejova and Srinivasan (2012) LxP XD R,FB,SN Bi
Li et al. (2012) LxP,Sy XD R Bi
Zhou et al. (2013) LxP SS R Bi

Table 2.2: Research studies on sentiment classification.

classification methods which are able to perform multiclass sentiment

classification.
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2.1. FEATURES

2.1 Features

The selection of informative features which best reflect the differences

between classes has always been an important issue in classification. This

seems harder for sentiment classification due to subtle ways of conveying

sentiments, the presence of irony and humour, as well as the risk to

misinterpret written language because it is less expressive and more

ambiguous than face-to-face interaction. Despite the elusive nature of

sentiment, early studies on feature selection showed a reasonably good

performance of bag of words (BOW) representations (Pang et al., 2002;

Dave et al., 2003). Pang et al. (2002) examined the impact of different

lexical features - unigrams, bigrams, adjectives and parts of speech (PoS) -

on the results of sentiment classification for movie reviews. They drew the

interesting conclusion that simple unigrams with binary weights provide the

highest accuracy, outperforming bigrams. In contrast to Pang et al. (2002),

Ng et al. (2006) obtained a significant gain in accuracy on the same data by

enriching unigram-based BOW representations with bigrams and trigrams.

However, they exploited only the most discriminative bigrams and trigrams

according to the weighted log-likelihood ratio (Nigam et al., 2000), to avoid

high dimensionality problems.

Gamon (2004) analysed three feature sets: n-grams, n-grams + PoS +

deep syntactic features (context free phrase structure patterns, transitivity of

predicates, tense information, etc.) and PoS + deep syntactic features only.
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They concluded that although syntactic features alone led to a substantial

drop in accuracy, their contribution is significant when they are used together

with n-grams. Riloff et al. (2006) also argued that syntactic information can

be beneficial for sentiment analysis as it allows the representation of complex

subjective expressions that have non-compositional meanings. The authors

merged n-grams and lexico-syntactic patterns on the basis of a specially

designed subsumption hierarchy. The idea of the subsumption hierarchy is

to identify specific and complex features which bring a substantial gain to

the separability of positive and negative classes, and to discard features that

perform equal to or worse than more general features subsuming them in

the hierarchy. Feature quality was assessed using information gain (IG). The

experiments confirmed the effectiveness of both complex features and feature

filtering by IG.

Instead of incorporating complex features, Paltoglou and Thelwall (2010)

proposed using more accurate weighting functions which they adopted from

information retrieval. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier based on

the refined feature weights significantly outperformed all known state-of-the-

art methods on the movie review dataset.

There are numerous studies that explore the ability of different parts

of speech to convey sentiment. Adjectives have been considered good

indicators of sentiment since the earliest research on sentiment analysis

(Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997), although they do not usually perform

well when used alone (Mullen and Collier, 2004; Whitelaw et al., 2005).
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Chesley et al. (2006) analysed verbs in addition to adjectives for the

classification of blogs. Their study revealed that positive adjectives are good

predictors of neutral and positive blogs, whereas asserting and approving2

verbs can be used to identify positive blog posts.

Mullen and Collier (2004) evaluated the importance of semantic

information, exploiting Osgood’s Theory of Semantic Differentiation (Osgood

et al., 1957). The authors expanded a simple vector space model based on

lemmas by adding adjectives scored with values for potency, activity and an

evaluative factor using the method of Kamps and Marx (2002). Although

the hybrid model outperformed simple models based on lemmas and word

unigrams, the differences between them were not statistically significant.

Another attempt to engage semantic knowledge was made by Whitelaw et al.

(2005), who adopted Martin and White’s Appraisal Theory (Martin and

White, 2005) and semi-automatically constructed a lexicon of adjectives and

modifiers with values of attributes from the Appraisal Theory taxonomy.

Instead of single adjectives, the authors considered adjectival appraisal

groups, which are headed by an appraising adjective and optionally modified

by a list of modifiers. They reported a reasonable accuracy for appraisal

groups alone, taking into account the low coverage of the constructed lexicon,

although the BOW approach significantly outperformed them. However,

2 These are verb classes in Semantex, which is an automatic text analytics platform
for information extraction (Srihari et al., 2003).
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appraisal groups gave a substantial improvement in accuracy when used

together with the BOW features.

Abbasi et al. (2008) questioned whether stylistic features could give

better insights into differences across sentiment classes when analysing web

forums. They exploited the following stylistic features: frequency of letters,

character n-grams, vocabulary richness measures and frequency of function

words, among others. The experiments demonstrated that stylistic features,

when complementing lexical and syntactic features, yield a significant gain

in accuracy. In general, an increased informality of language inevitably

attaches more importance to stylistic features. For example, such features

as emoticons, letter repetitions and exclamation mark repetitions are helpful

for the sentiment classification of MySpace comments (Thelwall et al., 2010).

Feature reduction is a common technique for many classification tasks

as it decreases the dimensionality of a feature space by removing poor

or irrelevant features, improving generalisation and diminishing the time

needed for training. It has not been thoroughly explored by sentiment

analysis researchers, although some existing works indicate its importance for

sentiment classification. For example, Gamon (2004) achieved a substantial

increase in performance by applying the likelihood ratio (Dunning, 1993) to

select the most discriminative attributes from noisy user feedback. Abbasi

et al. (2008) demonstrated the effectiveness of genetic algorithms for feature

selection, whose combination with IG weights outperformed IG- and SVM-

feature selection. In contrast, the results of several widely-exploited machine
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learning techniques given in Bai (2011) mostly show a substantial decrease

in performance when IG feature reduction is applied.

2.2 Genres

The majority of research in sentiment classification focusses on product

reviews. Indeed, they are convenient data for research purposes, as in many

environments the reviews are already rated by their authors. As an example,

Pang et al. (2002); Mullen and Collier (2004); Pang and Lee (2004); Whitelaw

et al. (2005); Riloff et al. (2006); Ng et al. (2006); Abbasi et al. (2008);

Paltoglou and Thelwall (2010) and Bai (2011) have all dealt with the same

movie review dataset3. Their efforts to raise accuracy resulted in an increase

from 82.9% to 95.5%.

The social web domain, represented by blogs, forums and social networks

is an even more important and necessary source of information due to the

rising popularity of social media technologies. Many of these technologies

offer a handy interface when accessed from smartphones and other portable

devices and are perfect for short notes, sharing ideas and interests, and

expressing opinions. Social web data are challenging due to the lack

of proper grammar and punctuation, misspellings, made-up words and

acronyms. At the same time, they are extremely valuable and timely, as

they contain immediate user responses to events and situations, as well as

user predictions and speculation about future events. Several studies have

3http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
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analysed the correlation between real world events and blog discussions, and

found it possible to make accurate predictions, for example, about movie

sales (Mishne and Glance, 2006; Sadikov et al., 2009; Asur and Huberman,

2010). Many research studies in sentiment analysis deal with Twitter, the

most popular microblogging website (Go et al., 2009; Davidov et al., 2010;

Barbosa and Feng, 2010; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Mejova and Srinivasan,

2012). Another substantial part of research focuses on opinion analysis of

news articles and editorials (Devitt and Ahmad, 2007; Wilson et al., 2009;

Balahur et al., 2010; Park et al., 2011; Bal, 2014) using, in particular, MPQA

(Wiebe and Riloff, 2005; Wilson, 2008) and NTCIR MOAT (Seki et al., 2008)

datasets. Other genres include, but are not limited to, legal blogs (Conrad

and Schilder, 2007), user feedback (Gamon, 2004) and email (Liu et al., 2003).

Thelwall et al. (2012) carried out sentiment strength detection on six social

web datasets at once: Youtube, Twitter, a sports forum, MySpace, Digg.com

news and BBC forums.

2.3 Approaches

The majority of approaches to sentiment classification fall into one of

two groups: lexical or statistical. Lexical approaches are based on either

predefined rules or lexicons of sentiment words, which are used to compute

the overall sentiment of texts. The lexicons and rules represent expert

knowledge about the task and determine the effectiveness of this approach.

In contrast, statistical approaches learn a function by matching input texts
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and output sentiments from a sample of training data containing both

input examples and output values. In this section, the most important

representatives of lexical and statistical approaches are described.

2.3.1 Lexical approaches

Lexical approaches are concerned with the use of sentiment lexicons, where

each word is assigned to a given sentiment. The final sentiment of a text is

normally calculated by applying some scoring function to sentiment-bearing

words occurred in the text.

There is a vast amount of research regarding the automatic building of

sentiment lexicons. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) pioneered this

direction, exploiting the idea that conjunctions between adjectives indicate

whether they have the same or opposite polarity. In contrast, instead of

using syntactic relations, the method of Turney and Littman (2003) was

based on semantic association. The authors assumed that words with similar

orientations tend to appear together and used Pointwise Mutual Information

(PMI) to measure the semantic association of words with a small set of

positive and negative seed words. PMI scores were computed using the

AltaVista web search engine and semantic association was estimated by the

number of pages containing both a given word and a seed word. The method

of Turney and Littman (2003) is further referred to as the SO-PMI method.

Gamon and Aue (2005) suggested a modified version of this approach, which

as well as the co-occurrence hypothesis uses the hypothesis that sentiment
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words of opposite orientations tend not to co-occur in the same context. The

authors argued that this modification allows a more reliable extraction of

sentiment-bearing words, and proved it both qualitatively and quantitatively.

A number of studies exploit WordNet (Miller, 1995), whose explicit

semantic relations can help to deduce the polarity of words (Kamps et al.,

2004; Kim and Hovy, 2004, 2006; Andreevskaia and Bergler, 2006; Esuli

and Sebastiani, 2006a,b; Hassan and Radev, 2010). For example, Kamps

et al. (2004) suggested measuring word polarity using synonymy relations

from WordNet, connecting two words if they occur in the same synset. The

polarity of a given word was computed on the basis of the minimal path-

length between WordNet synsets of the word and the synsets of two words

with opposite meanings: “good” and “bad”. Kim and Hovy (2006) also

used synonymy relations but, in contrast to Kamps et al. (2004), only direct

synonyms were considered. Their method requires a relatively large set of

predefined positive, negative and neutral words for learning new sentiment

words.

In contrast to Kim and Hovy (2006) and Kamps and Marx (2002), who

did not take into account the problem of multiple senses, Esuli and Sebastiani

(2006a,b) worked at the level of synsets, automatically assigning them three

values: level of positivity, level of negativity and level of objectivity. The

underlying idea was based on the assumption that synsets with similar

orientations tend to have similar glosses. The algorithm required a small

set of seed words, representing positive, negative and neutral synsets, which
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was further automatically expanded through lexical relations (synonymy,

antonymy, hypernymy, etc.). The synsets obtained were then represented as

vector models of their glosses and a supervised learning technique trained on

the augmented seed set was applied to the remaining WordNet synsets. This

method was used to build a well-known linguistic resource, SentiWordNet4.

Another extension of WordNet was produced by Strapparava and Valitutti

(2004), which resulted in the development of WordNet-Affect.

Hassan and Radev (2010) used a Markov random walk model on a graph

of related words, where two words were considered related when connected

through synonymy, hypernymy and similar to relations. The algorithm was

based on the observation that a random walk starting at a given word is likely

to reach another word with the same polarity before reaching a word with

different polarity. Although the random walk method had a performance

comparable to that of the SO-PMI method (Turney and Littman, 2003), it

is faster and does not require a large corpus. An interesting and completely

unsupervised method was proposed by Zagibalov and Carroll (2008), who

searched for negation to identify sentiment-bearing words in Chinese.

Some linguistic sentiment resources were constructed manually: General

Inquirer (GI) (Stone et al., 1966), the SO-CAL dictionaries (Taboada et al.,

2011), the SentiStrength lexicons (Thelwall et al., 2010) and the MPQA

subjectivity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005), among others. It is worth noting

that SentiStrength allows the optimisation of the sentiment strengths of its

4http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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lexicons using annotated data. This quality is relevant when adapting the

sentiment classification engine to different domains.

2.3.2 Supervised classification

Supervised classification requires a corpus of texts labelled with their polarity

or sentiment strength. According to numerous studies, when the amount

of labelled data is sufficient, this learning approach normally yields the

best performance (Pang and Lee, 2008). A pioneering study in supervised

sentiment classification (Pang et al., 2002) compared three techniques: naive

Bayes (NB), maximum entropy (ME) and SVMs and the results showed a

moderate advantage for SVMs over the other methods. In another study,

SVMs and ME demonstrated comparable results for the classification of

heterogeneous information on the Web (Boiy and Moens, 2009).

Research on supervised methods for sentiment classification has

investigated several directions for improving classification results. One

popular direction concerns exploring a set of features yielding the best

results (Gamon, 2004; Mullen and Collier, 2004; Whitelaw et al., 2005;

Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006; Abbasi et al., 2008; Paltoglou and Thelwall,

2010). The main studies in this group were discussed in Section 2.1. Another

direction comprises methods which use a combination of classifiers to reduce

classification errors given by individual learners (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006;

Prabowo and Thelwall, 2009). For example, Kennedy and Inkpen (2006)

combined a lexical approach and SVMs using weighted voting. Their lexical
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approach exploited different sentiment lexicons (including GI and a list of

positive and negative adjectives (Taboada and Grienve, 2004)), enriched

by marking the presence of negatives and intensifiers. Though the lexical

approach alone was poor, its combination with SVMs slightly outperformed

SVMs on their own.

Similar to Kennedy and Inkpen (2006), Prabowo and Thelwall (2009)

hypothesised that the use of multiple classifiers in a hybrid manner can help

to improve sentiment classification. However, the classifiers were combined

in a sequence rather than in an ensemble. The authors proposed three

rule-based methods. The first method used General Inquirer, while the

second exploited proper nouns for constructing rules, which were assumed to

convey the same sentiment as the whole document. Finally, the last method,

called the statistics-based classifier, established a set of rules using sentiment-

bearing words automatically rated similar to the SO-PMI method (Turney

and Littman, 2003). The hybrid approach, which combines the three rule-

based classifiers with SVMs showed a significant advantage over SVMs alone

for small datasets. The comparison was not carried out for larger datasets

due to a high computational cost of the statistics-based classifier.

A third direction unites papers that represent documents by more

fine-grained elements, for example, sentences, and address both coarse-

and fine-grained classification problems (Pang and Lee, 2004; McDonald

et al., 2007; Zaidan et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010b; Yessenalina et al., 2010;

Carrillo de Albornoz et al., 2011). Pang and Lee (2004), when dealing with
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movie reviews, hypothesised that objective sentences degrade the sentiment

classification of full texts. To filter out objective sentences, a graph min-

cut algorithm that takes into account both proximity between sentences in

a text and the classification results given by the SVM and NB classifiers

was applied. The SVM and NB polarity classifiers trained on filtered texts

were compared with those trained on the full documents. As a result, the

extraction of subjective sentences was shown to be beneficial only for NB,

while SVMs performed marginally better with full documents.

McDonald et al. (2007) assumed that the joint classification of documents

and sentences can improve the accuracy of sentiment classification at both

levels. The authors suggested an undirected graphical model, where the

label of each sentence depends on its neighbouring sentences and the label

of the document. In general, inference in undirected graphical models is

intractable, but if the document label is fixed the introduced model converts

into a chain and the problem can be solved using Viterbi’s algorithm. The

method slightly outperformed two cascaded classifiers, where one classifies

sentences using only a sentence-structured model, and then passes the labels

obtained to a document classifier, while the other acts vice-versa.

Zaidan et al. (2007) argued that document annotations enriched with

“annotator rationales” can be more effective for sentiment classification than

providing a classifier with additional labelled examples. By “annotator

rationales”, the authors mean the most important words and phrases of a

document that indicate its polarity. For each original document, a set of
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contrastive examples was constructed by removing one or more annotator

rationales. The contrastive examples were used to put additional constraints

on the SVM classifier to ensure that the contrastive documents were classified

less confidently than the original documents. The results demonstrated a

substantial improvement over the baseline SVMs trained only on original

documents. Interestingly, training SVMs on annotator rationales only yielded

a poor accuracy significantly lower than the baseline. Following the idea of

Zaidan et al. (2007), Yessenalina et al. (2010) proposed an unsupervised

method for extracting annotator rationales using either OpinionFinder5

or manually constructed polarity lexicons. Their evaluation showed that

automatically constructed rationales are as effective as manually-produced

rationales.

The last group of approaches presented here attempt to improve sentiment

classification by stepping outside a simple BOW representation (Li et al.,

2010b; Bai, 2011). Bai (2011) employed Bayesian networks, which are able

to model dependencies among words, proposing an algorithm for learning the

Markov Blanket for a sentiment variable. The sentiment variable can have

multiple values corresponding to the sentiment expressed in a document. At

the first stage, the algorithm establishes a parsimonious vocabulary of words

that are expressive enough to capture the overall sentiment of a document.

At the second stage, a dependency structure between the words in the

vocabulary and sentiment variables is learnt. The experiments showed that

5http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/opinionfinder/
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only several dozen highly predictive words are enough to obtain accurate

classification results which are comparable or superior to those of state-of-

the-art classifiers trained on BOW representations. Interestingly, the words

found important by the algorithm for predicting sentiments are not always

sentiment-bearing, for example, “also”, “again”, “but” and “as”, among

others. According to the authors, such “results suggest that words that occur

often, along with their conditional dependencies and a few strong adjectives,

constitute most of the vocabulary needed to express sentiments and perform

reasonable predictions” (Bai, 2011, page 741).

Li et al. (2010b) argued that a simple BOW representation is unable to

model such complex linguistic phenomena as negation structures, contrast

transition, modals and presuppositional structures, which can substantially

shift or even invert sentence polarity (Polanyi and Zaenen, 2006). Therefore,

the first stage of their algorithm consisted of the automatic detection

of sentences with polarity-shifting structures (polarity-shifted sentences).

At the second stage three classifiers trained on polarity-shifted sentences,

polarity-unshifted sentences and all sentences are trained. Experiments

proved the importance of polarity-shifted sentences for correct sentiment

classification. Moreover, the final classifier combining three learning models

by stacking (Dzeroski and Zenko, 2004) significantly outperformed each of

the individual classifiers.
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2.3.3 Semi-supervised and unsupervised approaches

Due to the problem of limited data availability, the use of supervised methods

is not always possible. Semi-supervised and unsupervised methods attempt

to overcome this problem by taking advantage of a plentiful amount of

unlabelled data. In this section, several important semi-supervised and

unsupervised studies are described.

Dasgupta and Ng (2009) assumed that some texts are easier for sentiment

classification to deal with than others and proposed the combination of

two techniques to acquire and exploit both easy-to-classify and hard-to-

classify data. First, spectral clustering (Ng et al., 2001) was applied to find

unambiguous and easy-to-classify reviews. These documents were then used

in active learning (Cohn et al., 1994), which attempted to acquire the most

ambiguous documents and annotate them manually. Finally, an ensemble

of classifiers trained on the same set of ambiguous reviews and different

sets of unambiguous reviews was constructed and compared against several

baselines. The evaluation verified the effectiveness of each of the suggested

steps.

Li et al. (2010a) applied a co-training approach (Blum and Mitchell, 1998)

for semi-supervised classification of product reviews. They considered the

data from two perspectives: personal and impersonal views. Personal views

were defined as those conveyed by personal sentences where the subject is a

person, for example, “I am happy with the product”. In turn, impersonal
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views were those represented by impersonal sentences where the subject is not

a person, for example, “The product is really good”. First, a simple heuristic

was applied to classify sentences as personal or impersonal, on the basis

of which three datasets were composed: reviews with personal sentences,

reviews with impersonal sentences and full texts. Then, three ME classifiers

trained on these datasets were fused in the co-training procedure. Evaluation

showed the significance of each of the proposed steps. First, a random

division of sentences yielded a substantial decrease in accuracy compared to

the two view division. Second, an ensemble of the three classifiers performed

much worse than the co-training approach. Finally, co-training was proved

to be better than self-training on the individual classifiers.

Haimovitch et al. (2012) argued that augmenting the amount of

unlabelled data can reduce the error rate given by semi-supervised

approaches. They conducted large-scale experiments with up to 15 million

unlabelled Amazon product reviews employing a bootstrapping approach

called AROW (Adaptive Regularisation of Weight vectors) (Crammer et al.,

2009). The results demonstrated that the unlabelled data size affects the

effectiveness of their approach. For example, increasing unlabelled data from

50K to 1.6M examples reduced the error rate for book reviews by ≈2%.

Another interesting outcome of their study is concerned with the amount

of labelled data needed for high performance. While increasing the amount

of labelled data from 100 to 1000 examples yielded a significant decrease in
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the error rate (from 15.2% to 8.4% for book reviews), further growth of the

labelled data size did not improve the results much.

Zhou et al. (2013) proposed using deep learning for training semi-

supervised sentiment classification models. They introduced a novel

approach, called active deep networks (ADN), which combines deep belief

networks (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006) with active learning. First, the

deep architecture exploiting all unlabelled data and some initial labelled

examples is constructed. Then an active learner is applied to identify the

most uncertain unlabelled examples and use them for training the networks.

To improve the active learning stage by taking into account not only the

uncertainty of an example but also the density of the area in which it

is found, a modified version of ADN, called information ADN (IADN),

was proposed. This helps to choose the most representative examples.

The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of ADN and IADN

compared to previous semi-supervised methods, such as transductive SVMs

and the method of Dasgupta and Ng (2009) described above.

An important group of algorithms within the semi-supervised learning

approach is graph-based algorithms (Zhu et al., 2003a), which model data

as a weighted graph of instances with the edges corresponding to similarity

between instances. For document-level sentiment classification, instances

are documents and the similarity function reflects the closeness of sentiment

between documents. The first attempt to apply graph-based learning to

sentiment classification was by Goldberg and Zhu (2006), who proposed
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a modified label propagation algorithm (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002) for

multiclass classification of movie reviews. To estimate sentiment similarity

between a pair of documents, several similarity measures were tested. The

measure that performed best was based on the percentage of positive

sentences (PSP) in a document, previously introduced by Pang and Lee

(2005). For computing PSP scores, review sentences were classified as either

positive or negative using a binary classifier trained on an external “snippet”

dataset. The snippet dataset comprised 10 662 short texts taken from the

movie reviews on rottentomatoes.com, where the ratings for snippets were

assigned on the basis of the ratings of their original reviews. Using the

PSP scores, each document was represented as a vector (PSP, 1-PSP) and

the similarity between two documents was measured as the cosine similarity

between the corresponding vectors. For relatively small amounts of labelled

data (less than 200 documents), the graph-based results demonstrated a

considerable improvement over the accuracies given by supervised SVM

regression. In contrast, for larger amounts of labelled data, supervised SVM

regression generally performed better. The method of Goldberg and Zhu

(2006) is implemented as part of our graph-based sentiment analysis system

and, therefore, a more detailed description of the algorithm can be found in

Chapter 4.

Turney (2002) was the first to tackle the sentiment classification problem

in an unsupervised manner. He assumed that lexical association of two

words and their similarity are related, i.e., words with similar orientation
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tend to co-occur. Instead of considering isolated words, he extracted two-

word phrases which contain adjectives and adverbs and satisfy a set of

specific linguistic patterns, for example, JJ NN or RB JJ. Phrases were

preferred to isolated words for introducing some context which could help to

disambiguate domain-dependent and context-dependent sentiment words, for

example, “unpredictable plot” and “unpredictable steering”. The semantic

orientation of phrases was measured using the SO-PMI method as explained

in Section 2.3.1. The sentiment of documents was computed by averaging

the semantic orientations of their phrases. This approach gave reasonable

results taking into consideration its being completely unsupervised.

Read and Carroll (2009) extended the SO-PMI method by exploring

three types of similarity measures: lexical association measures as in Turney

and Littman (2003) and two second-order similarity measures - semantic

spaces and distributional similarity. The overall sentiment of a document

was computed on the basis of the sentiments of its features, which in turn

were represented as a sum of similarity scores between a feature and a

set of predefined prototypical words. Seven positive and seven negative

words were selected as polarity prototypes. The evaluation of the proposed

word similarity method showed that its performance is independent of

domains, topics and time-periods. In addition, a comparison with supervised

techniques suggested that the word similarity method can be more beneficial

than supervised techniques when the task involves multi-domain datasets.

Read (2005) proposed the acquisition of training data in an unsupervised
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manner which exploits the idea that emoticons and their contexts convey

similar sentiments. The author collected data from Usenet newsgroups and

extracted pieces of text close to emoticons using different context windows.

Unfortunately, the results were not very good: the best classifier trained on

20 000 articles could only achieve 70.1% accuracy. The author explained the

low accuracy by the high level of noise present in the automatically acquired

labelled data. This unsupervised labelled data acquisition approach was

adopted in several subsequent studies (Go et al., 2009; Pak and Paroubek,

2010) for sentiment analysis on Twitter.

Another unsupervised method developed by Zagibalov (2010) exploits a

small number of sentiment-bearing seed words and a bootstrapping strategy.

First, all documents are classified according to the seed words and all lexical

units are weighted on the basis of their frequency in positive and negative

documents. Then, the procedure is repeated, which leads to new document

labels and updated weights of lexical units. This process iterates until

convergence is achieved.

Lin and He (2009) proposed a joint sentiment-topic (JST) model as

another unsupervised approach to sentiment classification. Their model

extends Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) by adding a

sentiment layer, which simultaneously allows the extraction of mixture of

topics and the detection of their sentiments. To refine the model, some prior

knowledge about sentiment-bearing and opinionated words was incorporated,

which in fact added some supervision to the method. The authors used the
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MPQA subjectivity lexicon together with the removal of objective sentences

in a supervised manner similar to Pang and Lee (2004). The results obtained

on the movie review dataset were lower than those of fully supervised

approaches but are still surprisingly high when we consider the almost

unsupervised nature of the method. There are also a number of similar

studies where topic models are exploited for extracting aspects of reviews

(Mei et al., 2007; Titov and McDonald, 2008; Brody and Elhadad, 2010;

Zhao et al., 2010) although their main objective was to produce summaries

rather than to detect the sentiment of a document.

2.3.4 Cross-domain learning

Cross-domain learning is another way to address the limited availability of

labelled data and is concerned with adapting statistical classifiers trained on

source domains to a target domain. It can be addressed either in semi-

supervised or in unsupervised settings, where the former exploit a small

subset of labelled data from the target domain, while the latter do not require

any labelled target data. As this thesis tackles the unsupervised cross-domain

problem, this section mostly covers unsupervised domain adaptation studies.

Early work on domain adaptation employs ensembles of classifiers trained

on different source domains (Aue and Gamon, 2005; Li and Zong, 2008). For

example, Aue and Gamon (2005) studied several possibilities for combining

data from domains with known annotations and concluded that an ensemble
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of classifiers in a meta-classifier gives a higher performance than a simple

merging of all features.

Another group of studies unites the algorithms which attempt different

transformations of the feature space to map source and target domain

features (Blitzer et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2010; Bollegala et al., 2011; Li et al.,

2012). The pioneering work here is structural correspondence learning (SCL)

(Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007). Its underlying idea is to find correspondences

between features from source and target domains through the modelling of

their correlations with pivot features. Pivot features are features occurring

frequently in both domains and, at the same time, serving as good predictors

of document classes, such as the general sentiment words “excellent” and

“awful”. The extraction of pivot features was based on their frequency

in source and target corpora and their mutual information with positive

and negative source labels. The correlations between the pivot features

and all other features were modelled using supervised learning of linear

pivot predictors to predict occurrences of each pivot in both domains. The

proposed method was tested on review data from four domains (books,

DVDs, kitchen appliances and electronics) and demonstrated a significant

gain in accuracy for most domain pairs compared to a baseline cross-domain

classifier. However, for a few domains the performance degraded due to

feature misalignment: the narrowness of the source domain and diversity of

the target domain created false projections of features in the target domain.
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The authors proposed correcting this misalignment with a small amount of

annotated in-domain data.

Spectral feature alignment (SFA), introduced by Pan et al. (2010),

advocates the same idea as SCL, i.e., an alignment of source and target

features through their co-occurrences with general sentiment words. But

instead of learning representations of pivots in source and target domains,

the authors used spectral clustering to align domain-specific and domain-

independent words into a set of feature-clusters. The clusters were then used

for the representation of all data examples and for training the sentiment

classifier. This new solution yields a significant improvement in cross-domain

accuracy compared with SCL for almost all domain pairs.

The method suggested by Bollegala et al. (2011) also uses word co-

occurrences. However, unlike in previous methods, the adaptation from

multiple source domains was carried out. It consists of the automatic

construction of a sentiment-sensitive thesaurus where each lexical element

(unigram or bigram) is connected to a list of related lexical elements which

most frequently appear in the context expressing the same sentiment. This

thesaurus is then used in the training step to expand document features with

related elements to overcome the feature mismatch problem. The accuracy

obtained outperformed the accuracies given by SCL and SFA averaged over

source-target domain pairs with the same target domain.

Li et al. (2012) also exploit general sentiment words as a bridge to find

correspondences between source and target features. However, instead of
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using co-occurrences, their algorithm is based on the co-extraction of topic

and sentiment words using syntactic patterns. First, highly confident seeds

of sentiment words (commonly used in both domains) and topic words

are extracted. Next, the seeds are expanded using relational adaptive

bootstrapping, which extracts the most confident topic and sentiment words

based on two cross-domain classifiers and then prunes them on the basis of the

syntactic patterns identified during previous iterations. The SVM classifier

trained on the sentiment lexicons demonstrated a small but statistically

significant improvement over baseline SVMs trained on all unigrams and

bigrams.

Glorot et al. (2011) argued that deep learning representations constructed

on the basis of both source and target datasets can yield better transfer across

domains. Their approach consists of two steps. First, a hierarchy of features

is learned on the basis of all the data available in an unsupervised manner

using a Stacked Denoising Auto-encoder (Vincent et al., 2008). Second, the

new representation of the source data is used for training a linear SVM

classifier to be applied to the target data. The approach was evaluated on

the multi-domain sentiment dataset and showed a substantial improvement

over previously published cross-domain methods such as SCL and SFA.

He et al. (2011) explored the effectiveness of topic models for domain

adaptation by applying the joint sentiment-topic modelling (Lin and He,

2009) reviewed above to a merged corpus of source and target datasets.

The original source documents were then augmented with the sentiment-
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bearing topics obtained and were used for training a supervised classifier.

The evaluation on target documents augmented with the sentiment-bearing

topics showed good results which outperform SCL and are comparable to the

accuracies delivered by SFA.

Several studies employed graph-based learning for cross-domain sentiment

classification (Tan et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2009). Wu et al. (2009) proposed

a graph-ranking algorithm for the binary classification of Chinese user

reviews and demonstrated its competitiveness with SCL. The graph-ranking

algorithm is implemented as part of our graph-based sentiment analysis

system and is addressed in more detail in Chapter 4. Although it was

introduced by Wu et al. (2009) as a novel approach we reveal its strong

similarity with LP .

All previous studies assume that both source and target domains belong

to the same genre. However, some social media sources, such as product

reviews, are rich in labelled data, whereas others, such as tweets, are generally

scarce in labelled data. This suggests that the possibility of performing

accurate domain adaptation across genres could solve the problem of the

limited availability of labelled data. The first attempt to explore cross-

genre sentiment classification was by Mejova and Srinivasan (2012), who

experimented with three social media sources: reviews, blogs and microblogs

(Twitter), on five different topics: movies, music albums, smart phones,

computer games, and restaurants. The evaluation showed very promising

results, indicating that classifiers built on reviews are the most generalisable
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to other genres and in many cases deliver performance comparable to that of

an in-domain classifier. Twitter was also found to be a good source of training

data as the Twitter-based model performed reasonably well, especially for

blogs.

2.4 Remarks on multiclass classification

Most of the studies from Table 2.2 address the binary classification problem.

Multiclass sentiment classification (also referred to as the rating-inference

problem) is naturally more difficult and not all machine learning methods

are designed to undertake classification of more than two classes. The

most common ways to tackle multiclass problems are to apply regression

or classification methods in a one-vs.-all or one-vs.-one fashion (Pang and

Lee, 2005; Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2012). Pang and Lee (2005) tested

three techniques for the multiclass classification of movie reviews using

3-point and 4-point scales. In addition to SVM regression (SVR) and

one-vs.-all SVMs (OVA SVMs), a metric labelling method was applied.

This is a supervised analogue of the graph-based algorithm, presented in

Goldberg and Zhu (2006). Metric labelling incorporates classification results

given by supervised learning, as well as the similarity between unlabelled

examples and their nearest labelled neighbours. The method exploits an

additional parameter which controls a trade-off between the impacts of the

supervised solution and the rating given by nearest neighbours of a document.

Evaluation proved the importance of the information provided by document
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neighbours: in most cases the results from SVR and OVA SVMs were

improved when the similarity between documents was taken into account.

Graph-based learning represents an efficient and effective solution for

multiclass classification. As shown in this chapter, it has successfully been

applied to semi-supervised and cross-domain tasks (Goldberg and Zhu,

2006; Wu et al., 2009). In addition, the study of Pang and Lee (2005)

demonstrated the benefit of graph structures for supervised classification.

Another advantage of graph-based algorithms over, for example, OVA SVMs,

is their ability to deal with many classes without substantial additional

computational costs.

2.5 Summary

This chapter presented a detailed review of research in the field of sentiment

classification, with an emphasis on document-level classification. All

studies were categorised and compared on the basis of four parameters,

features, domains, learning approaches and the number of classes, and each

section of this chapter addressed the research undertaken with respect to a

corresponding parameter. In Section 2.1, the most common features used

for sentiment classification and their effect on classification results were

described. Section 2.2 listed popular social media sources in the field of

sentiment analysis. Section 2.3 introduced the most notable representatives

of the main learning approaches. Finally, in Section 2.4, some existing

multiclass studies were briefly described.
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Chapter 3

Data, preprocessing and baselines

Data determines the outcomes of classification methods. In sentiment

classification, many different genres are usually dealt with: product reviews,

blog posts, tweets and other social network data, amongst others (Chapter

2). In this thesis we experiment with product reviews belonging to the multi-

domain sentiment dataset1. We chose this data for two reasons. First,

it comprises reviews on many topics, where each topic is represented by

a relatively large amount of data. Thus, it is possible to use the data

in our cross-domain experiments. Second, the datasets are used by many

studies on cross-domain and semi-supervised sentiment classification, which

makes comparison of our results with those of state-of-the-art research

straightforward.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 describes our data.

Section 3.2 reports the main preprocessing steps. Section 3.3 presents the

evaluation metrics, which are used in the thesis for assessing and comparing

results. Section 3.4 describes our study on feature selection where different

feature sets and feature reduction techniques are tested to establish those

giving the highest performance. The best results are then exploited as

1http://www.cs.jhu.edu/∼mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
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the performance upper bounds in the semi-supervised and cross-domain

experiments. Finally, in Section 3.5, semi-supervised and cross-domain

baselines are given which are used later as the lower bounds of performance.

3.1 Data

Our data comprises Amazon product reviews from the multi-domain

sentiment dataset. This dataset contains reviews on 25 product types.

However, some of the product types either have too little data, such as

musical instruments and office products, or are highly unbalanced, like

gourmet food and jewellery & watches. Thus, we selected only seven

topics with 2000 reviews each and equal numbers of positive and negative

documents:

• Books (BO): book reviews;

• Electronics (EL): reviews of electronic devices and accessories;

• Kitchen (KI): kitchen appliances and housewares reviews;

• DVDs (DV): reviews of films, series, documentaries on DVDs;

• Music (MU): audio CD and DVD reviews;

• Toys (TO): reviews of games, educational toys, arts & crafts, etc;

• Health (HE): health and personal care product reviews.
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The data from the first four topics (BO, EL, KI and DV) has been

intensively exploited in sentiment analysis and have become a gold standard

used to compare different classification techniques (Blitzer et al., 2007; Pan

et al., 2010; Dasgupta and Ng, 2009; Li et al., 2010a). The last three

topics (MU, HE and TO) were selected randomly from the product types

encompassing 2000 reviews. We use two different data configurations: binary

and multiclass data. Reviews in the multiclass data preserve the initial

ratings, 1*,2*,4* and 5*, a total of four sentiment classes. The distribution

of classes is shown in Figure 3.1. To obtain the binary datasets, 1* and 2*

reviews were considered to be negative and 4* and 5* reviews were considered

to be positive. As previously mentioned, the binary datasets are balanced:

they contain 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews within each domain.
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Figure 3.1: Class distribution for the multiclass datasets.
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Table 3.1 provides some statistics about the data: the number of tokens

(all words in the corpus), the mean number of tokens per document, the

number of types (all the individual, different words in the corpus) or

vocabulary size, the type/token ratio (TTR) and the percentage of rare words

(i.e. words that appear in less than 10 documents in a corpus). TTR is a

standard measure of vocabulary richness used in corpus linguistics (Biber

et al., 2002)2. The percentage of rare words can also indicate vocabulary

richness if the corpus is big enough. Table 3.1 gives some insights into the

data. In particular, there are substantial differences between BO, DV and

MU, on one side, and EL, KI and HE, on the other. BO, DV and MU

have longer reviews, a higher TTR and a higher percentage of rare words,

which implies greater vocabulary richness. The MU domain is an extreme

case in this respect as it has the highest values for both vocabulary richness

measures. This conforms to our intuition that reviews of books, movies and

music are in general more sophisticated and diverse because of their cultural

component.

3.2 Preprocessing

As part of the thesis, a Java-based sentiment analysis system was developed.

It consists of a preprocessing module and a classification module. The

major part of the preprocessing module exploits GATE3, an open source

2Strictly speaking this measure depends on the data size (Baayen, 2001) but in our
case, when the difference between data sizes is relatively small, we can ignore this factor

3http://gate.ac.uk/
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corpus # mean # # type/token % of rare
tokens tokens/doc types ratio words

BO 367k 183.4 27k 0.0725 89.5%
DV 401k 200.4 28k 0.0703 89.3%
MU 303k 151.5 23k 0.0748 90.3%
TO 208k 104.0 13k 0.0626 87.8%
EL 239k 119.3 14k 0.0583 86.2%
KI 200k 100.0 12k 0.0608 86.4%
HE 190k 95.1 12k 0.0641 87.2%

Table 3.1: Review corpora statistics.

tool for text processing. In particular, we used the ANNIE plugin4 for the

main preprocessing steps, such as tokenisation, sentence splitting and POS

tagging. Other steps include conversion to lower case, substitution of verbal

short forms by their full forms, punctuation removal and number replacement

(Figure 3.2). To examine which word form is the most beneficial for sentiment

classification, we performed stemming with the Snowball stemmer5 and

lemmatisation with the GATE Morphological Analyzer6.

Due to the importance of negation for the results of sentiment

classification, we implemented a simple rule-based approach which deals

with several negating words: “not”, “no”, “nothing” and “never”. The rules

for treating each of these negating words are slightly different due to the

idiosyncrasies of their use in English. However, our main assumption is

similar for all cases that negating words usually negate subsequent verbs,

adjectives, nouns and adverbs belonging to the same clause. For example,

4http://gate.ac.uk/gate/doc/plugins.html#ANNIE
5http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitch21.html#sec:parsers:stemmer
6http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitch21.html#sec:parsers:morpher
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“The action was NOT anything new.”, “It has really easy refill - NO mess,

NO fuss.”, “Everything was telegraphed and NOTHING was original.”

and “I would NEVER recommend this product to anyone.”.

Figure 3.2: Preprocessing steps

We elaborated a set of rules which

find words affected by a negating

word and append the tag “NOT”

to them. The search for the words

affected by negation is run in a window

of 4 words7 and terminates when a

punctuation mark or conjunction is

met. For the negating word “no” the

search ends after the first noun. As a

result of this procedure, the previous

examples transform to “The action was

anything new NOT.”, “It has really

easy refill - mess NOT, fuss NOT.”,

“Everything was telegraphed and

was original NOT.” and “I would

recommend NOT this product to

anyone.”. Therefore, the features

“new” and “new NOT”, “mess” and

“mess NOT”, “recommend” and “recommend NOT”, etc. are treated

7This number was established empirically
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differently by the machine learning algorithm. Of course, this simple

approach cannot cope with more complex cases, for example, a conjunction

of two adjectives: “It’s not interesting and relevant” or with sentences where

other negating words are involved, for example, “It is neither interesting nor

relevant”. We assume that these situations are rare enough that we do not

need to take them into account.

The pioneering work of Pang et al. (2002) on statistical sentiment

classification demonstrated the higher effectiveness of unigrams compared to

unigrams+bigrams. However, several later studies showed the opposite (Dave

et al., 2003; Andreevskaia and Bergler, 2008). Naturally, bigrams can capture

some contextual information and give features a higher discriminative power.

In the examples “The book is nothing more than mediocre at best” and “This

is the best book I have ever read”, the word “best” conveys both positive

and negative sentiments, yet, its negative meaning in the first sentence only

becomes clear when it is considered with the preposition “at”. To examine

the impact of n-gram size on sentiment classification, we implemented the

“n-grams construction” module, which allows us to experiment with n-grams

of different sizes.

The stopword removal step eliminates stopwords: commonly used

function words that do not have meaning on their own. The list of stopwords,

downloaded from textfixer.com8, was adapted to sentiment classification by

removing from it modal verbs (“could”, “would”, “might”) and some adverbs

8http://www.textfixer.com/resources/common-english-words.txt.
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(“again”, “too”) due to their strong subjective connotations. Experiments

with and without stopword removal show similar results when all features

are used. Finally, we applied the conventional procedure of excluding rare

features from the space vector model with a threshold of 5 (features that

occur less than 5 times in a corpus are removed). We refer to this reduced

feature set as the full feature set.

3.3 Evaluation metrics

In this section, we provide an overview of common metrics used to evaluate

text classification results. We conclude with the choice of measures that suit

our task best and are consistent with related work.

Accuracy, defined as the proportion of correctly classified documents

to the total number of documents, is the simplest classification measure.

It computes the overall effectiveness of a classifier but does not give an

understanding of its performance on individual classes. To obtain deeper

insights into classification results, one can use confusion tables, recall and

precision (van Rijsbergen, 1975), which evaluate the effectiveness of the

classifier on each class. Confusion tables are an easy way to illustrate

classification results regarding one of the classes (see Table 3.2).

True Ck True ¬Ck
Predicted Ck true positive (tpk) false positive (fpk)
Predicted ¬Ck false negative (fnk) true negative (tnk)

Table 3.2: Confusion table for the class Ck
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Using the notation from Table 3.2, recall, R(Ck), and precision, P (Ck),

can be computed as:

R(Ck) =
tpk

tpk + fnk
, P (Ck) =

tpk
tpk + fpk

(3.1)

R(Ck) refers to the proportion of correctly identified documents for the

class Ck out of the total number of documents in this class. In turn, P (Ck)

is the proportion of correctly identified documents for the class Ck out of

the total number of documents assigned to this class. These measures are

especially useful for unbalanced datasets when the least frequent classes tend

to be misclassified as members of more numerous classes. The result of such

misclassifications is usually low recall for infrequent classes.

F-score (also called F-measure) is the harmonic mean of precision and

recall and is used when a trade-off between these two measures is needed:

Fβ(Ck) =
(1 + β2)P (Ck)R(Ck)

β2P (Ck) +R(Ck)
(3.2)

Parameter β in (3.2) gives different weights to either precision or recall

depending on the classification task. Most commonly, precision and recall

are considered equally important and, thus, β = 1.

To find the average effectiveness of a classifier on the basis of its

performance on individual categories, one can apply microaveraging and

macroaveraging methods (Manning et al., 2008). Microaveraging estimates

recall, precision and F-score over the whole collection rather than for
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individual classes and tends to reflect the performance given by frequent

categories. In sentiment classification when each document is assigned a

single category, microaveraged precision, recall and F-score are equal and

coincide with classification accuracy. Macroaveraging computes the average

recall, precision and F-score over classes, which equalises the impact of each

class independent of their size:

macroR =
1

m

m∑
k=1

R(Ck),

macroP =
1

m

m∑
k=1

P (Ck),

macroF1 =
1

m

m∑
k=1

F1(Ck).

(3.3)

where C1, ..., Cm are classification categories and m is the number of

categories.

Mean squared error (MSE) is another popular evaluation metric used

for assessing regression results. This measure is especially important

for multiclass sentiment classification, which can be seen as a sentiment

regression problem with sentiment values given by a continuous rating

function. MSE has been exploited in various sentiment analysis studies for

evaluating multiclass results (Wilson, 2008; Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2012).

Unlike accuracy, it penalises results in accordance with their distance from

the actual sentiment. However, MSE does not reflect the number of exact

matches between predicted and actual sentiments and, thus, should be used

as a complementary measure to classification metrics.

In the thesis, we use three evaluation metrics:
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1. Accuracy. We use accuracy (equal to microaveraged F-score,

microF1) as we are interested in the correct classification of as many

documents as possible. Moreover, it eases the comparison with the

state-of-the-art results on the binary data where mostly accuracies are

reported.

2. Macroaveraged F-score. The multiclass data is not balanced and,

therefore, it is important to make sure that not all examples are

assigned only to “very positive” and “very negative” categories due to

their largest size, as then the multiclass classification will degenerate to

the binary case. Macroaveraged F-score, macroF1 helps to avoid this

as its value can drop if one of the classes is represented poorly in the

final results.

3. The mean of macro- and microaveraged F-score. To select the

best results that maximise both microaveraged and macroaveraged F-

scores, a mean F-score, F̄1, is introduced, which averages accuracy and

macroF1:

F̄1 =
microF1 +macroF1

2
(3.4)

4. MSE. We also report the MSE values to ensure a small variance

between actual and predicted sentiments.

To compare the performance obtained by different classification

techniques a paired t-test with significance level α = 0.05 is used.
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3.4 Feature selection

In this section, we describe our study of the features that give the highest

performance across all domains. Our objective is to identify the best features

in the following dimensions: word forms (tokens vs. stems vs. lemmas);

n-gram sizes (unigrams vs. unigrams + bigrams); feature weights (binary

weights vs. frequency vs. tf-idf vs. idf vs. Delta tf-idf vs. Delta idf)

(Martineau and Finin, 2009; Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010). In addition,

we aim to reduce the feature set size by taking into consideration feature

informativeness or discriminative power. In this respect, we examine which

feature reduction technique is the most beneficial for sentiment classification

and what number of features provides the highest accuracy. We also assess

whether feature reduction is capable of improving the performance given

by the full feature set. Since the results may be different for binary and

multiclass datasets, we conduct our analysis separately for each case.

All experiments are carried out using an SVM classifier with a 5-fold cross-

validation setup. The choice of this learning algorithm is based on numerous

experimental confirmations of its effectiveness for sentiment classification

(Pang and Lee, 2008). We use the LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin, 2011)

and a linear kernel function to train the classifier.
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3.4.1 Related research

An overview of research concerning with the choice of good features for

sentiment classification was given in Section 2.1. Here we point out

some contradicting conclusions obtained by different studies, which make

it necessary to carry out new investigations. For example, as mentioned

above, previous work did not agree about which n-gram size gives the best

performance. It is also not clear whether the weighting of features is able

to improve accuracy. On one hand, a simple representation, i.e. binary

weights (Pang and Lee, 2008), has been shown to be effective, but, on the

other hand, several studies have demonstrated that a significant accuracy

gain can be obtained by using complex feature weighting schemes (Paltoglou

and Thelwall, 2010; Kim et al., 2009).

Feature reduction (also called feature selection) is an important

preprocessing step in the text classification task that aims to optimise

the performance of a classifier by reducing feature space dimensionality

(Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). When the number of features is many times

higher than the number of training examples, the learning model might

become very complex and overfit the data. Although SVMs are highly

resistant to overfitting through the regularisation parameter C (Cortes

and Vapnik, 1995), reducing the number of features makes large problems

computationally efficient. Moreover, many studies have shown that correctly

chosen features can substantially improve classification accuracy (Gamon,
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2004; Abbasi et al., 2008; Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Mladenic and Grobelnik,

1999). Basic feature reduction includes standard filtering of rare words using

a given threshold. Yet not all frequent features are discriminative and serve

as a good indicator for a class. For example, the word “book”, though quite

frequent in book reviews, is equally probable in both positive and negative

contexts. Therefore, this feature does not add any relevant information to

help separate positive reviews from negative ones and can be easily discarded.

All feature reduction techniques aim to find the subset of discriminative

features that provides the best performance. There are two main approaches

to feature reduction: filtering and wrappers. Filtering chooses relevant

features by ranking them according to some measure of goodness, and

wrappers use a classifier as a black box to induce the feature subset delivering

the highest performance (John et al., 1994; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003).

Filters are simple and fast but their solution is usually suboptimal since they

consider features independently of each other and allow redundant features.

Wrappers, though providing an optimal subset for a given learning algorithm,

involve searching the space for all possible feature subsets which could be

computationally expensive for a high-dimensional feature space. For reasons

of speed, simplicity and also popularity among researchers (Forman, 2003;

Gamon, 2004; Riloff et al., 2006), we adopt the filtering approach as our

feature reduction technique. There are numerous functions that can be used

for feature ranking, such as Information Gain (IG), χ2, Mutual Information,

Odds Ratio (OR), etc. Previous studies do not agree on the metric that
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performs best for all datasets and machine learning algorithms. For example,

Yang and Pedersen (1997) revealed that IG, χ2 and document frequency

are strongly correlated and are equally effective even when very aggressive

feature removal (over 90%) is applied. In contrast, Mladenic and Grobelnik

(1999) reported low performance for IG and instead suggested OR and its

variants, as they performed best on their dataset. Forman (2003) confirmed

the advantage of IG over all previously studied metrics, however, it did not

outperform a new measure called Bi-Normal Separation, proposed in their

paper. Concerning work on sentiment classification, Gamon (2004) used a

variant of OR - likelihood ratio (LR) (Dunning, 1993) - for the sentiment

classification of noisy user feedback, which yielded a substantial gain in

performance. Ng et al. (2006) successfully exploited a similar metric called

Weighted Log-Likelihood Ratio (WLLR) (Nigam et al., 2000) for sentiment

classification of movie reviews.

On the basis of previous research, we chose IG, LR and WLLR to perform

feature reduction. Let us introduce their formal definitions. If {Ci}mi=1 is a

set of sentiment classes, then the scores of a feature f with respect to these

metrics are given by formulas 3.5-3.7:

IG(f) = −
m∑
i=1

P (Ci) logP (Ci)

+ P (f)
m∑
i=1

P (Ci|f) logP (Ci|f) + P (f̄)
m∑
i=1

P (Ci|f̄) logP (Ci|f̄) (3.5)

LR(f) = max
Ci

P (f |Ci)
P (f |C̄i)

(3.6)
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WLLR(f) = max
Ci

P (f |Ci) log
P (f |Ci)
P (f |C̄i)

(3.7)

where f̄ is the absence of feature f and C̄i is non-membership in Ci.

LR prioritises features with the highest discriminative power, i.e., those

occurring many times more frequently in one of the classes. However, it does

not take into account the feature frequency in the data, which can lead to

a high ranking of rare and quite specific features. WLLR overcomes this

drawback by multiplying feature discriminative power by feature frequency.

The preference of LR for rare but discriminative features can be observed in

Table 3.3. Both IG and WLLR rank the feature “money” higher than the

more specific but more likely to be found in negative contexts “your money”,

while LR does the opposite. Unlike IG and WLLR, LR does not give a high

rank to “best” which can be both positive and negative, but prefers a more

precise and definitely negative “at best”. WLLR has another shortcoming:

due to its dependence on feature frequency it can give a high preference for

topic words. For instance, it ranks the words “rock” and “music” 27th and

36th respectively, while they receive much lower scores from IG (53rd and

303rd) and LR (942nd and 2055th). In contrast to LR and WLLR, IG ranks

features on the basis of their informativeness, i.e. the amount of information

obtained for a class prediction by knowing a feature’s presence or absence

in texts. This implies that IG does not prioritise either topic terms or rare

words. In fact, rare words are not informative due to the low probability of
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their occurrence and topic terms have high entropy because they are equally

possible in positive and negative contexts.

Rank IG LR WLLR
1 great dull great
2 boring well worth best
3 worst awful NUM of
4 bad mess boring
5 money your money bad
6 favorite waste NOT worst
7 best highly recommended favorite
8 dull great album money
9 NUM of holds like
10 awful disappointing love
11 sounds like worst dull
12 your money boring sounds like
13 wonderful terrible awful
14 highly favorite wonderful
15 favorites will love your money
16 terrible mood highly
17 even NOT at best also
18 amazing favorites well
19 highly recommended joke amazing
20 mood poor even NOT

Table 3.3: 20 most discriminative features from the music domain according
to three feature ranking functions: IG, LR and WLLR.

3.4.2 Binary classification

First, we ran a series of experiments to establish the optimal n-gram size.

Our observations are concordant with Dave et al. (2003): the SVM classifier

gives significantly better performance on our data when bigrams are also

included in the feature set. Figure 3.3 presents in-domain accuracies for all
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seven domains when features are either unigrams or unigrams+bigrams. We

used tokens as word forms and binary weights as feature weights although a

similar picture is observed for other word forms and feature weights.

BO DV MU TO EL KI HE
0.74
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0.78

0.8

0.82

A
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u
ra

cy

unigrams unigrams+bigrams

Figure 3.3: In-domain accuracies for the unigram and unigram+bigram
vector model (binary case).

Second, we experimented with different feature weighting schemes. Unlike

Paltoglou and Thelwall (2010) and Kim et al. (2009), we concluded that

more complex feature weights like Delta idf and Delta tf-idf do not improve

performance compared to their simpler analogues. We also observed that

binary and idf weights outperform frequency and tf-idf weights in most cases

(Figure 3.4). For some domains, such as KI, DV, TO and HE, the difference

is small, but it is statistically significant for BO, EL and MU. Interestingly,

there is little difference in the results within the group of weights based on
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frequency (frequency, tf-idf, Delta tf-idf weights) as well as within the group

of weights based on word presence (binary, idf and Delta idf weights).
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Figure 3.4: Feature weight impact on the in-domain accuracies (binary
case)10.

Third, experiments with tokens, lemmas and stems showed the advantage

of tokens and stems over lemmas (Figure 3.5). Lemmas outperformed tokens

and stems only for MU, but for the rest of the domains they only give

modest results. This implies that word morphology is of substantial benefit

to sentiment classification and should not be discarded. Stems and tokens

provided comparable accuracies, although there is a slight superiority of

stems over tokens, which is especially evident for HE. It is worth noting

10For presentation purposes and despite the fact that the values on the x-axis are
categorical, data points are joined with lines. This style is used in all similar graphs.
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Figure 3.5: Word form impact on the in-domain accuracies (binary case).

that all experiments revealed that lexically richer domains, i.e. BO, DV and

MU, yield a lower performance compared with TO, EL, KI and HE.

Finally, we applied the IG, WLLR and LR feature reduction techniques

to different feature sets, varying weighting schemes, n-gram size, word forms

and feature cut-off thresholds (from 250 to 5000). Some of our experimental

results agreed with the full feature set performance: unigrams+bigrams

outperform unigrams, frequency weights give similar results to tf-idf weights

and the same is true for idf and binary weights. Due to this similarity, we

do not show the accuracies obtained from unigrams weighted with frequency

and idf. Figure 3.6 illustrates the accuracies after the IG feature reduction

for different feature weights, word forms and feature numbers across all

domains11. The x-axis corresponds to the number of features from 250 to

11 Word forms weighted with different weighting schemes are described using the
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5000. In contrast to the full feature set, binary tokens perform worst, and

the best results are given by tf-idf lemmas and tf-idf stems. Therefore, when

fewer features are involved, the information about their frequency becomes

significant and morphological variations can be ignored. This is due to

the decrease of feature redundancy which becomes important for a limited

number of features. The behaviour of the accuracy graphs differs from one

domain to another. In most cases, there is a maximum at around 500-1000

features and then the overall performance declines.

The optimal number of features is between 500-750 with a slight

preference for 750 features. To establish the optimal feature reduction

parameters valid for any data, we averaged the accuracies given by each

feature set across all domains and selected the combination of features and

the cut-off threshold providing the maximum average performance. As a

result, we found two most effective feature sets: 750 tf-idf stems and 500

tf-idf lemmas.

following template “weighting scheme + word form”. For example, tokens with binary
weights are further called “binary tokens” while lemmas with with tf-idf weights are called
“tf-idf lemmas”.
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Figure 3.6: IG feature selection (binary case).
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As far as other feature reduction techniques are concerned, WLLR

exhibits very similar results, achieving the best accuracy in the interval of

500-750 features12. As expected, LR feature reduction reaches maximum

accuracy for a large number of features (2500-3000 features), which makes it

not very effective for feature reduction13.

To compare accuracies delivered by different feature reduction techniques,

we chose their two best combinations of feature weights, word forms and

the number of features and depicted the corresponding accuracies for each

domain in the same plot (Figure 3.7). LR feature reduction is the least

successful since it delivers either the worst or mediocre results. However,

IG and WLLR are equally effective, outperforming one another for certain

domains. For example, WLLR in a combination with 750 tf-idf stems leads to

a considerably better accuracy than IG with 750 tf-idf stems for BO and MU

while it performs much worse for TO and KI. The paired t-test showed that

the difference for the domain of KI is statistically significant. Therefore, there

is a slight advantage of IG over WLLR. In summary, our exploration revealed

that the most beneficial feature selection technique is largely determined by

the data.

Finally, we investigate whether feature reduction improves the best

performance reached when all features are considered. A comparison of

the results obtained with the best feature reduction and full feature set is

12 Due to the similarity of the results given by IG and WLLR feature reduction, the
corresponding graphs for WLLR are omitted.

13 The corresponding graphs for LR are not presented, due to the inability of LR to
effectively filter features.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of feature selection techniques: IG, WLLR and LR
(binary case).

given in Figure 3.8. We can observe that, overall, feature reduction does

not substantially improve classification accuracy. The only domain where it

appears to be very beneficial is MU, as the corresponding discrepancies in

accuracies are statistically significant. In fact, MU is the only domain whose

performance drastically degrades when the number of features increases (see

Figure 3.6).

3.4.3 Multiclass classification

As the optimal features might change when more sentiment classes than in

the binary case are involved, we carried out a new feature selection study

for multiclass sentiment classification (Figures 3.9 and 3.10). In agreement
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the feature selection with the full feature set
results (binary case).

with the binary case, unigrams+bigrams outperform unigrams, although the

differences in accuracy are much smaller overall and disappear completely

for EL and TO. Since frequency and tf-idf weights, as well as binary and idf

weights, give almost identical results, we only report the accuracies achieved

with binary and tf-idf weights. Figure 3.10 shows the accuracies computed for

different combinations of feature weights and word forms. If the word form is

fixed, then binary weights either outperform tf-idf weights or give comparable

results. In agreement with the binary case, the difference between binary and

tf-idf weights is highest for BO (Figure 3.4). Therefore, when the full feature

set is exploited, information about feature frequency is unnecessary and, at

times, detrimental as it degrades performance. We found no evidence that
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Figure 3.9: In-domain accuracies based on unigram and unigram+bigram
vector representation (multiclass case).

accuracy depends on any particular word form. There is a slight tendency

for binary stems and lemmas to surpass tokens, but these differences are not

statistically significant.

We conducted feature reduction with the IG scoring function as it

performed well in the binary case (Figure 3.11). The lexically richer domains

of BO, DV and MU seem to benefit most from aggressive feature reduction

as the accuracy levels for 250-500 features are comparable to the accuracy for

the full dataset. The majority of feature reduction graphs have a tendency

for a local maximum between 250 and 1000 features, which never surpasses

the accuracy achieved with a higher number of features (except for the

MU domain). This is different from the binary case, where aggressive
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Figure 3.10: Feature weight and word form impact on the in-domain
accuracies (multiclass case).

feature reduction (up to 500-750 features) is more effective and leads to a

performance similar to the full feature set (Figure 3.8). We also observe that

feature frequencies do not provide additional information on the sentiment

strength of documents because tf-idf and binary weights give similar results.

This is one possible reason why aggressive feature reduction is not successful

for the multiclass case. In contrast to feature frequencies, word forms have

a more pronounced impact on the accuracy. In particular, stems deliver the

best results in most cases. This becomes especially clear when the number of

features reaches 5000. Figure 3.12, where the highest accuracies after feature

reduction and with the full feature set are displayed, confirms that multiclass

classification does not benefit from feature reduction.
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Figure 3.11: IG feature selection (multiclass case).
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3.4.4 Discussion

The majority of our findings on feature selection are shared by both binary

and multiclass cases. Our experiments revealed the following:

• Unigrams+bigrams always perform better than unigrams alone.

• Feature reduction does not improve the sentiment classification results.

• When the full feature set is exploited, feature frequencies in individual

texts do not substantially improve performance compared with binary

weighting and are sometimes detrimental.

• In most cases, stems marginally outperform the other word forms.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the feature selection with the full feature set
results (multiclass case).
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Nevertheless, binary and multiclass sentiment classification exhibit

certain differences:

• Tf-idf weights in combination with feature reduction demonstrate high

performance for the binary case, but multiclass classification does not

benefit from the information about feature frequencies.

• Aggressive feature reduction, which is shown to be relatively effective

for binary classification, does not work well for multiclass classification

with the exception of the MU domain.

• As expected, the binary accuracies are much higher than the multiclass

accuracies due to the increased complexity of the multiclass task.

The best results (maximum accuracies from Figures 3.8 and 3.12) give us

the accuracy upper bounds for all domains (Table 3.4)14. We also report the

corresponding the macroF1 values, which are much lower than the accuracies.

Moreover, there is no correlation between macroF1 and accuracy, that is,

higher accuracy levels do not necessary imply higher macroF1 levels. The

upper bounds are used for comparison with the best semi-supervised and

cross-domain accuracies and F-scores in Chapters 6 and 7.

14 The multiclass results for the HE domain are much higher than those for any other
domain. This phenomenon was studied and it was revealed that HE contains many
duplicated reviews. However, we do not have an explanation why this did not influence
the binary results, therefore, a more detailed study is required.
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task BO DV MU TO EL KI HE
binary 0.807 0.818 0.794 0.830 0.832 0.840 0.839

multi- accuracy 0.559 0.565 0.564 0.597 0.600 0.613 0.628
class macroF1 0.435 0.453 0.438 0.460 0.453 0.440 0.498

F̄1 0.497 0.509 0.501 0.529 0.527 0.527 0.563

Table 3.4: Performance upper bounds for the binary and multiclass tasks.

3.5 Baselines

In this section, we provide baselines for the binary and multiclass tasks in

two experimental settings: semi-supervised and cross-domain. For multiclass

classification, both baseline accuracies and macroF1 are reported. All

baselines are built using the full feature set because feature reduction is not

appropriate either for the semi-supervised setting, due to the limited amount

of labelled data and therefore a much smaller feature set, or for the cross-

domain setting, due to the difference in feature sets for source and target

domains.

3.5.1 Semi-supervised baselines

The baselines for semi-supervised classification were computed separately

for each domain. We used a 5-fold cross-validation setup to conduct our

evaluation. Thus, 400 examples were used for testing and the remaining 1600

instances were treated as a pool for a randomly selected labelled dataset. We

gradually incremented the amount of labelled data from 50 to 800 examples

to analyse their impact on the performance.

To compute the binary classification baseline we used binary stems
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Figure 3.13: Semi-supervised baselines (binary case).
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Figure 3.14: Semi-supervised baseline accuracies (multiclass case).

since this feature combination performed best in supervised settings (Figure

3.13). For multiclass classification, binary lemmas and binary stems yielded
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Figure 3.15: Semi-supervised baseline macroF1 values (multiclass case).

the highest results (Figures 3.14 and 3.15) and we selected the latter

feature combination to match the binary case. The difference in accuracies

between lexically richer and lexically poorer domains is larger when more

sentiment classes are involved. This means that higher task complexity

makes the classification of more difficult data even harder. Due to the

unbalanced class distribution, baseline macroF1 values are overall 10-15

percentage points (ppt) lower than accuracies. Interestingly, there is not

much difference between the macroF1 graphs of lexically richer and poorer

domains. Therefore, the higher accuracies for lexically poorer domains are

due to the correct identification of strongly positive and negative sentiment

classes, which have the larger sizes.
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3.5.2 Cross-domain baselines

As with semi-supervised settings, we built our cross-domain baselines using

binary stems as features. The seven datasets give 42 combinations of domain

pairs. Figures 3.16-3.18 display the cross-domain baseline accuracies and

macroF1, where each graph corresponds to the same target dataset. We can

identify two groups of target domains for which the cross-domain accuracies

show different behaviour: BO, DV, MU and EL, KI, HE. The best results for

the group of target domains BO, DV and MU are achieved when the source

domain is also from this group. The same is true for the group of domains

EL, KI and HE. In contrast, when the source data is from the opposite group

of domains, the results are substantially lower.
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Figure 3.16: Cross-domain accuracy baselines where each curve corresponds
to the same target dataset (binary case).
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Figure 3.17: Cross-domain accuracy baselines where each curve corresponds
to the same target dataset (multiclass case).
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Figure 3.18: Cross-domain macroF1 baselines where each curve corresponds
to the same target dataset (multiclass case).
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BO DV EL KI
highly recommend superb plenty so easy

concise love it highly recommend worry
excellent book really good very happy perfect for

for anyone very well please with favorite
excellent highly recommend too NOT recommend it
unique rare worry highly recommend

read for well worth recommend it be excellent
my favorite fascinating be perfect my only
must read recommend it well as fiestaware
and also perfectly had NOT wonderful
life and beautifully happy with soup

wonderful great job very easy perfectly
resource capture works excellent
power of be excellent awesome stuff
insightful really enjoy glad nicely

great book mix nicely satisfy
be definitely outstanding price and clean up

be easy you love sturdy have NOT to
will find life and i love fun
overview good movie better than serve

Table 3.5: 20 discriminative positive features ranked by likelihood.

To understand the reason behind the observed difference between the

two groups of domains, we extracted the 20 most discriminative positive and

negative features (unigrams + bigrams of tokens) from the BO, DV, EL and

KI datasets using the LR scoring function (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). Since the LR

metric tends to overvalue rare features, we removed features occurring less

than 20 times in each dataset. A feature comparison across domains reveals

that some domains share more similarities than others. For example, features

such as “refund”, “return”, “repair”, “defective” and “customer service”

appearing in both EL and KI are highly unlikely for BO and DV. At the
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BO DV EL KI
disappointing your money poorly waste of

poorly so bad refund return it
enough NOT worth NOT repair recommend NOT

waste of ridiculous waste of it break
your money waste of waste NOT refund

annoying worst movie never buy worth NOT
page to waste NOT defective to return

buy NOT pointless forum very disappoint
bunch recommend NOT stop work worst
boring lame junk your money
just do horrible worst do work NOT
to finish may have do buy NOT do buy NOT
unless boring horrible exchange

hope that why do return it back
let me awful customer service poorly

waste NOT suck your money repair
i keep dull mistake send it

to believe i hate be tell useless
nothing to do even NOT very disappoint warranty

recommend NOT garbage send it defective

Table 3.6: 20 discriminative negative features ranked by likelihood.

same time, the features “boring”, “dull”, “fascinating”, and “enjoy” that are

common in BO and DV, are quite improbable for KI and EL. Concerning the

rest of the datasets, MU reviews are close to BO and DV, and HE reviews

are close to EL and KI. The TO domain is in between these two groups,

since it shares similarities with both of them. For instance, games can be

boring like books or movies but they might also be defective and sent back

like electronic devices or kitchen appliances. However, Figures 3.16 and 3.17

indicate that TO reviews share more similarities with EL, KI and HE.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we first described the multi-domain dataset of product

reviews used in our experiments. Then, in Section 3.2, we gave an overview

of the main preprocessing steps, which, among others, contain a rule-based

treatment of negation - an important procedure for sentiment classification.

In Section 3.3, we listed the evaluation metrics to be used including accuracy,

MSE, macroF1 and F̄1 (the mean between the accuracy and macroF1). The

last two metrics are needed because of the imbalanced class distribution of

the multiclass data and will assess whether the representation of sentiment

classes is balanced in the final results. The feature selection study reported

in Section 3.4 showed the advantage of unigrams+bigrams over unigrams

alone and a marginal advantage of stems over other word forms. The result

of feature reduction was found to be negative because it did not improve

performance compared to the full feature set. Finally, in Section 3.5, the

baselines for semi-supervised and cross-domain sentiment classification were

computed with linear kernel SVM as the baseline classifier.
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Chapter 4

Graph-based learning

The chapter describes a graph-based learning approach adopted as the main

method of this thesis and its application to sentiment classification. Graph-

based learning exploits the ability of the data to be represented as a weighted

graph where instances are vertices and edges reflect similarities between

instances. It assumes that strongly connected instances tend to belong to

the same class (the manifold or smoothness assumption). For sentiment

classification, instances are documents and document similarity is used to

indicate the closeness of document sentiments. Graph-based learning is

discriminative, non-parametric and transductive. The last property can be

seen as a shortcoming as transductive models are designed for closed datasets

only and cannot handle unseen examples. However, various studies suggest

different ways of transforming transductive learners into inductive ones (Zhu

et al., 2003b; Chapelle et al., 2002; Delalleau et al., 2005; Sindhwani et al.,

2005)1.

There are several arguments to support our choice for graph-based

learning. First, it can be easily applied to both semi-supervised and cross-

domain tasks without any change in the implementation. This puts semi-

1We intend to address this issue as part of our future work.
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supervised and cross-domain techniques under the same conditions and

makes comparisons fairer. Second, the extension of graph-based algorithms

to multiclass classification is straightforward, which is crucial for many real-

world scenarios. Third, graph-based algorithms perform well for many

NLP tasks and are a competitive alternative to other semi-supervised

and cross-domain techniques. At the same time, however, there is a

lack of a thorough comparison between graph-based algorithms and other

cross-domain and semi-supervised methods regarding their application to

sentiment classification. This thesis aims to fill that gap and also to

investigate how different algorithm parameters and modifications to the

graph structure impact on classification accuracy. Finally, graph-based

algorithms can be easily scaled to solve large problems with millions of

instances. In particular, Bilmes and Subramanya (2011) proposed a graph

node reordering heuristic and demonstrated its effectiveness on a huge graph

with 120 million nodes. In this thesis, we do not study scalability issues as our

data is of a much smaller size. However, this property is very important for

real-world problems where the ability to deal with as much data as possible

in an efficient way can help to perform both accurate and fast classification.

4.1 Notation and problem setting

First, we introduce the following notation for the formal problem setting:
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• X = {xi}ni=1 is a dataset of n documents where xi refers to the

document vector in the vector space model2.

• l documents are labelled and u are unlabelled, l + u = n.

• Without a loss of generality we consider a binary classification problem.

• {yi}li=1 is a set of probabilistic labels corresponding to labelled

documents.

• yi indicates the probability of a document xi belonging to class 1.

Similarly, (1− yi) is the probability that xi belongs to class 03.

• {ŷi}ni=l+1 are unknown labels that must be induced.

In graph-based learning, labelled and unlabelled instances are jointly

represented as an undirected weighted graph G = (V,E,W ). Vertices

V = {1, ..., n} correspond to n data points X, connected through edges

E ⊆ V × V , where L = {1, ..., l} are labelled and U = {l + 1, ..., n} are

unlabelled vertices, V = L
⋃
U . W = (wij) is a weight matrix indicating

the similarity between a pair of nodes connected by the respective edge.

Graph-based learning requires that the entries of W are non-negative and

symmetric, which is true for the similarity measure introduced in Section

4.2.2. The task is to assign probabilities ŷi to unlabelled nodes U .

2In Section 4.2.2, different document representations will be discussed.
3If a multiclass classification problem with m classes is considered, a document label

represents an m-dimensional vector yi = (yi1, ...yim) where each entry yik indicates the
probability of xi belonging to class Ck.
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When applying graph-based learning to sentiment classification, two

important questions must be addressed:

1. How do we construct a sentiment graph? This is key for the successful

performance of graph-based learning (Zhu, 2005). It poses a further

question regarding the similarity measure between documents that

expresses the closeness of document sentiments rather than content.

Our solution to this problem is given in Section 4.2.

2. Which inference algorithm should be used? Many graph-based

algorithms have been proposed recently: graph mincuts (Blum and

Chawla, 2001), label propagation (LP ) (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002)

and its derivatives (Zhu et al., 2003a; Zhou et al., 2004; Goldberg

and Zhu, 2006), spectral graph transducer (Joachims, 2003), manifold

regularisation (Belkin et al., 2006), modified adsorption (Talukdar and

Crammer, 2009) and measure propagation (Subramanya and Bilmes,

2011). In this study, we use LP together with its modifications due to

its simplicity, robustness, high performance and extensive exploitation

in other NLP tasks.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 explains

our method of constructing sentiment graphs. In Section 4.3, the LP

algorithm is described and in Section 4.4, two ways of balancing skewed

output labels are reviewed. The LP modifications used in our experiments
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are presented in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 gives an overview of the

main stages of our graph-based sentiment analysis system.

4.2 Sentiment graph construction

Many studies on graph-based learning emphasise the significance of graph

construction. Zhu (2008, page 18) argued that “it is more important to

construct a good graph than to choose among the methods”. Bilmes and

Subramanya (2011, page 14) pointed out that “the graph determines how

information flows from one sample to another and thus an incorrect choice

of a neighborhood can lead to poor results”. In this section we consider two

aspects of graph construction: graph connectivity and similarity metrics.

4.2.1 Graph connectivity

Graphs can be fully connected or sparse. Fully connected graphs, besides

their high computational cost, usually perform worse than sparse models

(Zhu, 2005). The most common way to construct sparse graphs is to

introduce either a parameter for the number of nearest neighbours, k,

to each vertex (kNN graphs) or a maximum proximity radius, ε, that

delimits connected nodes of a vertex from other graph nodes (εNN graphs).

According to Zhu (2005), all kNN graphs tend to perform well empirically.

Following this observation as well as our own experiments with εNN graphs,

which showed no significant difference in performance, we choose kNN

graphs to represent our data.
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Unlike the vast majority of studies where the number of neighbours k is

considered the same for all vertices (Zhu, 2005; Talukdar and Crammer,

2009), we follow the work of Goldberg and Zhu (2006) and distinguish

between labelled and unlabelled nodes, connecting each unlabelled node with

kl labelled and ku unlabelled neighbours, kl 6= ku. Our experimental results

(Chapters 6 and 7) demonstrate the importance of this modification.

Note that the weight matrix of kNN graphs is not necessarily symmetric

due to the non-symmetry of the nearest neighbourhood relation. A good

example of this is a hub node: it is a nearest neighbour to many nodes

but only k of them can be its nearest neighbours. To make the matrix W

symmetric, we require the following condition: for any two nodes i and j,

if the node i is a nearest neighbour of the node j, then the node j must

be a nearest neighbour of the node i. Let kuNN(i) be a set of ku nearest

unlabelled neighbours and klNN(i) be a set of kl nearest labelled neighbours

of the node i. Then, the weight matrix W = (wij) must satisfy (4.1).

wij =


wij if j ∈ kuNN(i) ∪ klNN(i)

wij if i ∈ kuNN(j) ∪ klNN(j)

0 otherwise

(4.1)

4.2.2 Sentiment similarity

Sentiment classification requires a similarity metric which assigns values to

a pair of documents on the basis of their sentiment, so that documents with
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the same sentiment have high similarity scores and documents with opposite

sentiment have low scores. This implies that the vector representation

of documents must contain sentiment markers rather than topic words.

Previous research suggests several ways to tailor document representation

to the purposes of sentiment similarity. Pang and Lee (2005) proposed

PSP-based similarity, representing documents as (PSP, 1-PSP), where PSP

is the percentage of positive sentences in a document. They used an

additional classifier for learning sentence polarity that was trained on external

data with user-provided scores. As a result, the PSP values had a high

correlation with document ratings. Goldberg and Zhu (2006) also used in-

domain labelled data to approximate sentiment similarity for semi-supervised

multiclass classification. They constructed a vector representation based on

document words where the weight of words was computed using their mutual

information with positive and negative classes from an external labelled

dataset. The main disadvantage of both approaches is that they rely on

labelled in-domain data, which can be very expensive to obtain. In contrast,

the principal purpose of our research is to create a framework where only

a limited amount of labelled data is available. Other work on graph-based

learning for sentiment analysis did not focus on the problem of sentiment

similarity and used a straightforward approach by considering documents

via vectors of their words (Wu et al., 2009; Talukdar and Crammer, 2009).

Following Goldberg and Zhu (2006) and Pang and Lee (2005), we examine

two types of document representation: document feature-based and document
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unit-based, although unlike the above studies no external labelled data is

required. Moreover, for each type of document representation, several ways of

computing it are suggested. Those are then further verified and compared to

select the representation which best reflects document sentiments. Document

similarity is then estimated as the cosine similarity between corresponding

document representations.

4.2.2.1 Document feature-based representation

In this representation, we express a document as a vector of features that

can potentially convey sentiment. The question here concerns the features

to be selected. According to previous studies, adjectives, verbs and adverbs

are good indicators of sentiment (Pang and Lee, 2008). At the same time,

nouns can also express positive or negative feelings, for example, “problem”,

“laughter”, “mercy”, although they are most likely to be topic words. To

distinguish subjective and topic nouns we extend our feature set with nouns

listed in the SO-CAL dictionaries, which are manually created lexicons of

sentiment words rated from -5 (very negative) to 5 (very positive) and

grouped by parts of speech (Taboada et al., 2011). Since the context of

words is an important clue to their sentiment, we also enhance the feature

set with bigrams containing relevant parts of speech.

4.2.2.2 Document unit-based representation

The unit-based representation describes a document through the sentiment

values of its units. Several types of document units are considered:
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words, sentences, groups of sentences (for example, three first and three

last sentences of a document), document titles, and, finally the document

itself. Finer-grained units (words and sentences) are used to estimate the

sentiment strength of coarse-grained units (the whole document, groups of

its sentences and the document title), which are assumed to reflect the same

sentiment as the document itself. We assess the effectiveness of the following

representations:

• PSP, NSP - percentage of positive/negative sentences in a document4.

• PWP, NWP - percentage of positive/negative words in a document.

• SentWP (Sent1WP, Sent2WP,...) - percentage of words corresponding

to the sentiment strengths Sent1, Sent2,... according to a sentiment

lexicon scale.

• 3FirstPWP, 3FirstNWP - percentage of positive/negative words in the

first three sentences.

• 3LastPWP, 3LastNWP - percentage of positive/negative words in the

last three sentences.

• TitlePWP, TitleNWP - percentage of positive/negative words in the

title.

Positive and negative words are extracted using the SO-CAL dictionaries.

For more accurate computing of unit-based representations, we employ the

4Note that NSP 6= 1- PSP as we allow some sentences to be neutral.
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negation module described in Section 3.2. We also experimented with other

sentiment resources such as SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006b) and

SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2012), but the former gives unsatisfactory

performance, while the latter, focusing on explicit sentiment, is insufficient

for review data and finds no sentiment in a substantial number of documents.

An error analysis revealed that many errors in the scores of unit-based

representations are caused by specific words that do not bear sentiment in

general contexts but signal a strong attitude towards a product in consumer

reviews. Such words are especially frequent in negative contexts, for example,

“return”, “refund”, “avoid” and “break”. We also identified verbs that imply

negative sentiment towards a product only when used with negations, for

example, “buy NOT”, “work NOT”. Evidently, these cannot be considered

as expressing sentiment in a strict sense, but they do imply a clear user

feeling about a product and, therefore, serve as sentiment markers. Since

these cases are quite frequent in reviews we decided to adapt the SO-CAL

dictionaries to fit the product review data.

4.2.2.3 Adapting SO-CAL to review data

Our adaptation algorithm aims to select words which typically bear sentiment

in the context of product reviews and, thus, are discriminative features for

sentiment classification. This means that we can use one of the feature

selection metrics presented in Chapter 3. We found the likelihood ratio (LR)

to be the most relevant for the task as it has the highest discriminative
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power in comparison with information gain and weighted log-likelihood ratio.

The likelihood ratio overestimates rare and specific features but this can be

overcome by using substantial amounts of data.

The new sentiment markers are searched for in a large dataset of product

reviews that include all seven domains of interest (BO, DV, MU, TO, EL, KI

and HE). Each domain is represented by 20k documents, half of which are

positive and half negative. It is worth noting that this data has been compiled

independently from the test and training dataset described in Section 3.1.

For each domain, words outside the SO-CAL dictionaries with LR ≥ 1.5

are extracted, which means that they are 1.5 times more frequent in the

texts of one polarity than in the texts of the opposite polarity. This gives

seven lists of domain-specific sentiment markers. Finally, to acquire only

domain-independent sentiment markers, the seven lists are compared and

words appearing in at least three domains and having an average LR ≥ 2 are

selected5 and manually rated by an expert on a scale from -5 to 5. As a result,

we obtained 65 new sentiment markers (46 negative and 19 positive) including

“refund”, “return”, “buy NOT”, “work NOT”, “send” and “even NOT”,

identified as mostly negative, and “highly”, “family”, “fast”, “storage” and

“overall”, identified as mostly positive. The full list of sentiment markers

together with their strengths and LR scores, averaged over domains, can be

5 We also added several words with 1.9 ≤ LR ≤ 2 which were found in more than five
domains.
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found in Appendix A. Table 4.1 shows the number of new sentiment markers

that were found to be both frequent and discriminative for each domain.

We also present distributions of the positive and negative sentiment

markers separately. Although we discovered many more negative than

positive sentiment markers, their ratio is almost equal for the domains of

BO, DV and MU. Overall, less than half of the new sentiment markers are

frequent in the lexically richer domains. This proportion is much higher for

the lexically poorer domains and varies from 68% for EL to 78% for TO.

This suggests that the SO-CAL adaptation will have a greater impact on the

lexically poorer domains.

Sentiment # of sentiment markers per domain
markers BO DV MU TO EL KI HE
all 31 32 31 51 44 49 45
positive 12 15 16 11 7 11 10
negative 19 17 15 40 37 38 35

Table 4.1: Distribution of the new sentiment markers over domains

The sentiment dictionary expansion revealed some interesting facts

about sentiment markers. Only six sentiment markers were found to be

common for all seven domains: positive “highly” and negative “unless”,

“maybe”, “buy NOT”, “money” and “even not”. Surprisingly, the word

“money” and its different representations such as “dollar” and “$”, are

mainly negative, while the word “price” is mostly positive. In general,

negative markers are more numerous and more discriminative than positive

markers. Some negative markers imply a clear opinion about a product
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and, therefore, were rated as strong sentiments, for example, “return”,

“refund” and “work NOT”. The sentiment strength of positive markers is

not as pronounced, for example, “include”, “provide” and “bring” and,

therefore, their sentiment scores are moderate. Interestingly, mentions of

relatives are most likely to occur in positive reviews: “family” (LR=2.4),

“husband” (LR=2.1), “wife” (LR=1.8), “brother” (LR=1.8). Finally, we

found cases of polarity switching for several sentiment markers, for example,

the word “today” appears as positive in BO (LR=1.7), DV (LR=2.0) and

MU (LR=2.3) reviews and as negative in EL (LR=-2.5), KI (LR=-1.8) and

HE (LR=-2.1) reviews. The negative connotation of “today” for EL, KI, and

HE can be explained by numerous examples when devices break and users

immediately share their negative experience to warn others: “Today, March

6th, I am returning it and this is why” or “Today is April 6 and the thing is

broken”. Sometimes, “today” is used in positive contexts, for instance,“I like

it so much, I’m buying a second one today” but, due to the specificity of the

EL, KI and HE domains these cases are not very frequent. In the reviews for

books and movies (which rarely break and need to be returned) people tend

to use “today” when they have sentimental feelings about a product and/or

compare it with those of today: “This was one of my favs as a kid and I still

love it today” or “They don’t make films like this today”. Occasionally the

comparison is not in favour of a reviewed product, for example, “The movie,

by today’s standards, is a little disjointed and incomplete”, but these cases

were quite rare in our dataset.
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4.2.2.4 Evaluation of similarity metrics

Feature-based and unit-based vectors are independent and can be

complementary. The former can be viewed as a domain-specific

representation because it consists of sentiment-bearing words used in a

given domain. In turn, the latter can be regarded as a domain-independent

or generic representation, since the SO-CAL dictionaries are domain-

independent and, thus, scores of document units do not preserve any domain

knowledge. To benefit from both domain-specific and generic information, we

integrate feature-based and unit-based representations. Due to the different

dimensions of feature-based and unit-based vectors, we combine similarities

corresponding to each representation rather than the vectors themselves.

The similarity metric obtained is called hybrid.

Denote by Fi and Ui the feature-based and unit-based representations

of a document i, respectively. Then, the hybrid similarity simH between

documents i and j is the following:

simH = sim(Fi, Fj) + sim(Ui, Uj), (4.2)

where sim(·, ·) stands for the cosine similarity between its arguments.

Our evaluation of the similarity metrics exploits the principal premise of

graph-based learning: smoothness of the label function on the graph. This

implies that documents in the nearest neighbourhood have similar sentiment

labels. We propose an evaluation metric called ∆y, which computes the
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average difference between document sentiments yi in a neighborhood:

∆y =
1

k · n
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈kNN(i)

|yi − yj| (4.3)

where kNN(i) are the k nearest neighbours of a document i and n = |V | is

the number of graph nodes. It is presumed that the quality of a similarity

metric is determined by the value of ∆y and the best metric conforms to the

minimum ∆y value.

Table 4.2 presents our evaluation results with k = 1006 for the

different similarity metrics. To assess which combination of document

representation components performs best, they are ordered by their impact

on the minimisation of ∆y from highest (PWP) to lowest (3FirstPWP) and

are added one by one into the document representation. The impact of

each component is determined on the basis of its individual performance.

These different combinations are then compared with two baselines: the

feature-based representation alone and all components of the unit-based

representation.

The results of Table 4.2 can be summarised as follows:

• The feature-based representation alone gives the poorest results.

• The most effective unit-based components, which have the highest

impact on the quality of the similarity measure, are PWP, TitlePWP

and PSP.

• Not all unit-based components improve the quality of the similarity

measure when considered in combination with other components.

6Other values of k were also tested and they all gave similar results.
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Document ∆y - average document neighborhood sentiment difference

representations BO DV MU EL KI TO HE
PWP 1.031 0.932 0.968 1.016 1.065 1.007 1.136
+TitlePWP 0.928 0.893 0.923 0.883 0.861 0.852 0.895
+PSP 0.909 0.887 0.901 0.872 0.841 0.834 0.856
+Feature-based 0.898 0.870 0.893 0.846 0.819 0.807 0.835
+3LastPWP 0.910 0.879 0.902 0.862 0.827 0.818 0.850
+SentWP 0.913 0.880 0.900 0.865 0.834 0.823 0.859
+3FirstPWP 0.919 0.874 0.903 0.883 0.846 0.833 0.874
Feature-based 1.191 1.173 1.184 1.144 1.149 1.119 1.175
All Unit-based 0.926 0.884 0.904 0.899 0.864 0.847 0.888

Table 4.2: Evaluation of the similarity metrics based on different document
representations (“+” adds the corresponding component to all those above
it; the best combination is highlighted).

While the quality of the similarity measure consistently improves

when PWP, TitlePWP, PSP and the feature-based representation are

included, it decreases moderately with every subsequent component

(3LastPWP, SentWP and 3FirstPWP) for all domains.

• Although the feature-based representation does not perform well alone,

adding it to the best combination of unit-based components provides

the lowest ∆y.

We can conclude that according to our intrinsic evaluation, the hybrid

similarity metric based on document features and PWP, PSP and TitlePWP

components is the most accurate estimate for sentiment similarity. Therefore,

we use this measure in the evaluation of our graph-based sentiment analysis

system described in Chapters 6 and 7.
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4.3 Label Propagation

LP was one of the first graph-based algorithms to be developed (Zhu and

Ghahramani, 2002). It is an iterative process that at each step propagates

information from labelled to unlabelled nodes until convergence, i.e., when

node labels do not change from one iteration to another. LP is the weighted

averaging of labels in a node neighbourhood where the influence of neighbours

is set by edge weights (Figure 4.1). Therefore, the smoothness of the data is

presumed by the algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Graph structure for LP

We denote by W̄ = (w̄ij) a row-normalised version of the matrix W ,

referred to as the transition matrix:

w̄ij =
wij∑
j wij

(4.4)
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LP is described in Algorithm 17.

Algorithm 1. LP

- Compute weight matrix W (see Section 4.2)

- Compute transition matrix W̄ using (4.4)

- Initialise Ŷ (0) = (y1, ..., yl, 0, ..., 0), t = 0

- Iterate

1. Ŷ (t+1) ← W̄ Ŷ (t)

2. Ŷ
(t+1)
l ← Yl

8

until convergence to Ŷ ∞

The transition matrix W̄ can be split into four sub-matrices:

W̄ =

 W̄ll W̄lu

W̄ul W̄uu

 (4.5)

Zhu and Ghahramani (2002) proved the convergence of Algorithm 1 to

the following simple solution:

Ŷu = (I − W̄uu)
−1W̄ulYl (4.6)

LP can be formalised using the optimisation framework. Indeed, graph-

based learning may be seen as finding a labeling function consistent with

7For multiclass classification with m classes the algorithm must be run m times in a
one-vs-all fashion.

8Yl is reset on each iteration in order to clamp it to the initial value.
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the graph structure and smoothness assumption. This can be expressed by

minimisation of the quadratic cost function which penalises strongly related

nodes with different labels:

C(Ŷ ) =
∑
ij

wij(ŷi − ŷj)2 → min (4.7)

The optimisation problem (4.7) and Algorithm 1 are equivalent and have

identical solutions given by (4.6) (Zhu, 2005; Bengio et al., 2006).

We use two rules (referred to as probability combination rules) to induce

a sentiment class of a document i from its output class probabilities ŷi =

(ŷi1, ..ŷik, ..ŷim). The first rule, called the maximum probability rule (maxP ),

is a straightforward approach which assigns the class corresponding to the

maximum value of ŷik. The second rule, called hierarchical (HIER), applies

the maximum probability rule in a hierarchical manner and can only be used

for the multiclass case. First, it finds a node polarity by comparing sums of

probabilities for positive and negative sentiment classes. All sentiment classes

whose polarity is opposite to the one established are discarded from further

consideration. Then, the maximum probability rule is used on the remaining

sentiment classes to induce the output node sentiment. The hierarchical

probability combination rule could help to address errors related to incorrect

sentiment polarity, which are more serious than errors in sentiment strength.

4.4 Balancing class proportions

Zhu et al. (2003a) pointed out that if classes are not well-separated then the
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final distribution of labels can be highly skewed. However, if class priors are

known, the output labels can be modified to match the class proportions.

Various methods have been developed to learn the class priors of test data,

for example, the expectation maximisation algorithm (Saerens et al., 2001)

and Pearson divergence minimisation (du Plessis and Sugiyama, 2012). In

this thesis it is assumed that the training and test datasets have similar

class distributions (which is especially true in semi-supervised settings) and,

therefore, that class priors can be estimated from the labelled data.

Following Zhu and Ghahramani (2002) two post-processing techniques

for class balancing are adopted: class mass normalisation (CMN) and label

bidding (LB).

• Class mass normalisation (CMN) scales output probabilities so

that the final class masses match the priors. Prior probabilities p0 and

p1 of classes 0 and 1 can be estimated from the labelled data:

p0 =
1

l

∑
∀i∈L

(1− yi), p1 =
1

l

∑
∀i∈L

yi (4.8)

Similarly, we compute the output class masses m0 and m1 of classes 0

and 1 over the output probabilities of the unlabelled data:

m0 =
1

u

∑
∀i∈U

(1− ŷi), m1 =
1

u

∑
∀i∈U

ŷi (4.9)

Using formulas (4.8) and (4.9), we can define the following decision rule

for ŷi to belong to class 1:
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p1ŷi
m1

>
p0(1− ŷi)

m0

(4.10)

The direction of inequality (4.10) is reversed for the decision rule

regarding class 0.

• Label bidding (LB) maintains the invariability of prior class sizes

rather than prior class probabilities. Suppose that our labelled data

consists of l0 examples from class 0 and l1 examples from class 1. Then,

the output of LB normalisation will contain
l0u

l
examples of class 0 and

l1u

l
examples of class 1. LB can be seen as u-step process. During each

step, an element with the highest probability, p̂i = max {1− ŷi, ŷi}, is

selected and added to the corresponding class. When one of the classes

reaches its maximum number of elements, all remaining examples are

assigned to the opposite class.

4.5 LP modifications

In this section we describe several modifications of LP . One of them,

LPγ, introduces a parameter γ, which gives a different weight to labelled

and unlabelled neighbours. Another, LPαβ, incorporates predictions from

external classifiers into the graph structure.
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4.5.1 LPγ: Weighting labelled and unlabelled
neighbours

The graph structure used in LP (Figure 4.1) does not differentiate between

labelled and unlabelled neighbours. However, it might be beneficial to give

them different weights. For example, in semi-supervised graph-based learning

it is natural to rely more on labelled neighbours whose labels are identified

with a high level of confidence. In contrast, for cross-domain learning, highly

reliable labelled nodes might not help much if the source and target data are

very different. In such cases, the contribution of unlabelled examples should

be increased.

We use a parameter γ ∈ (0, 1) to control the distribution of weights

between labelled and unlabelled examples, so that γ < 0.5 gives preference

to unlabelled and γ > 0.5 to labelled neighbours (Figure 4.2A). We formalise

this LP variant in Algorithm 2.

Wu et al. (2009) proposed a similar algorithm, called graph ranking,

and applied it to cross-domain sentiment classification. This method has

two main differences to LPγ. First, the weight matrices Wuu and Wul are

normalised separately instead of using the same scaling factor for labelled

and unlabelled data. This difference has no effect as long as the scaling

factors for both matrices are similar. However, this might not be the case

for cross-domain graphs. Indeed, if source and target domains are very

different so that out-of-domain neighbours are much farther away than in-

domain neighbours, the scaling factors can have different orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.2: LP modifications: A Different weight for labelled and unlabelled
neighbours (LPγ); B Incorporating external predictions (LPαβ).

Algorithm 2. LPγ

- Compute weight matrix W

- Compute transition matrix W̄ using (4.4)

- Build sub-matrices W̄uu and W̄ul as in (4.5)

- Initialise Yl = (y1, ..., yl), Ŷ
(0)
u = (0, ..., 0)

- Choose a parameter γ ∈ [0, 1]

- Iterate

Ŷ
(t+1)
u ← (1− γ)W̄uuŶ

(t)
u + γW̄ulYl

until convergence to Ŷ ∞u
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Second, the updated values of unlabelled nodes are normalised using CMN

after each iteration to match the class priors. The method of Wu et al.

(2009) (referred to as RANK to acknowledge its original name) is presented

in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. RANK

- Compute weight matrix W

- Build sub-matrices Wuu and Wul similar to (4.5)

- Compute normalised matrices W̄uu and W̄ul by

w̄uuij =
wuu

ij∑
j w

uu
ij

and w̄ulij =
wul

ij∑
j w

ul
ij

- Initialise Yl = (y1, ..., yl), Ŷ
(0)
u = (0, ..., 0)

- Choose a parameter γ ∈ [0, 1]

- Iterate

1. Ŷ
(t+1)
u ← (1− γ)W̄uuŶ

(t)
u + γW̄ulYl

2. Normalise Ŷ
(t+1)
u with CMN

until convergence to Ŷ ∞u

4.5.2 LPαβ: Incorporating external classifiers

We can further modify the graph structure by incorporating predictions

given by external classifiers. Zhu et al. (2003a) introduced additional nodes
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(called “dongle” nodes) for storing initial predictions and connected them

to unlabelled vertices. A similar idea was implemented by Goldberg and

Zhu (2006), who applied graph-based learning to semi-supervised multiclass

sentiment classification. In their modification, both labelled and unlabelled

vertices are connected to dongle nodes, which allows noise in labelled data

(Figure 4.2B). The degree of confidence of the values of labelled data yi

is controlled by the parameter M (Figure 4.2B). A higher value of M

corresponds to a higher confidence of yi and a lower chance of ŷi being

different to yi. Similar to LPγ, this modification exploits the parameter γ

to control the weights of labelled and unlabelled neighbours. The algorithm

seeks the solution that minimises the discrepancies between:

1. output values of unlabelled nodes ŷi, i ∈ U and output values of

their labelled and unlabelled neighbours ŷj, j ∈ L ∪ U (smoothness

condition);

2. output values of unlabelled nodes ŷi and their supervised predictions

y0i , i ∈ U ;

3. output values of labelled nodes ŷi and their initial labels yi, i ∈ L.

Taking into consideration the above conditions, the problem can be

formulated as a minimisation of the following cost function:
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C(Ŷ ) =
∑
i∈L

M(ŷi − yi)2 +
∑
i∈U

(ŷi − y0i )2+

∑
i∈U

∑
j∈klNN(i)

γwij(ŷi − ŷj)2 +
∑
i∈U

∑
j∈kuNN(i)

(1− γ)wij(ŷi − ŷj)2 → min

(4.11)

After the substitutions α = γkl + (1 − γ)ku and β =
1− γ
γ

, the final

optimisation problem can be written as:

C(Ŷ ) =
∑
i∈L

M(ŷi − yi)2+

∑
i∈U

(ŷi − ŷ0i )2 +
α

kl + βku

 ∑
j∈klNN(i)

wij(ŷi − ŷj)2 +
∑

j∈kuNN(i)

βwij(ŷi − ŷj)2


→ min (4.12)

This LP variant (called LPαβ) is able to take advantage of different

sources of information. It relies on two main parameters, α and β. β is

an analogue of γ in LPγ: β close to 0 prioritises labelled neighbours (which

corresponds to γ close to 1), while high values of β (β → ∞) increase

the weight of unlabelled neighbours (which corresponds to γ close to 0).

Parameter α controls the weight of the graph-based solution compared to

the initial predictions. α close to 0 gives more importance to the initial

predictions, whilst high values of α prioritise the graph-based solution. For

further details about the implementation of LPαβ see Goldberg and Zhu

(2006).
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4.6 The design of the classification module

The classification module is designed in accordance with the graph-based

theory presented in this chapter. It includes three stages: graph construction,

graph-based inference and post-processing (Figure 4.3). At the graph

construction stage, the sentiment graph is created based on connectivity

and the similarity measure given. Consequently, it requires the initialisation

of two parameters responsible for graph connectivity, kl and ku, and the

definition of the similarity measure, which can be achieved by choosing

a relevant set of document representation components (see Section 4.2.2).

When the sentiment graph is constructed, it is passed to the graph-based

inference stage to perform sentiment classification. This stage requires

a user to choose an LP variant out of four algorithms, presented in this

chapter, LP , LPγ, LPαβ and RANK, and to specify its parameters, α and/or

β. As output, vectors of probabilities for all test documents are produced.

Each entry of these vectors refers to the probability of a given document

to be assigned to the corresponding class. Finally, the output values can

be modified at the post-processing stage using two groups of techniques:

normalisation (CMN or LB) and application of the probability combination

rules (maxP or HIER).

Figure 4.3: The main stages of the classification module.
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4.7 Summary

This chapter described the graph-based learning approach adopted in the

thesis. In Section 4.1, we introduced the notation used throughout the

chapter and gave the formal definition of the graph-based classification

problem. Section 4.2 focused on graph construction, which included

establishing graph connectivity and estimating the sentiment similarity

between documents. Based on previous research, we adopted kNN graphs

instead of fully connected graphs as they proved to work best in practice.

To estimate sentiment similarity, feature-based and unit-based document

representations were proposed. In addition, the SO-CAL dictionaries used for

computing document representations were adapted to the genre of product

reviews. The intrinsic evaluation of the different similarity measures revealed

the advantage of the hybrid measure, which uses both feature-based and unit-

based representations. In Section 4.3, the LP algorithm was described and

the two ways of combining its output probability values (maxP and HIER)

were proposed. Section 4.4 reviewed two normalisation techniques for fixing

unbalanced distributions of output probabilities. Section 4.5 introduced three

LP modifications, LPγ, LPαβ and RANK, which attempt to improve the

performance of LP . Finally, the design of our graph-based classification

module was presented in Section 4.6.
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Chapter 5

Study of data characteristics

In this chapter, we identify and analyse data characteristics which could

influence the performance of machine learning methods in semi-supervised

and cross-domain settings. The study of such characteristics may help to

predict a learning output, which, in turn, could ease the problem of choosing

the most appropriate data and learning setup. In the previous chapter, three

phenomena were observed.

• In-domain performance differs considerably from one dataset

to another. For example, our data gives up to a 5% difference

in performance between the most accurate and the least accurate

domains (Table 3.4). This implies that some datasets are more complex

for learning than others and, thus, will require more labelled data

to achieve the same performance than less complex datasets. In

this chapter, we introduce the notion of domain complexity, which

characterises the difficulty machine learning techniques have in learning

sentiment classes on a given domain1.

1It should be noted that our definition of domain complexity and its estimation serve
the purposes of text classification and are not meant to be generalised for other machine
learning problems.
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• Cross-domain results are highly dependent on source-target

domain pairs. This result is expected as the performance of machine

learning techniques depends on how similar the training and test

data are. This suggests that domain similarity is an important data

characteristic and its estimation from the data could help in choosing

the most appropriate training data for given test data and, perhaps, to

predict the success of domain adaptation. In this chapter, we apply and

test various well-known metrics from corpus linguistics and information

theory which measure the distance (or similarity) between two datasets.

• Sentiment performance drops drastically when extending the

sentiment scale with two more sentiment classes. Figures

3.13-3.17 show a decrease in accuracy of 20-25%. The problem of

distinguishing between four classes is naturally harder than binary

classification, therefore, some performance loss is expected. Yet it

seems a high price to pay for only two additional classes. Another

reason for the accuracy drop may be cases of a poor match between

review ratings and texts when the ratings are not just binary

(Carrillo de Albornoz et al., 2011; Maks and Vossen, 2013). Different

users assign different meanings to 1*, 2*, 3*, etc. and, therefore,

review ratings in a corpus of reviews written by different authors can be

inconsistent. To study this issue in more detail, we design and conduct a

human annotation experiment, consisting of the manual annotation of a
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small number of product reviews by three native English speakers. The

results of the annotators, reviewers and machine learning algorithms are

then jointly analysed to serve the following purposes:

– to assess the complexity of the sentiment classification task with

two and four sentiment classes;

– to analyse the conformity of review ratings;

– to estimate an upper bound of performance that is feasible for

automatic methods to achieve.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1

we introduce the notion of domain complexity and suggest measures for

its estimation. Based on the existing research, several measures of domain

similarity are examined and those giving the highest correlation with the

cross-domain accuracies are selected in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3

describes the human annotation experiment and analyses the complexity

of the sentiment classification task and the quality of review data. In all

experiments of this chapter, our dataset with seven domains, BO, DV, MU,

TO, EL, KI and HE, is exploited.

5.1 Domain complexity

We define domain complexity for text classification as a data characteristic

that indicates how difficult it is to classify the data. Moreover, we are

interested in data complexity rather than task complexity, therefore, data
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labels are not taken into consideration. This means that such factors as the

number of classes and distribution of classes in the data are not considered.

Of course, multiple classes or skewed class distribution make learning from

data harder but these properties are attributed to the task rather than to the

data. If a classification task is fixed, all of these factors will have a similar

influence on the classification performance and, thus, can be ignored.

Domain complexity can be determined using information from different

levels: lexical, syntactic, semantic, discourse and pragmatic. As our

sentiment classifier uses solely lexical features, we rely on lexical information

only to define complexity. In Chapter 3, we observed that domains with

the highest vocabulary richness also have the lowest in-domain accuracies.

Moreover, vocabulary richness implies long tail probability distributions,

which make it more difficult for statistical methods to learn from the data

as they rely on frequently occurring features. These factors imply that

domain complexity can be estimated through vocabulary richness. One of the

established measures of vocabulary richness is TTR (Biber et al., 2002). In

addition, we propose another measure, called the percentage of rare words,

as it also indicates long tail probability distributions. We consider that a

word is rare if it occurs in fewer than 10 documents2. The values for TTR

and the percentage of rare words for all seven domains were previously given

in Table 3.1 together with other data statistics.

In order to find out which of the vocabulary richness measures estimates

2This threshold was chosen following Tesitelova (1992).
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domain complexity best, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient

was calculated between each measure and the in-domain accuracies. As

the results should be independent of the learning algorithm, we exploit two

classifiers, linear SVM and voted perceptron (VP)3. To obtain a more reliable

correlation coefficients4, we artificially enhanced the number of datasets from

7 to 28, using different data sizes: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the data. The

correlation coefficients are presented in Table 5.15. Although both domain

complexity measures show high correlation with the in-domain accuracies,

TTR delivers significantly higher correlation on average than the percentage

of rare words.

Measure SVM VP average
% of rare words -0.829 -0.842 -0.835

TTR -0.858 -0.927 -0.893

Table 5.1: Pearson correlation between the domain complexity measures and
in-domain accuracies given by SVM and VP. The data comprises the seven
domains of different sizes: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the whole amount of
data in a domain, resulting in 28 data points altogether.

Figure 5.1 depicts the relationship between the two complexity measures

and the in-domain accuracies delivered by the SVM and VP classifiers. There

is a clear boundary on both graphs, which separates simple and complex

domains. For TTR it lies between 0.065 and 0.07 and for the percentage of

3We used the Weka (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) implementation of VP
with default settings.

4Initially, seven domains give only seven data points for computing correlation.
5 The negative correlation is due to the inverse relationship between accuracy and

domain complexity: higher domain complexity implies lower classification accuracy.
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rare words it is around 89%. Although these boundaries are valid for our

data, it should not be taken for granted that they will be valid for all other

datasets. In future, we plan to further justify the boundaries between simple

and complex domains in a cross-validation setup exploiting a larger number

of domains.
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Figure 5.1: The relationship between complexity measures and in-domain
accuracies given by SVM and VP.

5.2 Domain similarity

Domain similarity is an important characteristic of a domain pair when

addressing the domain adaptation problem. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show

that cross-domain accuracies depend substantially on a domain pair and

that they are higher for intuitively more similar domains and much lower

for more distinct domains (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). Therefore, if several source

datasets are available, measuring domain similarity could help to select the

most appropriate data for training.

Domain similarity requires the definition of two components: features and
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a similarity function. Domains are represented by corpora of documents,

therefore, a feature representation of domains is equivalent to a feature

representation of document collections. Since our goal is to estimate

similarity in a sentiment sense, we select only features which are most

likely to have a sentiment connotation. As for document similarity (Section

4.2.2), unigrams and bigrams containing adjectives, verbs and adverbs are

considered. The chosen features are weighted with idf because this worked

best for document similarity.

Possible similarity functions6 mostly fall into two groups: probabilistically-

motivated and geometrically-motivated functions (Plank and van Noord,

2011). Probabilistically-motivated functions consider a corpus as a

distribution of its features and, therefore, the distance between two corpora

is measured as the divergence between their feature distributions. Most

of these functions are borrowed from statistics or information theory, for

example, χ2, Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL) (Kullback and Leibler,

1951) and its symmetric analogue Jensen-Shannon divergence (DJS) (Lin,

1991), Renyi divergence (Dα) (Renyi, 1961) and many others. On the other

hand, representing a corpus as a vector of its features, allows a plethora

of different geometrically-motivated functions, such as cosine similarity

(cosine), euclidean distance (L2) and variational distance (L1).

We select the following functions as candidates for estimation of domain

6We consider both similarity and distance measures as they can be obtained from each
other by inversion.
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similarity: cosine, L1, L2, χ
2, DKL, DJS and Dα. The choice of these

functions was governed by previous studies in the field. Kilgarriff (2001)

tested three functions for comparing corpora: χ2, Spearman rank correlation

coefficient and cross-entropy. χ2 showed the best correlation with the gold

standard. Asch and Daelemans (2010) examined cosine, L1, L2, DKL,

DJS and Dα when estimating the performance loss of a PoS tagger across

domains. The authors concluded that Dα with α = 0.99 achieved the highest

correlation with the cross-domain accuracies. Plank and van Noord (2011)

came to a different conclusions when addressing the domain adaptation

problem for parsing. For their task, DJS and L1 were found to be best, while

Dα performed worst. However, in contrast to Asch and Daelemans (2010)

and our research, Plank and van Noord (2011) used similarity measures to

create labelled data similar to the target domain; therefore, they measured

the similarity between a corpus and a document rather than between two

corpora. This could explain why asymmetric measures, like DKL and Dα

were not very successful.

Let S = {si} and T = {ti} be feature sets of source and target domains

respectively. Then cosine, χ2, L1, L2, DKL, DJS and Dα can be represented

as follows:

cosine(S, T ) =

∑
i siti√∑
i s

2
i

∑
i t

2
i

(5.1)
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χ2(S, T ) =

∑
i(si − s̄i)2

s̄i
+

∑
i(ti − t̄i)2

t̄i
,

where :

s̄i =
|S|(si + ti)

|S|+ |T |
, t̄i =

|T |(si + ti)

|S|+ |T |
.

(5.2)

L1(S, T ) =
∑
i

|si − ti| (5.3)

L2(S, T ) =

√∑
i

(si − ti)2 (5.4)

DKL(S, T ) =
∑
i

tilog
ti
si

(5.5)

DJS(S, T ) =
1

2

[
DKL

(
S,
S + T

2

)
+DKL

(
T,
S + T

2

)]
(5.6)

Dα(S, T ) =
1

α− 1
log

(∑
i

s
(1−α)
i tαi

)
, α ≥ 0 (5.7)

Table 5.2 shows correlations between the similarity measures (5.1)-(5.7)

and the accuracies given by the two classifiers, linear SVM and VP. Domain

similarity and cross-domain accuracies are calculated on 42 source-target

domain pairs from our seven domain dataset. In contrast to the outcomes of

Asch and Daelemans (2010), Renyi divergence with α = 0.99 gives the worst

result. In general, most similarity measures, except for Renyi divergence and

L1, have a high correlation with the two classifiers and the difference between

them is not statistically significant. The best results on average are delivered
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measure SVM VP average
cosine 0.886 0.897 0.892
−L1 0.787 0.808 0.798
−L2 0.888 0.900 0.894
−χ2 0.892 0.906 0.899
−DKL 0.899 0.880 0.890
−DJS 0.894 0.908 0.901
−D0.99 0.780 0.658 0.719

Table 5.2: Correlation between various domain similarity measures and the
cross-domain accuracies of SVM and VP calculated on 42 source-target
domain pairs.
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Figure 5.2: The relationship between −DJS values and the cross-domain
accuracies of SVM and VP, calculated on 42 source-target domain pairs.

by χ2 and DJS, which is in accordance with Kilgarriff (2001) and Plank and

van Noord (2011).

Figure 5.2 illustrates the relationship between −DJS and the cross-

domain accuracies of the SVM and VP classifiers. We can clearly identify

a boundary between domain pairs with low and high divergences, which lies

between DJS = 0.4 and DJS = 0.57. If we consider BO, DV and MU to form

7This result would benefit from a more formal proof with larger number of domains
and the use of cross-validation. This will be a focus of our future work.
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one group and TO, EL, KI and HE to form another group, then domain pairs

with high divergences belong to the opposite groups while domain pairs with

low divergences belong to the same group. This is in line with our observation

about the similarity of BO, DV and MU on one side and TO, EL, KI and

HE, on the other. Interestingly, the correlation between DJS and the cross-

domain accuracies is very strong for similar domains but it almost disappears

for distinct domains. This means that for dissimilar domains DJS can signal

a substantial loss of accuracy but it cannot be used to predict its exact value.

5.3 Human annotation experiment

Product reviews are a good source of free labelled data for sentiment analysis

and are widely used by many researchers in the field. It is usual to assume

that consumer intentions expressed by their ratings coincide with reader

perceptions after reading the reviews and, therefore, that all errors are due

to the imperfection of the classification model. However, recent studies have

demonstrated that the content of reviews does not always fully reflect the

ratings assigned (Carrillo de Albornoz et al., 2011; Maks and Vossen, 2013).

One possible reason for such a mismatch is that reviews and their ratings

may express different aspects of the customer experience (Maks and Vossen,

2013). For example, a reviewer can rate a product highly but warn in the text

about its negative aspects without mentioning its positive qualities since they

are already expressed by the rating. Another explanation is the presence of

“user bias”, which means that ratings are not only related to review texts but
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are also dependent on their authors (Li et al., 2011). Different reviewers can

have different styles of writing and sentiment expression preferences informed

by their personality, education, social interactions, etc. For example, the

word “good” can mean “excellent” for some customers and “mediocre” for

others. Therefore, review ratings can be quite inconsistent, which makes

them difficult to judge even for humans.

Figures 3.13-3.17 show a decrease in accuracy of 20-25% when augmenting

the binary sentiment scale with two more classes. This outcome is expected

due to the increased complexity of the sentiment classification task. However,

we suspect that the inconsistency of review ratings could also contribute to

the performance loss. In this section, we describe an annotation experiment

where a subset of the reviews was given to three native English speakers for

manual labelling. The inter-annotator and annotator-reviewer agreements

were then analysed to assess the task complexity and the quality of the

review data.

5.3.1 Experiment description

The experiment consists of the manual annotation of a small subset of user

reviews from four domains: BO, DV, EL and KI. The diversity of domains

aims to reveal whether BO and DV are harder for humans to judge, as they

are for automatic methods (see Section 3.5). This task was completed by

three native English speakers, from here on referred to as coders or annotators

(C1, C2 and C3). The data sample consists of 100 reviews on each of the above
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four product types (400 documents in total) from our initial corpus described

in Section 3.1. Documents were selected randomly with the only condition

of having an equal amount of reviews for each sentiment class. This resulted

in a sample of 25 reviews for each number of stars (1*, 2*, 4* and 5*) per

domain. However, the information that the data is balanced was hidden from

the annotators.

The coders were given a .txt file with 400 reviews listed one by one in the

following order: BO, EL, KI, DV. The texts were grouped by product type,

and the product type itself was clearly stated at the beginning of the group.

Only the actual texts of the reviews were given to the coders and no other

additional information, such as product name, review title or reviewer name

was shown to them. The coders were told that all reviews are rated as 1*,

2*, 4* or 5* and were requested to make their judgements on that rating. In

case of uncertainty, an option to use the 3* rating was given. The coding

instructions used in this experiment are shown in Appendix B.

The high subjectivity of the annotation task and its dependency on a

coder’s personality is indicated by the distribution of the coder judgements

over the 5* scale (Table 5.3). For example, C3 prefers to assign strong

scores compared to C2, who is more inclined to moderate scores. C1 shows a

tendency to give lower ratings than those assigned by the reviewers.

The analysis of the most disputed annotations, when all three coders

disagree or one or more of them gives an opposite sentiment to the actual

rating, reveals the following ambiguous contexts:
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• Comparison between two different products without a clear indication

of which product is under review.

• Equal amount of praise and criticism, making it difficult to judge which

is more prominent for the reviewer.

These cases were identified during our preliminary data analysis and

stated in the revised coding instructions for use in uncertain situations

(Appendix B). However, generally the coders were able to give a definite

judgment (see Table 5.3).

Coders 1* 2* 3* 4* 5*
C1 113 94 6 98 89
C2 98 108 2 107 85
C3 123 75 0 83 119

Table 5.3: Distribution of the coder judgements over the 5* scale.

5.3.2 Evaluation

The usual practice for a data annotation task, which we employ, is to combine

judgements provided by different coders to obtain a gold standard annotation

(C∗). This was achieved using majority and uncertainty rules. We applied

the majority rule when two or more coders agree on a rating. When all three

judgements are different, the uncertainty rule, which always assigns 3* to the

final rating, is used.

We applied two widely-exploited metrics for measuring agreement

between the coders and reviewers:
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• Percentage agreement - the percentage of judgements on which two

coders agree (Scott, 1955).

• κ-coefficient - the percentage of agreement corrected for the agreement

expected by chance (Cohen, 1960).

All agreements are calculated for both multiclass (4 review ratings

+ uncertain) and binary (positive, negative, uncertain)8 classification.

To analyse whether some domains are more challenging for sentiment

annotation, the agreement per domain is also computed.

The interpretation of κ “is still little more than a black art” (Artstein and

Poesio, 2008, page 576). NLP researchers usually follow conventions reported

in the work of Carletta (1996) that κ > 0.8 refers to a reliable annotation

while 0.67 < κ < 0.8 allows “tentative conclusions to be drawn” (Carletta,

1996, page 252). The authors of more recent study (Poesio and Artstein,

2005) claim that only κ > 0.8 can ensure a good quality annotation.

Our evaluation addresses the objectives posed at the beginning of

the section surrounding task complexity and human performance for the

multiclass and binary cases, as well as inconsistency in the review ratings.

5.3.2.1 Task complexity

Task complexity can be estimated by inter-coder agreement between the

pairs of coders C1C2, C1C3 and C2C3. Naturally, low agreement indicates

8 Strictly speaking it is not a binary case because the coders could choose the
uncertainty option. However, i) they used it very rarely (Table 5.3) and, ii) the 3rd
class is a definite error since no such class exists in the data.
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that the coders had problems annotating the data, which could be due to

the high complexity of the task, confusing coding instructions, or both.

Table 5.4 displays κ agreements between the pairs of coders. For multiclass

classification none of the coder pairs reached κ ≥ 0.8. Moreover, two

coder pairs C1C3 and C2C3 did not surpass the threshold of 0.67. Binary

classification is naturally easier and, accordingly, the overall κ agreement is

around 0.9. This means that the task complexity increases significantly when

two more sentiment classes are included.

multiclass binary
Domain C1C2 C1C3 C2C3 C1C2 C1C3 C2C3

BO 0.66 0.54 0.54 0.88 0.85 0.88
EL 0.66 0.54 0.57 0.85 0.88 0.79
KI 0.77 0.73 0.72 0.96 0.92 0.96
DV 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.98 0.92 0.94
All 0.70 0.62 0.63 0.92 0.89 0.89

Table 5.4: κ coefficients between coders C1, C2, C3.

The κ agreement varies from one domain to another but its values are

substantially higher for the two last domains (KI and DV) compared to the

first domains (BO and EL). We think that this phenomenon is not only due

to the higher difficulty of BO and EL for manual annotation but also because

of the experience the coders gained while annotating the data. Therefore, the

later annotations could be more reliable. To prove this hypothesis, a review

sample could be randomised over the product types before conducting the

annotation experiment; we leave this for future work. Since the pair C1C2
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has the highest agreement, we consider the annotations provided by C1 and

C2 to be the most reliable, while C3 can be seen as an outlier.

5.3.2.2 Human performance

Human performance on the task is assessed by calculating percentage

agreements and κ coefficients between the 4 annotations (given by the 3

coders and the gold standard) and reviewers (C1U , C2U and C3U , C∗U) and

is shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. We observe a similar picture to the inter-coder

agreement reported above: in the multiclass case no coder reached κ = 0.8.

Additionally, coders C2, C3 and gold standard C∗ demonstrated very low

agreement with the reviewers (Table 5.5). Interestingly, C∗ shows lower

agreement than C1 which proves that low κ is due to the task complexity

rather than incomplete or confusing coding guidelines. There are slight

differences in the κ agreement from one domain to another, and κ for KI

is consistently higher for all coders. Likewise κ for BO is consistently lower

for all coders in comparison to other domains. We expected DV reviews

to be more complex for manual annotation than EL reviews due to their

similarity with BO and KI respectively. However, the evaluation revealed the

opposite: κ agreement is higher for DV than for EL although the difference

is not significant. This may be an effect of the coder experience acquisition

mentioned in the previous section.

Percentage agreement corresponds to the accuracy that a human

annotator achieves on the dataset. Table 5.6 shows that C1 obtained
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multiclass binary
Domain C1U C2U C3U C∗U C1U C2U C3U C∗U
BO 0.63 0.49 0.41 0.52 0.90 0.86 0.82 0.88
EL 0.67 0.52 0.53 0.58 0.84 0.80 0.84 0.84
KI 0.76 0.61 0.67 0.71 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92
DV 0.68 0.55 0.59 0.65 0.88 0.90 0.88 0.90
All 0.69 0.55 0.55 0.62 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.89

Table 5.5: κ coefficients between coders C1, C2, C3, gold standard C∗ and
reviewers U .

multiclass binary
Domain C1U C2U C3U C∗U C1U C2U C3U C∗U
BO 72 62 56 64 95 93 91 94
EL 75 64 65 68 92 90 92 92
KI 82 71 75 78 98 96 96 96
DV 76 66 69 74 94 95 94 95
All 76 66 66 71 95 94 93 94

Table 5.6: Percentage agreements between coders C1, C2, C3, gold standard
C∗ and reviewers U .

the highest accuracy of 76%. Since C1 achieved the maximum agreement

with the reviewers we use the C1 accuracies as a reference for the human

performance. Comparing the best human performance with the machine

learning upper bound (Table 3.4), the differences between them are relatively

moderate and are around 10-16%: 72% vs. 62% for BO, 75% vs. 64% for

EL, 82% vs. 66% for KI and 76% vs. 65% for DV9. Moreover, coders C2 and

C3 performed 10% worse on average than C1; therefore, compared to their

efforts, the difference between the human and machine accuracies is even

less pronounced.

9 The direct comparison is not completely fair since the sample for manual annotation
is only a small fraction of our data. Nevertheless, it can give us an approximate idea about
the accuracy levels for humans and automatic algorithms.
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5.3.2.3 Inconsistency in review ratings

As mentioned above, several studies have indicated that review data can be

noisy due to the mismatch between review ratings and their corresponding

texts (referred to here as label mismatch). To explore this, we compare

inter-coder and coder-reviewer agreements, assuming that higher inter-coder

agreement casts doubt on the conformity of the review texts and ratings.

Since C3 seems to be an outlier we only compare κ agreements C1C2, C1U

and C2U . Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show that the inter-coder agreement C1C2 is

slightly better than the coder-reviewer agreements C1U and C2U , where the

difference between them is higher for C2U and almost disappears for C1U .

However, this difference is too small to prove label mismatches in our review

data. To find stronger evidence, we suggest another approach: identifying

reviews on which the two most reliable coders C1 and C2 agreed but where

their judgement is different from the review rating. Using this approach, we

detected 68 reviews satisfying these conditions, which means that at least

17% of reviews in our data sample do not conform to their ratings. Some

examples of label mismatches identified in our data are displayed in Table

5.7. Therefore, although task complexity increases considerably for multiclass

classification, a percentage of errors is due to inconsistencies in the labelled

data. The human annotation experiment suggests a rough approximation to

the machine learning upper bound lying between 76%, as shown by the most

reliable coder, and 83%, which excludes evident cases of label mismatches.
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N Review texts author coder
rating rating

Within 2 weeks, the pause & brew didn’t exist.
The coffee poured all over when I tried to pull

1 the carafe for a cup. My attempts at fixing it 2 1
were for naught. What a waste of money!
I’m not one who returns items. I just won’t buy
Braun again!
like the other guy, not much can be said. works.
works well. end of story. The only thing i

2 would have liked to see was integration of 5 4
sorts into a pci slot or something, to keep it
within the case
I wish that I had purchased the sheet set
earlier so that I could have enjoyed them all

3 winter, they are so comfortable, even with 4 5
flannel pj’s I didn’t have any problem turning
over. I completely recommend this sheet.

Table 5.7: Examples of label mismatches in product reviews.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we established the data characteristics which affect semi-

supervised and cross-domain sentiment classification. First, we introduced

the domain complexity concept, which reflects the difficulty for machine

learning algorithms to learn from data. We estimated domain complexity

by vocabulary richness and established a high correlation between in-domain

sentiment classification accuracies and such vocabulary richness measures

as TTR and the percentage of rare words. Second, the dependence of the

cross-domain classification results on source-target domain pairs revealed

another important data characteristic, called domain similarity. Following

other cross-domain studies, various similarity functions were assessed using
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their Pearson correlation with the cross-domain accuracies. The χ2 and

DJS functions had a marginal advantage over other measures. Finally, we

conducted a manual annotation of a subset of reviews and detected label

mismatches between review texts and ratings. Therefore, we conclude that

some machine learning errors are due to inconsistencies in the review ratings.
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Chapter 6

Semi-supervised experiments

In this chapter, the evaluation of our graph-based sentiment analysis system

in semi-supervised settings is carried out. In particular, the performance

of four graph-based algorithms, LP , LPγ, LPαβ and RANK, introduced

in Chapter 4 is examined. The evaluation experiments aim to answer the

following questions:

1. Which modifications to the graph-based model improve algorithm

performance and which algorithm delivers the best results?

2. Do graph-based approaches benefit from normalisation and which

normalisation technique is most effective?

3. Does the hierarchical probability combination rule have an advantage

over the maximum probability rule?

4. How much in-domain labelled data is needed to match the accuracy of

fully supervised classification?

5. Does domain complexity influence the graph-based results?

6. What are the optimal parameter values for the graph algorithms and

are the algorithms sensitive to variations in their parameters?
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7. Does the hybrid similarity metric perform best when tested

extrinsically?

8. Does adapting the SO-CAL dictionaries to the review data improve

accuracy?

9. How do graph-based approaches perform in comparison to various

state-of-the-art semi-supervised methods?

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 describes the semi-

supervised evaluation setup and all the subsequent sections address the

questions stated above. In particular, Section 6.2 addresses question 1,

Section 6.3 questions 2-5, Section 6.4 question 6, Section 6.5 question 7,

Section 6.6 question 8 and Section 6.7 question 9. The evaluation results are

summarised in Section 6.8.

6.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out separately for each domain. We randomly

divided our data into 5 folds, where one was used for parameter tuning and 4

for testing the algorithms in the cross-validation setup. Thus, for each fold,

400 examples were used for testing/tuning and the remaining 1600 instances

were split into labelled and unlabelled sets. We gradually increased the

amount of labelled data from 50 to 800 examples to analyse the impact of

the labelled data size on the performance of the algorithms.
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During the tuning stage, we adjusted the values of the following

parameters: α, β, the number of unlabelled neighbours ku and the proportion

of labelled neighbours with respect to the labelled data size ∆l. We used ∆l

instead of kl as we found it more natural for the variable sizes of labelled

data. The parameter search was run over the following ranges:

• α ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200},

• β ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5},

• ku ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200},

• ∆l ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.

Our selection of optimal parameter values was based on two criteria:

maximisation of the mean F-score, F̄1, averaged over all domains and

labelled data sizes, and minimisation of the F̄1 variance over domains.

This ensures both accurate and balanced performance over all domains.

LPαβ also requires initial approximations for labels, which we obtained

by applying our baseline classifier trained on the corresponding fraction of

labelled data. Parameter values were tuned separately for each LP variant

and algorithm configuration. By algorithm configuration we mean which

normalisation technique, if any, and which probability combination rule were

used at the post-processing stage. The configuration with the maximum

probability combination rule and no normalisation is referred to as the basic

configuration.
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6.2 LP and its modifications in the basic

configuration

First, LP and its variants are compared in the basic configuration. This

automatically excludes RANK as it uses CMN after each iteration. Figure

6.1 presents the accuracies averaged over domains given by LP , LPγ and

LPαβ for binary sentiment classification. We also give the semi-supervised

baseline (B-line) (Section 3.5.1) and the upper bound (U-bound), which

corresponds to the best result of fully supervised classification (Table 3.4).

The baseline and upper bound are both averaged over domains.
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Figure 6.1: Best accuracy averaged by domain for LP , LPγ and LPαβ (binary
case).

LP and LPγ demonstrate almost identical results, which casts doubt on

the positive contribution of the parameter γ. Both algorithms show a slight
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advantage over LPαβ, which indicate that the initial predictions are not very

helpful. At the same time, all graph-based results are considerably higher

than the baseline accuracies. This difference is largest (about 15 ppt) when

less labelled data is available and it decreases to 6 ppt when 800 labelled

examples are used. In addition, the graph-based accuracies reach the upper

bound with only 300 examples and continue increasing gradually when more

labelled data is added.

For the multiclass case, the F̄1 values averaged over domains are reported

as we want both the accuracy and the macroaveraged F-score to be high

(Figure 6.2). Unlike in the binary case, LPαβ outperforms the other two

methods, although this difference is not statistically significant. In general,

the graph-based multiclass results do not show a clear advantage over the

baseline as the binary accuracies do, and they do not reach the upper bound

even for the maximum number of labelled examples. However, in contrast to

the binary case, the parameter γ gives a small contribution in classification

performance. This determines our preference for the more complex algorithm

LPγ over LP for further experiments.

Overall, the graph-based algorithms in the basic configuration are found

to be more successful for binary sentiment classification than for multiclass

classification. We think that the main reason for this is the limitations of the

similarity metric, which better estimates the simpler case of two sentiment

classes. At the same time, as shown in the following section, normalisation

significantly improves the multiclass results (Section 6.3). Therefore, another
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Figure 6.2: Best (F̄1) averaged over domains for LP , LPγ and LPαβ
(multiclass case).

explanation for the poor multiclass performance in the basic configuration

could be the unbalanced distribution of sentiment classes.

6.3 The impact of normalisation and the

hierarchical probability combination rule

In this section, we investigate how different algorithm configurations influence

the performance of graph-based algorithms. The analysis is conducted for

all LP variants excluding LP itself as the results it showed were worse

or identical to LPγ. For the binary case, LPγ and LPαβ have three

configurations: basic, CMN and LB. The last two configurations use either

CMN or LB to normalise the output labels at the post-processing stage.

RANK has only two configurations since its basic configuration coincides
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with CMN . As in the previous section, the algorithms are compared by

their accuracies averaged over domains when the amount of labelled data is

fixed.

For the multiclass case, we consider two more configurations: HIER,

corresponding to the hierarchical probability combination rule used at the

post-processing stage, and HIER+LB which applies LB in addition to

HIER. Consequently, LPγ and LPαβ have five configurations, while RANK

has four. As evaluation metrics, we use accuracy, macroF1, as well as their

mean F̄1. Unless otherwise specified, the evaluation metrics are averaged

over domains.

6.3.1 The binary case

Both CMN and LB significantly improve the performance of LPγ and LPαβ

in the basic configuration (Figure 6.3). The CMN and LB configurations

also demonstrate similar behaviour, which could be because the binary data

sets are balanced. LB does not improve the RANK performance, therefore,

we do not consider it in our subsequent experiments.

In Figure 6.4, the most successful configurations of LPγ, LPαβ and

RANK together with the upper bound of accuracy are compared. LPγ+LB

clearly outperforms the other algorithms. Moreover, it achieves considerably

better results with a relatively small labelled data size. For example, the

accuracy averaged over domains surpasses the boundary of 0.8 with just
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Figure 6.3: Best accuracy averaged over domains for different algorithms and
different normalisation techniques (binary case).

50 labelled documents. When 100 labelled examples are given, the average

accuracy approaches the upper bound level.

In Figure 6.5, the accuracies and MSE values of LPγ+LB for individual

domains are reported. There is a strong dependency of the graph-

based results on domain complexity, so that more complex domains have

significantly lower accuracy and higher MSE values. However, even for more

complex domains, 100-200 labelled examples are enough to reach accuracies

above 0.8 and MSE values below 0.2. Simpler domains yield similar results

with only 50 labelled documents. In general, the MU domain has the lowest
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Figure 6.4: Best accuracy averaged over domains for the most successful
algorithms and normalisation techniques (binary case).
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy and MSE obtained with LPγ + LB for each domain
(binary case).

values, which is in agreement with our conclusions about it having the highest

level of complexity.
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6.3.2 The multiclass case

The multiclass classification results for different algorithms and their

configurations are given in Figure 6.6. To evaluate each algorithm in more

detail, both accuracies and macroF1 values are reported. The accuracies are

displayed on the left of Figure 6.6 and the macroF1 values are on its right.

The accuracies of all graph-based algorithms are substantially higher

than the baseline. Some configurations surpass the upper bound of accuracy

when the number of labelled documents is sufficient (> 400). The HIER

configuration is generally the most successful for all algorithms, while LB

is the least successful. Comparing the three algorithms, RANK in basic

and HIER configurations achieves the highest accuracy for all sizes of

labelled data. Although LPγ yields overall lower accuracies than LPαβ for

all configurations, it has a slight advantage when few labelled examples are

available. Indeed, LPγ+LB reaches accuracy levels comparable to RANK

for 50-100 labelled examples.

A completely different picture can be observed when analysing macroF1

(Figure 6.6). First, there are substantial differences between the macroF1

values corresponding to different algorithm configurations. As a rule,

macroF1 is very high for the LB and HIER+LB configurations, while it

drops drastically for the basic, CMN and HIER configurations. In this

respect, RANK is the most balanced. Indeed, RANK and RANK+HIER

achieve the highest accuracy and, at the same time, their macroF1 is
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Figure 6.6: Accuracy and macroF1 averaged over domains for LPγ, LPαβ
and RANK in different configurations (multiclass case).

reasonably high, reaching the upper bound with 300 labelled documents.

The basic, CMN and HIER configurations of LPγ and LPαβ have low

macroF1 values while yielding a high accuracy. This suggests that although

these configurations correctly classify a large number of documents, the
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Figure 6.7: Best F̄1 averaged over domains for the most successful algorithms,
normalisation techniques and probability combination rules (multiclass case).

majority of these documents belong to strongly positive and strongly negative

sentiment classes as the most numerous in the data. Therefore, the

basic, CMN and HIER configurations are not very helpful for multiclass

classification. In contrast, the LB and HIER+LB configurations of LPγ

and LPαβ are able to achieve a very high macroF1, while maintaining

accuracy levels comparable to other configurations. Overall, LPγ+LB,

LPαβ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER give the highest trade-off between

accuracy and macroF1 (Figure 6.7). LPγ+LB performs best for small

amounts of labelled data and surpasses the upper bound with only 300

labelled examples. LPαβ+HIER+LB achieves the most accurate results

when the amount of labelled data is more than 300 examples. Finally,

RANK+HIER yields the highest accuracy and its F̄1 does not differ
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significantly from the best performance delivered by LPγ+LB. Therefore,

this method should be preferred if accuracy is more important than the

balanced representation of all sentiment classes in the final results.
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Figure 6.8: Accuracy, macroF1 and MSE obtained with LPγ+LB and
RANK+HIER for each domain (multiclass case).
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To obtain deeper insights into the behaviour of the best graph-based

algorithms we report their accuracy, macroF1 and MSE separately for each

domain (Figure 6.8). First of all, similarly to the binary case, the multiclass

results are strongly correlated to domain complexity, which is especially clear

for the accuracy and MSE values. Second, the LPγ+LB graphs of all three

evaluation functions are almost parallel to the X-axis when the number

of labelled examples is higher than 200. This means that the algorithm

does not benefit much from additional labelled data. At the same time, its

performance for a small number of samples is very high. Moreover, LPγ+LB

surpasses RANK+HIER using all evaluation metrics when the labelled data

contains less than 100 examples. Thus, LPγ+LB yields accurate results with

a relatively small amount of human effort. Another advantage of LPγ+LB

over RANK+HIER is its lower MSE, which indicates smaller differences

between erroneous and actual sentiment scores. Since RANK+HIER

better classifies strongly positive and negative sentiment classes as the most

numerous in the data, its MSE does not fall below 1 even for large amounts of

labelled data. Generally, the graphs reveal that it is not necessary to have lots

of labelled examples to achieve high performance. More labelled examples

yield a very moderate gain and, in some cases, even make the results worse

(see macroaveraged F-score for KI, HE and TO). Overall, 300-400 labelled

documents are enough to outperform the upper bound levels (Figure 6.7).
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6.3.3 Discussion

Our findings regarding the best algorithm configurations are similar for

both binary and multiclass cases. If the HIER configuration is ignored,

as it is impossible in the binary case, we obtain the same set of the most

successful algorithms for both tasks: LPγ+LB, LPαβ+LB and RANK.

LPγ+LB is proved to be the most effective overall. The excellent results

of the LB configuration indicate that the similarity metric used in our

experiments distinguishes well between different sentiment grades. Therefore,

a priori knowledge about the proportion of documents in each class can

substantially improve the final results. Interestingly, the more complex

LPαβ, which incorporates initial ratings given by external classifiers, performs

worse overall than the simpler LPγ. Figure 6.6 shows that LPαβ delivers

poor results when a small amount of labelled data is available. For larger

amounts of labelled data the LPαβ configurations usually outperform the

same configurations of LPγ, which could be due to the increased reliability

of the initial predictions provided by external classifiers. In particular,

LPαβ+HIER+LB is more effective than LPγ+LB when over 400 labelled

examples are available (Figure 6.7). However, the fact that LPγ+LB

achieves accurate results with the least manual effort makes this graph-based

algorithm much more valuable and useful.
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6.4 Sensitivity to parameter variations

In the previous sections, we tuned the parameters of graph algorithms to

find the combination of parameter values which delivered the best results.

The optimal values obtained were then used to compare the algorithms in

order to select the most effective method. However, the highest performance

yielded for a set of parameters is not the only criterion for choosing the best

algorithm. It is even more crucial to analyse stability of the algorithms when

small variations to parameter values are introduced. Since optimal values

might be dependent on data, classification task and experimental setup,

stability is an important property which ensures that the results obtained

are close to an algorithm’s best performance. In this section, we explore

the sensitivity of the most successful graph-based algorithms to variations

in their parameters. As binary classification is a special case of multiclass

classification, we conduct our analysis for the multiclass case only.

In Table 6.1, the highest and lowest values F̄1 are reported for all LP

variants and their configurations when the parameters of the algorithms

vary within a certain range. To establish whether there is a dependency

between the algorithms’ stability and the number of labelled examples, three

sizes of labelled data are used: 100, 300 and 700 examples. The following

observations can be made:

• The LB configuration always yields relatively stable results. Moreover,

the stability increases with increasing labelled data size. The difference
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between its minimum and maximum values varies from 2-4 ppt for

700 labelled examples to 5-8 ppt for 100 examples. In contrast, the

performance of the basic configuration can drop up to 23 ppt from its

best to its worst result. The relatively low performance variations of

the LB configuration imply that the instability of other configurations

is mainly due to the incorrect final class distribution.

• The minimum F̄1 for all LB configurations is higher than the baseline.

Moreover, it matches the upper bound when the labelled data size is

700 documents.

• LPαβ is more stable than LPγ, which becomes more obvious for larger

amounts of labelled data. However, LPγ is more likely to achieve

better results. This is due to the regularisation term in equation (4.11)

(Section 4.5.2), which does not allow the final results of LPαβ to differ

much from the initial values.

• All RANK configurations are quite stable with respect to parameter

variations, which suggests that applying CMN after each iteration

prevents a highly skewed final class distribution. However, more

labelled data is not always helpful for RANK. For example, the basic

and HIER configurations show a significant drop in performance for

some parameter values. This phenomenon is discussed further when

we analyse in more detail the effect of parameter variations on the

RANK+HIER behaviour.

The optimal parameter values are dependent on the algorithm and its
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Labelled data size
Method Configuration 100 300 700

F̄1min F̄1max F̄1min F̄1max F̄1min F̄1max

basic 0.25 0.48 0.25 0.47 0.31 0.50
CMN 0.30 0.45 0.27 0.47 0.37 0.49

LPγ LB 0.42 0.50 0.47 0.53 0.51 0.55
HIER 0.21 0.43 0.36 0.49 0.40 0.50
HIER+LB 0.25 0.44 0.37 0.54 0.46 0.55
basic 0.27 0.45 0.29 0.47 0.38 0.50
CMN 0.29 0.45 0.34 0.48 0.43 0.50

LPαβ LB 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.52 0.52 0.54
HIER 0.22 0.43 0.44 0.49 0.47 0.52
HIER+LB 0.24 0.45 0.47 0.52 0.52 0.55
basic 0.40 0.47 0.45 0.51 0.35 0.52

RANK LB 0.40 0.48 0.45 0.52 0.49 0.53
HIER 0.40 0.47 0.46 0.52 0.41 0.53
HIER+LB 0.40 0.48 0.46 0.52 0.50 0.54

B-line 0.37 0.44 0.48
U-bound 0.52 0.52 0.52

Table 6.1: Variations of F̄1 for LPγ, LPαβ and RANK, different sizes
of labelled data (100, 300 and 700 examples) and parameter ranges:
α=200, β ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5}, ku ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100} and ∆l ∈
{0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} (minimum values that surpass the B-line are
highlighted, minimum values that surpass the U-bound are underlined).

configuration (Table 6.2). As a rule, the LB configuration requires higher

values of β, ku and ∆l indicating that the best results are due to a greater

impact of unlabelled data and a higher number of labelled and unlabelled

neighbours. In contrast, the basic and CMN configurations give better

results with lower β, ku and ∆l values, which means that they rely more

on labelled data and closely related labelled and unlabelled neighbours.

Therefore, large-scale averaging achieves more accurate relative sentiment
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Parameters
Method Configuration β ku ∆l α

basic 0.2 5 0.1 —
CMN 0.2 5 0.1 —

LPγ LB 5 50 0.5 —
HIER 0.2 5 0.3 —
HIER+LB 0.2 5 0.4 —
basic 0.2 5 0.1 200
CMN 0.2 5 0.1 200

LPαβ LB 1 10 0.3 200
HIER 0.2 5 0.3 200
HIER+LB 0.2 5 0.3 200
basic 0.2 100 0.5 —

RANK LB 1 100 0.5 —
HIER 0.2 100 0.5 —
HIER+LB 1 100 0.5 —

Table 6.2: Optimal parameter values for different configurations of LPγ, LPαβ
and RANK.

scores, while small-scale averaging helps to obtain correct absolute sentiment

values.

We now explore in more detail sensitivity to parameter variations of the

three algorithms, LPγ+LB, LPαβ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER, as the

most successful according to our experiments. Figure 6.9 displays the F̄1

results for variations of one of the parameters while the other parameters

are left fixed at their optimal values. To understand whether sensitivity to

parameter variations is affected by the labelled data size, the algorithms’

performance is computed for different numbers of labelled examples (100,

300 and 700). Due to the poor performance of LPαβ+HIER+LB for small

amounts of labelled data, its sensitivity is assessed for only 300 and 700

examples. According to Figure 6.9, LPγ+LB and LPαβ+HIER+LB are
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Figure 6.9: Sensitivity of LPγ+LB, LPαβ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER
to variations of their parameters. The results are given for different sizes of
labelled data: 100, 300 and 700 examples.

almost insensitive to variations of β and ku. LPγ+LB shows a small drop

in performance for low values of β when 100 labelled examples are used.

However, this drop is not statistically significant and the choice of β ≥ 1 gives

stable results for all labelled data sizes. LPαβ+HIER+LB demonstrates
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similar behaviour, with the difference being that its performance slightly

decreases when β = 10 and, therefore, values of β ≤ 5 are preferable.

Concerning the parameter ku there is a small downward trend with the

increase of ku for both LPγ+LB and LPαβ+HIER+LB. Thus, the choice

of ku ≤ 50 ensures that the algorithms are more effective.

Unlike LPγ+LB and LPαβ+HIER+LB, RANK+HIER is sensitive to

variations of β. Moreover, the optimal values of β are dependent on the

number of labelled documents. Higher values of β are beneficial for smaller

sizes of labelled data, but have a negative effect when more labelled data

is involved. Sensitivity of RANK+HIER to variations of β increases with

the amount of labelled data, which can be seen by a sharper decrease in

performance. This is in agreement with the results of Table 6.1. 0.2 ≥ β ≤

0.5 yields the best overall results for all data sizes. This finding coincides

with those of Wu et al. (2009), where the optimal γ was found to be 0.7,

which corresponds to β ≈ 0.4 in our experiments.

All three algorithms are sensitive to variations of ∆l (Figure 6.9) having

a strong preference for higher levels of ∆l. When fewer labelled examples

are used, higher values of ∆l significant improve performance. For increased

amounts of labelled data, the ∆l graphs flatten and the performance becomes

less dependent on variations of ∆l. It is worth pointing out that Figure 6.9

justifies our choice of the parameter ∆l instead of kl. The optimal number of

labelled neighbours depends on the number of labelled examples: ≈50 for 100

examples, ≈100 for 300 examples, and ≈200 for 700 examples. Although this
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proportion does not stay the same, choosing a higher number of neighbours

usually does not harm the performance. In contrast, restricting ku to 50 stops

the algorithms from achieving their best results for large amounts of labelled

data. Overall, ∆l = 0.5 guarantees a high performance for all labelled data

sizes.
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Figure 6.10: Sensitivity of LPαβ+HIER+LB to variations of the parameter
α. The results are given for 300 and 700 labelled examples.

LPαβ+HIER+LB also depends on the additional parameter α, which is

responsible for the closeness of the final results to some initial predictions.

Table 6.2 shows that the optimal value of α = 200. Indeed, varying α from 1

to 200 gives a consistent increase in performance (Figure 6.10). Low values of

α are too restrictive and do not allow the output values to differ much from

the initial predictions. Our result is in contrast to the study of Goldberg and
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Zhu (2006), which reported that optimal α = 2. As we currently do not have

an explanation for this difference, we plan to conduct experiments with the

same data and in the same experimental setup used in Goldberg and Zhu

(2006) as future work.

As a result of our sensitivity study, each algorithm has one or more

constraints on its parameter values. This constraints should be satisfied

in order to obtain good performance:

• LPγ+LB has only one constraint: ∆l = 0.5.

• LPαβ+HIER+LB has a similar restriction on ∆l with the only

difference being that ∆l ≥ 0.3 yields accurate results. α is also an

important parameter of this algorithm and its values should be close

to 200.

• RANK+HIER is very sensitive to 2 out of its 3 parameters, β and ∆l.

Similarly to the other two algorithms, the optimal value of ∆l = 0.5. A

significant drop in performance observed for high values of β imposes

a strong constraint on this parameter, which forces β to belong to the

interval [0.2, 0.5].

Interestingly, none of the algorithms revealed sensitivity to variations of ku.

6.5 Extrinsic evaluation of similarity metrics

In Section 4.2.2, feature-based and unit-based document representations

were introduced. We conducted an intrinsic evaluation of their different
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components and concluded that hybrid representation, which uses document

features, PWP, PSP and TitlePWP, approximates sentiment similarity best

(Section 4.2.2.4). In this section, we verify extrinsically the choice of our

similarity metric. The analysis is carried out for the binary and multiclass

cases and we use LPγ+LB as it performed best for both cases. Due to

the many possible combinations of document representation components, we

compare their impact by adding them one by one in the same order as in

Section 4.2.2.4. The results are reported for each individual domain and are

compared with the corresponding baselines and upper bounds.

6.5.1 The binary case

The binary accuracies show interesting regularities (Figure 6.11). Only the

PWP component is enough to surpass the B-line for relatively small sizes

of labelled data. Adding TitlePWP followed by PSP further improves the

accuracy, which approaches and at times surpasses the upper bound levels for

simpler domains (the PWP+TitlePWP and PWP+TitlePWP+PSP graphs

in Figure 6.11). According to the intrinsic evaluation, the most accurate

approximation to sentiment similarity includes PWP, PSP, TitlePWP and

document features. This combination, denoted as ALL in Figure 6.11, also

performs best in the extrinsic evaluation. Moreover, it surpasses the upper

bound with approximately 50-100 labelled examples and continues improving

when more labelled data is added. The differences between the ALL graphs

and U-bounds become statistically significant for labelled data sizes greater
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than 300-400 documents. However, the PWP+TitlePWP+PSP combination

outperforms ALL for small sizes of labelled data (≤ 100). This could be due

to the negative effect of document features. Indeed, feature-based document

representations are sparse and, when little labelled data is available, the

chance of finding labelled documents whose lexicons are similar to a given

test document is low. Document features start playing an important role

when more labelled data is added. Therefore, the accuracy graph, which

exploits only the feature-based representation, has a pronounced upwards

trend with low accuracy for small numbers of labelled examples. In contrast,

accuracies computed for unit-based representations only are nearly parallel

to the X-axis, suggesting their independence of the amount of labelled data.

Unlike the feature-based representation, the unit-based representation does

not depend much on the number of labelled examples, as its effectiveness

is mostly determined by the accurate estimation of the sentiment strengths

of the corresponding document units. It should be noted that the accuracy

loss between the ALL and PWP+TitlePWP+PSP graphs is higher for BO,

DV and MU, which implies the greater contribution of document features

to the graph-based results for more complex domains. The BO, DV and

MU domains are lexically richer and a domain-independent resource such as

SO-CAL cannot cover the diversity of their lexicons.

Finally, we evaluate the contribution of titles to the graph-based

performance. We consider this important for two reasons. First, this

information is not always available as it depends on the text genre, and
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so, it is necessary to estimate the loss of accuracy when this component

is omitted. Second, it is not common to use titles to help sentiment

classification; at least, we are not aware of any study which analyses the

impact of titles on the final results. However, it is important to exploit all

available knowledge if it helps to improve performance. Figure 6.11 shows

that the difference between the ALL and PWP+PSP+Feature-based (i.e.,

without the TitlePWP component) graphs is significant and is equal to 3-4

ppt. This difference does not vary much across domains, suggesting that

titles have a similar effect on all domains.

6.5.2 The multiclass case

For the multiclass case we report the F̄1 values instead of accuracies (Figure

6.12). As for the binary case, the hybrid similarity measure yields the best

graph-based performance when more than 50-100 labelled examples are used.

In this respect, BO demonstrates unusual behaviour because its ALL graph

surpasses all other graphs only when the number of labelled examples is

300. When few labelled documents are available the PWP+TitlePWP+PSP

combination usually gives more accurate results.
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Figure 6.11: The effect of different document representation components on
the accuracy of LPγ+LB (binary case).
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Figure 6.12: The effect of different document representation components on
the F̄1 of LPγ+LB (multiclass case).
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Comparing Figures 6.11 and 6.12, there are a number of important

contrasts between the binary and multiclass cases. First, the differences

between the ALL and PWP+PSP+Feature-based graphs are smaller, which

indicates a decreased effect of titles for all domains. Titles are good

indicators of polarity but they are less helpful for distinguishing between

finer-grained sentiments. This can be due to the title length, which restricts

its expressiveness unless the opinion is very strong. Second, the drop in

performance between the PWP+TitlePWP+PSP and ALL graphs is much

bigger for all domains except for EL, which implies an increased impact of

document features. When the number of labelled examples reaches 400, all

feature-based graphs outperform the graphs where no document features are

involved. Therefore, feature vectors better reflect the sentiment strengths of

documents than the SO-CAL-based percentages of positive/negative words

and sentences.

6.6 The effect of the adapted SO-CAL

dictionaries

In Section 4.2.2.3, we described our strategy of adapting SO-CAL to the

genre of product reviews. As a result, we found 65 new words which are

discriminative in the sentiment sense and appear frequently in at least 3

domains out of 7. In this section, we evaluate the effect of these new sentiment

markers on graph-based performance. As before, we use LPγ+LB to conduct

our experiments.
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Figure 6.13: Percentage point differences between results with initial and
adapted SO-CAL dictionaries.

In Figure 6.13, the differences in results for the initial and adapted

SO-CAL dictionaries are displayed. Initially, these differences seem very

high given that we did not expect a few sentiment markers to have such

an influence on the algorithm performance. However, an analysis of their

occurrence in our data revealed that the new sentiment markers have a high

document frequency, indicating that at least one of these words occurs in

55-65% of documents (Table 6.3). Moreover, they constitute a substantial

part of the sentiment-bearing words in the data. According to Table 6.3,

the average percentage of the new sentiment markers out of all sentiment

words in the documents varies from 7.5 ppt for complex domains to 16 ppt

for simple domains. This is in agreement with Figure 6.13, which shows that

the SO-CAL adaptation has the greatest effect on the TO, EL, KI and HE

domains.
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Characteristics BO DV MU TO EL KI HE
Document frequency 1188 1205 1125 1199 1328 1257 1268
Average percentage, % 7.5 7.6 7.6 13.0 16.0 14.9 15.1

Table 6.3: Document frequency of the new sentiment words and their average
percentage out of all sentiment words in documents.

6.7 Comparison with other semi-supervised

approaches

In this section, we compare the most successful graph-based algorithm,

LPγ+LB, with several state-of-the-art approaches. Due to the popularity

of the multi-domain dataset, various semi-supervised sentiment classification

methods have been tested on these data. As we are not aware of any

multiclass classification algorithm applied to these data, our comparison is

carried out for the binary case only. We compare LPγ+LB with the following

methods:

• MECH - “mine the easy, classify the hard” (Dasgupta and Ng, 2009);

• CO-TRAIN - co-training with personal and impersonal view classifiers

(Li et al., 2010a);

• ADN - active deep network (Zhou et al., 2013);

• IADN - information ADN (Zhou et al., 2013).

It should be noted that we do not reimplement these methods but use the

accuracies reported in the papers and, therefore, the evaluation setup is not

the same for all methods. MECH, ADN and IADN were tested with 10-fold
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cross-validation, while we used 5-fold cross-validation for all our experiments.

The higher number of folds implies larger training data size, which, in turn,

can produce higher accuracy levels. Therefore, a direct comparison between

accuracies given by the different approaches might be slightly unfair for the

graph-based algorithms. Since none of the reference methods used either

lexical resources or review titles, we report the LPγ+LB accuracies for two

sentiment similarity metrics: feature-based and hybrid. The corresponding

algorithms are further referred to as the feature-based LPγ+LB algorithm

and the hybrid LPγ+LB algorithm respectively. As a reminder, the feature-

based metric does not require any information in addition to the review

texts. In contrast, the hybrid metric also exploits the SO-CAL dictionaries

and review titles, and is the measure which performed best according to our

intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations (Sections 4.2.2.4 and 6.5).

MECH (Dasgupta and Ng, 2009) combines spectral clustering with active

learning (see Section 2.3.3). The authors report the accuracy for 100

and 500 labelled examples manually annotated during the active learning

step. According to Table 6.4, even the feature-based LPγ+LB algorithm

significantly outperforms MECH with an average difference of 6 to 8 ppt,

depending on the labelled data size. The difference between MECH and the

hybrid LPγ+LB algorithm is much higher: 15 ppt for 100 labelled documents

and 9 ppt for 500 labelled documents.

CO-TRAIN (Li et al., 2010a) implements the co-training approach with

personal and impersonal view classifiers (see Section 2.3.3). Although
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Data
size Method BO DV EL KI average

MECH 0.621 0.627 0.706 0.741 0.674
CO-TRAIN 0.626 0.495 0.700 0.786 0.652

100 ADN 0.690 0.716 0.768 0.775 0.737
IADN 0.697 0.722 0.779 0.782 0.745
LPγ+LB (Feature-based) 0.729 0.715 0.784 0.789 0.754
LPγ+LB (Hybrid) 0.799 0.806 0.832 0.851 0.822
CO-TRAIN 0.716 0.655 0.782 0.833 0.746

300 LPγ+LB (Feature-based) 0.783 0.785 0.811 0.827 0.802
LPγ+LB (Hybrid) 0.816 0.832 0.856 0.856 0.840
MECH 0.735 0.734 0.775 0.784 0.757

500 LPγ+LB (Feature-based) 0.813 0.809 0.818 0.833 0.818
LPγ+LB (Hybrid) 0.824 0.845 0.860 0.859 0.847

Table 6.4: Comparison of the results (accuracies) given by the feature-based
and hybrid LPγ+LB algorithms and four state-of-the-art semi-supervised
approaches (the graph-based accuracies outperforming the best state-of-the-
art results with a significance level of 0.05 are highlighted).

it achieves comparable accuracies to those of the feature-based LPγ+LB

algorithm for the KI domain, it yields considerably worse results for all other

domains, especially DV. Moreover, the method seems to be extremely data

sensitive, as the accuracy varies substantially from one dataset to another.

For example, in comparison to MECH, it performs better for BO and KI,

but its accuracy for DV drops so drastically that the accuracy averaged over

domains is 2 ppt lower than for MECH. In general, CO-TRAIN appears

to work reasonably well for simpler domains, especially when more labelled

examples are involved.

ADN and IADN (Zhou et al., 2013) combine active learning with deep

learning (see Section 2.3.3). IADN additionally exploits information density

when choosing a review for manual annotation during the active learning
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step. According to Table 6.4, ADN, IADN and the feature-based LPγ+LB

algorithm demonstrate comparable accuracies for all domains except for BO,

where the graph-based approach achieves significantly better results. This

means that even the knowledge-poorer version of LPγ+LB shows a small

advantage over ADNs. The hybrid LPγ+LB algorithm clearly outperforms

both ADN and IADN with quite a substantial difference of 7-10 ppt. In

summary, the comparative analysis revealed not only the high effectiveness

of the graph-based algorithms but also their ability to perform equally well

for all datasets.

6.8 Summary

To conclude we briefly address all questions stated at the beginning of the

chapter. Normalisation of the output results is beneficial for semi-supervised

graph-based learning (Figures 6.3 and 6.6). LB yields the best multiclass

classification results, with a substantial advantage over CMN , which gives

only a rather modest gain. For binary classification, CMN and LB have

similar accuracies due to the balanced class distribution of the dataset.

The HIER probability combination rule consistently brings a small

improvement in performance for all algorithms (Figure 6.6). For RANK,

the HIER configuration achieves the best performance in comparison with

the other configurations. However, when LPγ and LPαβ are considered, the

advantage of HIER+LB over LB is disputable. The former configuration
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yields higher results for larger amounts of labelled data, whereas the latter

performs better when few labelled examples are available.

The binary classification results clearly indicate the advantage of

LPγ+LB over the other algorithms and configurations (Figure 6.4). In

contrast, the multiclass experiments showed that all three variants of LP

can deliver accurate results if used in the configuration which benefits

them most (Figure 6.7). The most successful algorithm configurations were

found to be LPγ+LB, LPαβ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER. Since each

LP variant has its advantages and shortcomings, the choice of the best

algorithm configuration should be made on the basis of the availability

of labelled data and the requirements of the given task. For example,

LPγ+LB gives the best results when few labelled examples are given, while

LPαβ+HIER+LB reaches the highest performance for large amounts of

labelled data. RANK+HIER is beneficial when there is a preference for

higher accuracies over a balanced final class distribution.

Graph-based algorithms can be highly effective with a relatively small

amount of labelled data. In particular, binary performance with only 100

labelled examples approaches the upper bound of accuracy (Figure 6.4).

A comparison of the multiclass classification results is more difficult as we

have to take into account two estimates: accuracy and macroF1 (Figure

6.6). While RANK+HIER achieves the upper bound of accuracy with 400

labelled documents, LPγ+LB does not approach it even when 800 labelled

examples are available. At the same time, LPγ+LB surpasses the upper
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bound of macroF1 with only 100 labelled documents and it further increases

up to the level of 0.5, which is ≈ 5 ppt higher than the upper bound. In

contrast, RANK+HIER gives more modest macroF1 results, although it

reaches the upper bounds when 400 labelled documents are used. Overall,

if the mean of accuracy and macroF1 is considered, both RANK+HIER

and LPγ+LB achieve the upper bound levels with 300 labelled documents

(Figure 6.7).

All three graph-based algorithms are reasonably insensitive to variations

of ku and ∆l (Figure 6.9). Although their performance drops for low values

of ∆l, this behaviour is stable for all labelled data sizes, which means that

the choice of ∆l = 0.5 will always guarantee accurate results. The variations

of the parameter β have a different effect on the graph-based algorithms.

While LPγ+LB and LPαβ+HIER+LB show very little fluctuation, the

performance of RANK+HIER changes significantly with variations of β.

The best β values depend on the labelled data size, which impedes us from

choosing its optimal value for all data sizes.

Extrinsic evaluation of different sentiment similarity measures confirmed

the high effectiveness of the hybrid similarity measure for both binary and

multiclass cases (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). The similarity measure based on

document units is almost insensitive to the amount of labelled data and

its impact is especially valuable when labelled data is scarce. In contrast,

the similarity measure based on document features is highly dependent on

the number of labelled examples. Document features can degrade graph-
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based performance when labelled data is insufficient, but their positive effect

increases substantially with the growth of the labelled data size. We also

established the significant contribution of review titles to graph-based results,

especially for the binary case.

Adapting the SO-CAL dictionaries to the review genre considerably

improved the overall performance of the algorithms by ≈ 2-3 ppt on average,

depending on the domain (Figure 6.13). This procedure was most beneficial

for simpler domains.

The graph-based algorithms demonstrated a substantial improvement

over four state-of-the-art semi-supervised methods (Table 6.4). The average

accuracy gain of the best graph-based results achieved with the hybrid

similarity measure is always statistically significant and never goes below

8 ppt. Even the feature-based LPγ+LB algorithm, which does not use

review titles and the SO-CAL dictionaries, outperforms the state-of-the-

art approaches, although the improvement is not statistically significant

compared to ADN and IADN. This high performance of graph-based

algorithms, and the ease with which they can be exploited, should lead to an

increase in their use by the sentiment analysis research community.

It is worth pointing out another important outcome of our semi-

supervised experiments. There is no significant difference between the

results given by the LP variants in the basic configuration (Figure 6.1 and

6.2), which implies that the modifications they offer do not really affect

performance. In contrast, sentiment similarity seems to have a substantial
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impact on the results. For example, the hybrid similarity measure yields

an improvement of up to 10 ppt compared to the similarity measure based

on document features conventionally used for graph-based learning (Figures

6.11 and 6.12). This provides further evidence for the conviction shared by

many researchers in the field that quality of modelling of the data in graph

construction is more crucial than the inference algorithm used.
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Chapter 7

Cross-domain experiments

This chapter presents the evaluation of the graph-based sentiment analysis

system in cross-domain settings. As for semi-supervised settings, the four

LP variants in different configurations are explored and compared. We also

examine sensitivity of the graph-based algorithms to parameter variations

and analyse the impact of different similarity measures on the final results.

Although a similar study was done in semi-supervised settings, it is necessary

to repeat the experiments in the new setup due to important differences

between semi-supervised and cross-domain settings.

In the cross-domain task, labelled data from a source domain can be very

different from target data. In Chapter 5, the effect of domain similarity on the

cross-domain performance of two classifiers (SVMs and VP) was observed.

We foresee that domain characteristics may also have a strong influence

on the cross-domain graph-based results. In addition, we do not exclude

the possibility that optimal parameter values and sensitivity to parameter

variations may also depend on the characteristics of source-target domain

pairs. In light of this, one of the main objectives of this chapter is to

examine the effectiveness of cross-domain graph-based learning given certain
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characteristics of source-target domain pairs. This will contribute to the third

goal of the thesis: to develop guidelines which help to choose between semi-

supervised and cross-domain approaches given the availability of labelled

data.

Taking into consideration the above issues, our cross-domain experiments

address the following questions:

1. Does cross-domain graph-based learning benefit from normalisation

and the hierarchical probability combination rule?

2. Which graph-based algorithm and algorithm configuration yields the

best overall performance?

3. Do the cross-domain results depend on source and target domain

characteristics?

4. Given a source-target pair, are the cross-domain graph-based

approaches able to achieve a performance comparable to that for

in-domain classification?

5. Are the graph-based algorithms sensitive to variations of their

parameters and does sensitivity depend on source and target domain

characteristics?

6. To what extent is the best performing similarity metric sensitive to the

source and target domain characteristics?
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7. How do the graph-based algorithms perform in comparison to

prominent cross-domain methods?

8. What would be the best strategy when choosing between semi-

supervised and cross-domain graph-based learning?

The reminder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.1 describes

the cross-domain evaluation setup, and all the subsequent sections focus on

the questions stated above. Section 7.2 addresses questions 1-4, Section 7.3

question 5, Section 7.4 question 6 and Section 7.5 question 7. The evaluation

results are summarised in Section 7.6. Finally, Section 7.7 focuses on one of

the central questions of the thesis expressed by question 8.

7.1 Experimental setup

The seven datasets give 42 combinations of source-target domain pairs and,

therefore, 42 experiments. Similarly to the semi-supervised settings, the

cross-domain experimental setup includes two stages: parameter tuning and

algorithm testing. We randomly extract 400 examples from the target data

and use them as the development dataset for tuning the parameters α, β(γ),

ku and kl. The parameter search is run over the following ranges:

• α ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200},

• β ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5},

• ku ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200},
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• kl ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400}.

Initial values for the unlabelled documents required by LPαβ are obtained

using the baseline classifier trained on the source data. The selection for

optimal parameter values is based on two criteria: maximisation of the mean

F-score F̄1, averaged over all source-target domain pairs, and minimisation

of the F̄1 variance over the pairs. This reflects our preference for parameter

values which produce equally good results for all source-target domain pairs,

as we want to ensure that optimal values will also work well for unseen

domains.

7.2 The impact of normalisation and the

hierarchical probability combination rule

In this section, we compare the four LP variants and their configurations in

order to establish the most successful algorithm and its configuration. The

experiments are carried out separately for binary and multiclass classification.

7.2.1 The binary case

Figure 7.1 presents the accuracies averaged over source domains when the

target domain is fixed. LP , LPγ and LPαβ display very similar behaviour.

Their CMN and LB configurations yield the same accuracy and always

demonstrate a slight advantage over the basic configuration and the upper

bound. Similarly to the outcomes of the semi-supervised experiments, the

basic configuration is the least successful. Nevertheless, it still delivers
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Figure 7.1: Accuracy averaged over source domains with target domains
fixed, for different algorithms and their configurations (binary case).

reasonable results, surpassing the upper bound for simpler target domains.

In contrast to the first three algorithms, RANK behaves very differently.

Although its performance in the basic configuration is still comparable to

the LPγ+CMN results, its LB configuration gives outstanding results,

improving the upper bound by 5-10 ppt depending on the target domain.

However, we cannot offer an explanation for this performance of RANK+LB

other than that it may be due to the data characteristics and, therefore,
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Figure 7.2: Accuracy averaged over source domains with target domains
fixed, for the most successful algorithms and normalisation techniques
(binary case).

cannot be generalised for all datasets. RANK+LB performed quite poorly

in semi-supervised settings, and, as discussed below, it does not stand

out among other configurations for the multiclass case either. Therefore,

taking into account its excellent performance for semi-supervised settings,

we consider RANK to be the best configuration.

The most accurate configurations of each LP variant are displayed in

Figure 7.2. RANK consistently outperforms the other algorithms, although

the difference is not significant. In Figure 7.3, the accuracy and MSE of

the two best algorithms, RANK and LPγ+LB are shown1. As expected,

1 There is, in fact, no substantial difference between LPγ+LB, LP+LB and LPαβ , but
we preferred the first method as it achieved the highest performance in semi-supervised
settings.
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similarity between source and target datasets always ensures excellent results.

However, domain complexity influences the maximum accuracy that each

dataset can achieve and, therefore, complex target domains usually perform

worse than simple domains. When source and target data are dissimilar,

domain complexity becomes more crucial. Indeed, for a simple target domain

the results do not vary much from one source domain to another. Even

when a source domain is very different from a target domain, the accuracies

are only ≈2 ppt lower than those given by similar source domains. This

indicates that cross-domain graph-based learning can be very successful for

simple target data independently of the source data characteristics. Unlike

simple target domains, complex target domains trained on dissimilar data

give a substantial drop in accuracy. Therefore, for complex target domains,

the cross-domain results are determined by both source and target datasets.

Overall, the best accuracies for simple target domains are 2-3 ppt higher

than those for complex domains. The MSE values are in agreement with the

accuracies and support the differences indicated between simple and complex

domains. In particular, the MSE values for simple target domains are lower

and have smaller variations from one source domain to another.

Figure 7.3 does not give an understanding of how good performance on

individual domains is in comparison with the accuracy upper bounds. In

order to present the cross-domain results and the accuracy upper bounds

for all target domains in the same graph, we swap the source and target

domains in Figure 7.3 and draw graphs corresponding to source domains
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Figure 7.3: Accuracy and MSE obtained with LPγ+LB and RANK for
each source-target domain pair. X-axes contain source domains, graphs
correspond to target domains (binary case).

with target domains on the X-axis (Figure 7.4). This different representation

allows a deeper understanding of the results. The accuracies on almost all

source-target domain pairs are above the upper bound, which proves that

the graph-based algorithms are highly effective for cross-domain sentiment

classification. A few results that are slightly inferior to the upper bound

correspond to simple source domains and the target domains of BO and
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Figure 7.4: Accuracy obtained with LPγ+LB and RANK for each source-
target domain pair. X-axes contain target domains, graphs correspond to
source domains (binary case).

DV. This again confirms that simple source and complex target domains,

when they are both dissimilar, are challenging for cross-domain graph-based

learning.

7.2.2 The multiclass case

Figure 7.5 shows the performance of the four LP variants and their

configurations for the multiclass case. The comparison is carried out using F̄1

values to establish which method is the most successful on average. Overall,

the algorithms perform similarly to the semi-supervised results. The LB

and HIER+LB configurations are the most accurate and even reach the

upper bound for some target domains. However, unlike in semi-supervised

settings, HIER+LB yields moderately better results than LB. Looking
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Figure 7.5: F̄1 averaged over source domains with target domains fixed, for
different algorithms and their configurations (multiclass case).

more carefully at the semi-supervised results, we observe that HIER+LB

also outperformed LB when there was a substantial amount of labelled

data. In contrast, for small amounts of labelled data the HIER+LB

configuration does not give reliable results, showing a significant decrease

in performance. This was the reason we preferred the LB configuration

in semi-supervised settings. Interestingly, LPαβ performs worst in cross-

domain settings, indicating that the initial predictions add noise rather than
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useful knowledge. As before, the behaviour of RANK is different to other

algorithms as all its configurations give comparable results with a slight

advantage for RANK+HIER+LB over the others.
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Figure 7.6: Accuracy and macroF1 averaged over source domains with target
domains fixed for different configurations of LPγ and RANK (multiclass
case).

In Figure 7.6, we further compare the algorithms by their accuracy

and macroF1. Since LP and LPαβ give marginally lower F̄1 values than
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LPγ, we only display the results of LPγ and RANK. In general, the

algorithm configurations show the same regularities that we observed in

semi-supervised settings. macroF1 values are usually highest for the LB

and HIER+LB configurations and lowest for the others. In contrast,

accuracies tend to be higher for the basic, CMN and HIER configurations,

which is especially obvious in the case of RANK. LPγ yields similar

accuracies in all configurations, with a slight tendency of HIER for higher

performance. If we use only the F̄1 maximisation criterion for choosing

the most accurate algorithm, we would select either LPγ+HIER+LB

or RANK+HIER+LB. However, they both have the disadvantage of

rather moderate accuracy. RANK+HIER would be more beneficial if

accuracy is of a higher priority than macroF1. Indeed, RANK+HIER

does not only surpass the accuracy upper bound but also, unlike the

corresponding configuration of LPγ, reaches the upper bound of macroF1.

According to Figure 7.5, RANK+HIER is only marginally inferior to

RANK+HIER+LB. In summary, we can distinguish two algorithms that

give the most accurate results: LPγ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER2.

Since both of them have their strengths and shortcomings, the requirements

of the task at hand should determine which should be preferred. For example,

companies might be interested in mining moderately positive reviews to find

out what minor problems users experience with their products. This means

that they may want to detect as many 4* reviews as possible and if 4* reviews

2RANK+HIER+LB is omitted due to its similar behaviour to LPγ+HIER+LB.
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are rare in the data, LPγ+LB will be preferable. In contrast, if companies

are more interested in estimating the overall satisfaction/dissatisfaction of

users with their products, then RANK+HIER will be more beneficial.

Figure 7.7 presents the accuracy, macroF1 and MSE given by the two

best algorithms for individual source-target domain pairs. As with the binary

results, the accuracy and MSE graphs are different for simple and complex

target domains. The accuracy and MSE values of simple target domains

are almost insensitive to the characteristics of labelled data as they show

a relatively low variation with respect to source domains. The macroF1

graph of LPγ+HIER+LB shows the same regularity as the accuracy and

MSE graphs, although the difference in macroF1 values between simple

and complex target domains is less pronounced. In contrast, the macroF1

values of RANK+HIER are higher for complex source domains, and this

is consistent for all target domains. This implies that if the labelled data

is simple, RANK+HIER will not learn to distinguish between different

sentiment strengths and will tend to identify correctly only most numerous

sentiment classes. Interestingly, the macroF1 values for simple domains are

higher when learning on different but more complex labelled data. In general,

the macroF1 values given by RANK+HIER are much lower than those of

LPγ+HIER+LB. The lowest macroF1 values are observed for complex

target domains when the labelled data is different and simple.

Similarly to the binary case, we swap source and target domains in

order to present the cross-domain performances and the upper bounds
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for all target domains in the same plot (Figure 7.8). The result of this

merge is less clear and more difficult to interpret than for the binary case.

LPγ+HIER+LB yields lower accuracies than the upper bound for almost all

domain pairs. However, its macroF1 values are significantly better than the

upper bound level, which coincides with our expectations based on Figure 7.6.

RANK+HIER surpasses the accuracy upper bound only for similar source-
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target domain pairs. For dissimilar domains, the accuracy is still close to the

upper bound for all domains except for the BO target domain, which, as in

the binary case, gives the worst accuracy. Concerning the macroF1 values

for RANK+HIER, we observe that training on complex source domains

ensures macroF1 values superior to the upper bound. For simple labelled

data, RANK+HIER has a tendency towards low macroF1 values, which

are either below or only marginally above the upper bound. Therefore, if a

balanced representation of sentiment classes in the final results is important,

it is more appropriate to use either LPγ+HIER+LB or RANK+HIER

together with complex labelled data.

7.3 Sensitivity to parameter variations

In this section, we examine the sensitivity of the two best graph-based

algorithms, LPγ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER, to variations of their

parameters. The analysis is carried out for multiclass classification only as

similar results are expected independently of the number of classes. Table 7.1

lists the optimal parameter values of LPγ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER.

Comparing Tables 7.1 and 6.2, where optimal values for semi-supervised

settings are given, we observe that the optimal values for RANK+HIER

are almost identical in both settings. In contrast, LPγ+HIER+LB shows

considerable variations in parameter values. For example, β = 0.2 and

ku = 5 in semi-supervised settings are changed to β = 5 and ku = 50 in

cross-domain settings. Further analysis revealed that LPγ+HIER+LB is
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extremely sensitive to the amount of labelled data (Figure 6.9) and, thus, its

optimal parameters, when chosen for all labelled data sizes, do not produce

good overall results. For small amounts of labelled data, lower values of β

and ku are more beneficial. When the number of labelled examples increases,

higher values of β and ku perform better, which is in line with the results of

the cross-domain experiment.

Parameters
Method β ku kl
LPγ+HIER+LB 5 50 200
RANK + HIER 0.2 50 200

Table 7.1: Optimal parameter values for LPγ+HIER+LB and
RANK+HIER.

The evaluation of the graph-based algorithms in cross-domain settings

showed that their performance depends on the similarity and complexity of

source-target domain pairs. We suspect that the optimal parameter values,

as well as the algorithm stability, may also be affected by characteristics of

source and target domains. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis is conducted

separately for four categories of domain pairs: similar pairs with simple

source and target domains (SMPL-SMPL), similar pairs with complex

source and target domains (CMPX-CMPX), different pairs with simple

source and complex target domains (SMPL-CMPX) and different pairs

with complex source and simple target domains (CMPX-SMPL). Figure

7.9 displays the sensitivity graphs for each of the three parameters: β,

ku and kl. The graphs are built by varying one of the parameters and
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leaving the others fixed at their optimal values. We observe that the

sensitivity of both algorithms is consistent with the semi-supervised study:

the effectiveness of LPγ+HIER+LB is mainly determined by the parameter

kl, while RANK+HIER results hinge upon two parameters, β and kl.

Both algorithms perform worse when the values of kl are low. However,

kl = 100 already ensures stable results approaching the algorithms’ maximum

performance. RANK+HIER is highly dependent on the values of β,

achieving its best results when 0.2 ≤ β ≤ 0.5. Since this behaviour is

systematic for all domain pairs, it cannot be considered as a disadvantage

of the algorithm. Moreover, this optimal value is confirmed by our semi-

supervised study as well as by the work of Wu et al. (2009).

There is little evidence that sensitivity is affected by characteristics of

source-target domain pairs other than that the drop in performance shown by

RANK+HIER for high values of β is steeper for complex target domains.

All other sensitivity graphs display similar behaviour for all source-target

domain pairs and differ only in performance levels. This lack of dependence

of optimal parameters on domain characteristics is a strength of cross-domain

graph-based learning as it suggests that the established optimal values will

also work well for unseen data.

7.4 Analysis of the similarity measures

Extrinsic evaluation of similarity measures in semi-supervised settings

indicated a significant advantage of the hybrid metric, which makes use of
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both feature-based and unit-based document representations (Chapter 6).

It was also shown that the PWP, PSP and TitlePWP components make a

considerable contribution to the semi-supervised graph-based performance.

The feature-based component was also found to be important, but only

for increased amounts of labelled data when feature sparseness stops being

a problem. In cross-domain settings we anticipate that some document

representation components might also be ineffective for certain source-target

domain pairs. For example, a feature mismatch between a pair of dissimilar

domains can make the feature-based component less useful. For that

reason, in this section we analyse the effect of the document representation

components on the cross-domain results. In particular, we aim to establish

whether there is any correlation between similarity of source-target domain

pairs and the similarity metric which produces the best results for this

domain pair. The impact of each document representation component is

evaluated in the same order as in semi-supervised settings. The experiments

are conducted for the more general case of multiclass classification.

Figure 7.10 presents the F̄1 values given by LPγ+HIER+LB for different

combinations of the document representation components. As expected, the

success of the feature-based similarity measure depends on the similarity of

source and target domains. The cross-domain performance is substantially

higher for similar source-target domain pairs and it loses about 5 ppt

on average when domains are dissimilar. In contrast, when only unit-

based components are involved, no significant correlation between the final
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results and source domain characteristics is observed. This is not very

surprising because the unit-based document representation does not contain

much lexical information about documents except for their percentages

of positive/negative words/sentences. Therefore, some fluctuations in

performance over domain pairs could be due to discrepancies in the PSP

and PWP estimations for distinct domains. When the feature-based and

unit-based components are combined, the negative effect of the feature-

based component for dissimilar domains is smoothed, which is especially

efficient for simple target domains. This means that the insensitivity of

graph-based results to source and target domain characteristics observed in

previous sections is due to the positive impact of the unit-based component.

Overall, in agreement with the semi-supervised experiments, the hybrid

similarity measure is proved to be the most effective for all domain pairs.

The contribution of document features is usually greater than that of titles

as the performance drops more drastically when the former component is

omitted.

7.5 Comparison with other cross-domain

approaches

The multi-domain dataset has been extensively used for testing a vast number

of cross-domain sentiment classification methods. For our comparison study,

we select only the most prominent cross-domain techniques which have

been used as a reference by many researchers in the field: structural
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correspondence learning (SCL) (Blitzer et al., 2007), spectral feature

alignment (SFA) (Pan et al., 2010) and the sentiment sensitive thesaurus-

based method (SST) (Bollegala et al., 2011). It should be noted that these

methods were designed to tackle the binary classification problem, therefore,

we compare them against LPγ+LB and RANK, which performed best in

our binary experiments. As in the reference studies, the results are tested on

four domains: BO, DV, EL and KI.

All three reference methods aim to find representations of source

features in the target domain based on co-occurrence analysis. SCL

finds correspondences between domain-specific source and target features

through linear modelling of their correlations with domain-independent

sentiment markers which frequently occur in both domains (so-called pivot

features). SFA exploits spectral clustering to align domain-specific and

domain-independent features into a set of feature-clusters. SST matches

source and target features through an automatically constructed sentiment-

sensitive thesaurus where each lexical entry is connected to a list of related

entries of the same polarity. In contrast to SCL and SFA, SST exploits

multiple domains instead of just one source domain to build the thesaurus,

which gives it an advantage over the other methods.

Figure 7.11 displays the results of our comparison. As SST exploits

multiple sources, its performance is given only once for each target domain.
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Both LPγ+LB and RANK significantly outperform the reference

methods for all source-target domain pairs. Moreover, the graph-based

results on individual domain pairs are consistently better than the SST

results obtained using three source domains. As mentioned previously,

LPγ+LB and RANK reach or surpass the upper bound for all domain pairs

except for EL-BO and KI-BO.

Besides its superior performance, graph-based learning has other

advantages over the reference methods. First, SCL, SFA and SST require a

substantial amount of labelled and unlabelled data to find correspondences

between source and target features. This can be a shortcoming as labelled

data is often limited or expensive to acquire. In contrast, a large amount

of labelled data is not crucial for graph-based algorithms to perform well.

Indeed, as shown by our semi-supervised experiments, the benefit of graph-

based learning from additional labelled data reduces significantly when they

reach approximately 500-600 examples (Figure 6.5). Second, SCL, SFA and

SST are quite sensitive to source and target domain characteristics as their

performance decreases considerably for dissimilar source and target domains.

However, our graph-based algorithms, due to the accurate sentiment

similarity measure, yield equally good results for distinct domains when

the target data is simple. Even for complex target datasets, the performance

is inferior to the upper bound by less than 3 ppt. Finally, SCL and SFA

can only be applied for the binary classification problem and the possibility

of extending them to handle multiclass classification is questionable. In
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contrast, as demonstrated in this thesis, graph-based algorithms can easily

be adapted to a larger number of classes3.

7.6 Summary

To summarise the findings of our cross-domain graph-based experiments,

we briefly address the issues raised at the beginning of the chapter.

Normalisation and the hierarchical probability combination rule are beneficial

for most graph-based algorithms. For binary classification, CMN and LB

increase the accuracy by 1-2 ppt (Figure 7.1). For multiclass classification,

LB brings an even higher overall gain in performance for LP , LPγ and LPαβ,

but it only affects the macroF1 values (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). The hierarchical

probability combination rule consistently improves the results given by the

basic configuration. Moreover, together with LB it usually delivers the best

performance.

The binary classification results show a marginal advantage of RANK

over LPγ+LB and LPαβ+LB (Figure 7.2). In the multiclass experiments

two best algorithms, LPγ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER, are identified.

On one hand, these yield the highest F̄1 values, and on the other, they give

contrasting performances in terms of accuracy and macroF1 (Figure 7.6).

LPγ+HIER+LB achieves very high macroF1 levels but gives a moderate

accuracy. RANK+HIER, in contrast, reaches the accuracy upper bound

but yields lower macroF1 values in comparison with LPγ+HIER+LB. As

3 It is worth pointing out that SST could also straightfowardly be applied to multiclass
classification since all the basic technique does is augment the feature representation.
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pointed out in Section 7.2, the requirements of the task at hand should dictate

which of these methods should be used.

We established that the cross-domain results depend greatly on the source

and target domain characteristics. Domain similarity is found to be crucial

as the graph-based algorithms are most effective for similar domains (Figures

7.3 and 7.7). Domain complexity also has a significant impact on the

outcomes of the cross-domain task. For simple target domains, the graph-

based performance does not vary substantially from one source domain to

another, which indicates that it is practically independent of the similarity

between source and target data. In contrast, the graph-based results for

complex target domains drop drastically when source and target data are

different.

For binary classification, cross-domain graph-based learning yields very

high accuracies, which are superior to the in-domain results for almost all

domain pairs (Figure 7.4). The outcomes of multiclass classification are

difficult to interpret if we take into account both the accuracies and macroF1

values. Figure 7.8 suggests that different algorithms have their advantages

and disadvantages depending on which evaluation metric is considered to be

more important. However, if the trade-off between accuracy and macroF1

is required, the best algorithms clearly surpass the in-domain results for all

target domains except BO and HE (Figure 7.5).

The sensitivity study proved the relative stability of the graph-based

algorithms in cross-domain settings (Figure 7.9). As for semi-supervised
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learning, RANK is highly sensitive to variations of β, but the optimal

value of β = 0.2 is shown to be independent of domain characteristics and

coincides with the optimal value obtained in semi-supervised settings. We

also established that the graph-based algorithms usually yield poor results

for low values of kl. However, kl ≈ 200 ensures a high performance close to

the maximum effectiveness of the algorithms. Similarly to semi-supervised

settings, the graph-based algorithms in cross-domain settings revealed little

sensitivity to variations of ku. Interestingly, no correlation between the

optimal parameters and domain characteristics is observed. In contrast, the

shapes of the F̄1 graphs are almost identical for all domain pairs.

The analysis of the similarity measures revealed that the feature-based

document representation makes the graph-based results highly sensitive to

the similarity between source and target domains (Figure 7.10). Thus,

domains with a low feature overlap give much poorer performance compared

to similar domains when only feature-based representation is used. In

contrast, pure unit-based representations make the graph-based results

independent of source and target domain characteristics. The hybrid

similarity measure possesses traits of both representations. Due to the

positive effect of the unit-based component, the graph-based algorithms

become insensitive to the similarity between source and target data for simple

target domains.

The graph-based results demonstrated an evident superiority over

prominent state-of-the-art approaches (Figure 7.11). This outcome is
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even more valuable when we take into account additional advantages of

graph-based learning, such as the easy extension to multiclass classification

and the ability to perform well with relatively small amounts of labelled

data.

7.7 Semi-supervised vs. cross-domain graph-

based learning

The experimental results provided by this thesis proved that graph-based

learning can be highly effective for tackling the problems of semi-supervised

and cross-domain sentiment classification. In particular, LPγ+LB coupled

with the hybrid similarity measure significantly outperformed state-of-the-

art semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches in the binary classification

task. But which learning setup - semi-supervised or cross-domain - should

be preferred given the source data available? On one hand, cross-domain

approaches have an advantage over semi-supervised approaches as they re-

use already annotated data, which means that no manual effort is required.

On the other hand, the cross-domain graph-based results largely depend on

the characteristics of the source-target domain pairs (see Figures 7.4 and 7.8).

Therefore, for dissimilar source and target domains, manual annotation of

some target data and use of semi-supervised graph-based learning could help

to achieve more accurate results. For example, according to Figures 6.4 and

6.7, 200-300 examples are enough to match the performance of in-domain

classification in many cases.
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In this section, we propose recommendations which can help to select

the most pertinent learning approach given the data available. As a semi-

supervised method, LPγ+LB is used for both binary and multiclass cases.

As cross-domain methods, LPγ+LB and LPγ+HIER+LB are considered

for the binary and multiclass cases respectively. For all LP modifications,

the hybrid similarity measure which performed best in both intrinsic and

extrinsic evaluation is deployed.

Learning approaches are assessed and compared using the following two

criteria:

• Maximising the accuracy (or F̄1)
4;

• Minimising the manual effort needed for annotation.

The decision-making process is based on two data characteristics, domain

complexity and domain similarity, as they were found to have a significant

impact on both semi-supervised and cross-domain performance. For ease

of comparison between approaches, we illustrate the results in the same

plot (Figures 7.12 and 7.13). Each plot has two X-axes. The bottom axis

corresponds to the amount of labelled data and is used for the semi-supervised

results. The top axis lists source domains and is used for the cross-domain

results. Figure 7.12 shows that in the case of binary classification, semi-

supervised learning for simple domains needs around 100 labelled examples

to ensure accurate performance.

4To simplify the analysis, we do not prefer one result over another if they both reach
the upper bound.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches
(binary case).
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches
(multiclass case).
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Cross-domain learning for simple domains reaches the upper bound

independently of the choice of source domain, which makes it preferable to

semi-supervised learning. Interestingly, the cross-domain results for MU are

similar to those for simple domains, which we think is due to the low upper

bound for the MU domain. Moving the MU upper bound to the level of 0.81

or 0.82 achieved for BO and DV, would make the MU performance close to

that of the other complex target domains. Cross-domain learning is also more

beneficial for complex target domains when source-target domain pairs are

similar. However, performance degrades for complex target domains when

source and target data are different. For these data characteristics, semi-

supervised learning with approximately 200 labelled documents should be

used.

The multiclass results mostly repeat the binary results, although there

are some differences that are worth noting (Figure 7.13). First, the cross-

domain F̄1 values are quite high even for some complex domains. However,

an additional study with more domains is required to prove the significance

of these values. Second, the results for the HE domain are substantially

lower than the upper bound. This is due to a very high upper bound for

HE5 as opposed to the poor performance of the graph-based algorithms

for this domain because its F̄1 levels are comparable to those of TO, EL

and KI. Moving the upper bound to the level of ≈ 0.53 would give us the

same result as for the other simple domains. Finally, the number of labelled

5 As mentioned in Chapter 3, we do not currently have an explanation for this.
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examples needed for semi-supervised learning to reach the upper bound levels

is approximately 300-400 documents and is higher than that for the binary

case. This is an expected result due to the increased number of sentiment

classes.

In light of these findings, we formulate the following recommendations

for choosing the most beneficial approach in the framework of graph-based

learning:

1. If the target domain is simple then cross-domain learning trained with

any source data can be used.

2. If the target domain is complex and there is source data that is similar

to the target data, then cross-domain learning trained on these similar

data should be used.

3. If the target domain is complex and all source datasets are different,

then semi-supervised learning trained with at least 300 labelled

examples should be used.

It is worth emphasising that these recommendations are valid under

certain conditions as determined by the scope of this thesis and our

experimental results. For the graph-based learning algorithm, the best LP

modification according to the learning setup and the number of sentiment

classes should be used. For sentiment similarity, the hybrid similarity

measure should be applied.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

This chapter revisits the goals stated at the beginning of the thesis,

summarises the findings established in this study and suggests directions

for further research.

8.1 Goals revisited

The main aims of the thesis were to address the problem of limited availability

of data in sentiment analysis and to advance research in semi-supervised and

cross-domain approaches for sentiment classification, considering binary as

well multiclass sentiment scales. These aims were met by achieving the three

goals stated in Chapter 1.

The first goal was to explore ways of constructing sentiment graphs

that allow the accurate estimation of sentiment similarity and, in addition,

are easy to build, do not require deep linguistic analysis and do not involve

manual annotation effort. This goal was achieved in Sections 4.2, 6.5 and

7.4.

In Section 4.2, two document representations to capture the sentiment

strength of documents were suggested. The first, feature-based
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representation, can be seen as domain-specific, while the second, unit-

based representation, can be referred to as domain-independent. Both

representations exploit sentiment lexicons, for which the SO-CAL dictionaries

were used. To obtain document representations adjusted to the product

review genre, the SO-CAL dictionaries were enhanced with new sentiment

markers mined from a large corpus of Amazon reviews. Evaluation proved

the SO-CAL adaptation to be effective for all domains under consideration.

Although the SO-CAL dictionaries were updated by consulting the data, the

repetition of this process is not required when working with other review

data, as we expect the dictionaries to work well within the genre of product

reviews.

The feature-based and unit-based document representations constructed

were used to compute sentiment similarity. The intrinsic evaluation of

different document representation components yielded two important results

(Table 4.2). First, the hybrid similarity measure that incorporates both

feature-based and unit-based representations performed best, which indicates

that domain-specific and domain-independent information are both valuable

for measuring sentiment. Second, the document representation components

which have the highest impact on the similarity measure were identified.

They include document features, the percentage of positive/negative words

(PWP), the percentage of positive/negative sentences (PSP) and the

percentage of positive/negative words in titles (TitlePWP).

The document representation components were also evaluated
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extrinsically in semi-supervised and cross-domain settings (Sections 6.5

and 7.4). The semi-supervised evaluation revealed that domain-independent

components make the results almost insensitive to the amount of labelled

data used (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). In addition, for small labelled data

sizes the similarity measure based solely on the unit-based representation

performs either comparably to or significantly better than the hybrid

similarity measure. According to the cross-domain evaluation results, the

unit-based similarity measure appears to be independent of source domains

as well. This quality could be crucial if the unit-based representation

achieved the best results. However, due to its limitations, it is able to

capture only simple sentiment phenomena. In future, we intend to enhance

the unit-based representation by incorporating several important valence

shifters (at the moment only negation is treated) similarly to Taboada et al.

(2011).

Document features proved to capture sentiment better than document

units, especially for the multiclass case (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). But due

to the sparseness of the document-based representation, it provides a good

estimation for sentiment similarity only when the amount of labelled data is

relatively large. Document features are also more sensitive to source domains,

showing better results when source and target domains are similar (Figure

7.10). According to both extrinsic evaluations, the hybrid similarity measure

was the most successful for sentiment classification. Moreover, it benefits

from the positive traits of both representations, performing well for small
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and large labelled data sizes as well as for similar and dissimilar domain

pairs.

The second goal of the thesis was to develop and evaluate a graph-

based sentiment analysis system which can be used in semi-supervised and

cross-domain settings and can handle multiclass classification. This goal was

achieved in Section 3.2 and Chapters 4, 6 and 7.

The graph-based sentiment analysis system developed in this thesis

comprises two modules: the preprocessing module, presented in Section 3.2,

and the core of the system - the sentiment classification module - described

in Chapter 4. The sentiment classification module (Figure 4.3) is designed in

the framework of graph-based learning and implements the most well-known

graph-based algorithm - LP . As input, it requires the similarity measure

to be specified, which is further used for graph construction (see above).

The graph-based inference stage of the module allows two modifications to

the graph structure (prioritising either labelled or unlabelled neighbours

and/or incorporating scores given by external classifiers) and the CMN

normalisation of the output after each iteration. These modifications were

implemented in three LP variants. During the preprocessing stage, the

output probabilities can be modified using two normalisation techniques

and/or the hierarchical probability combination rule.

The system was thoroughly evaluated in semi-supervised and cross-

domain settings as described in Chapters 6 and 7. Our evaluation pursued

the following five objectives.
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The first objective of the system evaluation was to compare all LP

modifications in different configurations to establish the most successful

graph-based algorithm and its configuration. The semi-supervised and cross-

domain experiments showed a marginal effect of modifications to the graph

structure offered by the LP variants. In contrast, normalisation proved to

be critical, leading to a significant improvement in the results. In particular,

the LB normalisation is effective at the post-processing step, while CMN is

more beneficial when used after each iteration (as in RANK). The HIER

probability combination rule yields a substantial gain in performance if the

labelled data is sufficient.

To determine which algorithm performs equally well in semi-supervised

and cross-domain settings, a comparative analysis of the results in both

evaluation setups was conducted. For the binary case, LPγ+LB gave

the highest semi-supervised accuracy, while RANK performed best in the

cross-domain experiments. However, in semi-supervised settings LPγ+LB

considerably outperformed RANK, especially for small amounts of labelled

data, whereas in cross-domain settings these methods gave comparable

results. This makes LPγ+LB the most beneficial overall.

In multiclass classification, semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches

agreed to some extent on the best LP variant and its configuration. LPγ+LB

and RANK+HIER performed best in semi-supervised settings, whereas

LPγ+HIER+LB and RANK+HIER were better than other methods in

cross-domain settings. The HIER probability combination rule is beneficial
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for the cross-domain performance of LPγ (Figure 7.5). However, it is harmful

for LPγ in semi-supervised settings when less than 200 labelled examples are

available (Figure 6.6). Since we assume that labelled data is very expensive

to acquire, we consider LPγ+LB to be the best in semi-supervised settings.

It is worth pointing out that there is no preference for either LPγ+LB (or

LPγ+HIER+LB in cross-domain settings) orRANK+HIER, as they serve

different purposes. While they both have comparable F̄1 values, the former

yields very high macroF1 values but quite moderate accuracy, whereas the

latter shows the opposite results. Therefore, the choice of either LPγ+LB or

RANK+HIER should be governed by the task requirements, as explained

in Section 7.2.

The second objective of the system evaluation was to examine the

sensitivity of the most successful LP modifications to variations of their

parameters. In most cases, the algorithms were either insensitive to variations

of some parameters (for example, all algorithms to variations of ku, or

LPγ+LB to variations of β) or the dependency of their performance on

parameter values was systematic (Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 7.9). Thus, the

choice of a parameter value close to the optimal value of that parameter

would guarantee accurate results.

The third objective of the system evaluation was to analyse the impact of

different document representation components on the semi-supervised and

cross-domain results. This was met by achieving the first goal of the thesis

and was addressed above.
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The fourth objective of the system evaluation was to study the dependency

of graph-based algorithms on domain complexity and domain similarity. This

was carried out whilst fulfilling the third goal of the thesis and will be

discussed below.

Finally, the fifth objective of the system evaluation was to conduct a

comparison of the best LP modifications with prominent existing semi-

supervised and cross-domain approaches. The comparative analysis indicated

the superiority of the graph-based algorithms over other methods in

both semi-supervised and cross-domain settings. Besides their excellent

performance, other advantages of the graph-based algorithms were identified:

1. The graph-based algorithms are much less sensitive to data

characteristics than other methods. For example, semi-supervised reference

methods, especially CO-TRAIN (Li et al., 2010a), appeared to be quite

sensitive to data, showing a significant difference in accuracy between results

on simple and complex domains (Table 6.4). In contrast, semi-supervised

graph-based performance does not differ much from simple to complex

domains. Moreover, the difference in performance is much smaller when the

unit-based document representation is used to compute sentiment similarity.

Concerning the cross-domain results, the performance of all the reference

methods degraded drastically for dissimilar source and target domains

(Figure 7.11). In contrast, the best LP variants showed a much smaller loss

of accuracy, especially for simple target domains. Figure 7.10 implies that

this low dependency of the graph-based results on source domains when
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the target domain is simple is due to the positive impact of the unit-based

components.

2. The graph-based algorithms are able to perform well even when limited

labelled data is available. For semi-supervised settings, this was proved by

our comparisons with the reference methods. However, this quality can

also be important in cross-domain settings if source data is scarce. All

the cross-domain reference methods rely on a large amount of labelled data

from a source domain as they exploit co-occurrences between domain-specific

and domain-independent sentiment markers. In contrast, the graph-based

algorithms do not require much labelled data. As shown by the semi-

supervised experiments, the benefit from additional labelled data decreases

substantially when the labelled data size exceeds 500-600 examples (Figure

6.5). Although cross-domain experiments with a variable amount of labelled

data were not carried out, we would expect a similar result in cross-domain

settings.

3. The graph-based algorithms can easily handle both binary and

multiclass classification. In contrast, most of reference methods were

developed to tackle the binary classification problem and their extension

to multiclass cases is either questionable or difficult to achieve.

We believe that these advantages provide solid support for the choice of

graph-based learning as our main approach.

The third goal of the thesis was to undertake a comparison between

semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches to develop recommendations
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to help select the most pertinent approach given the data available. This

goal was achieved in Chapter 5 and 7.

In Chapter 5, two data characteristics, domain similarity and domain

complexity, were introduced and different functions for their estimation were

suggested and examined. For domain complexity, two vocabulary richness

measures, TTR and the percentage of rare words, were tested. The Pearson

correlation between these measures and in-domain accuracies showed the

advantage of TTR for estimating domain complexity (Table 5.1). Similar

experiments were conducted to establish a function for estimating domain

similarity, where seven similarity functions were assessed. As a result, two

most accurate functions were found: χ2 and Jensen-Shannon divergence

(Table 5.2), which is in accordance with previous work on domain similarity

for other NLP tasks. We also determined the boundaries (in terms of values of

the suggested functions) between simple and complex domains, and between

similar and different domains (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). However, an additional

study is required to validate these boundaries for other datasets.

In Chapter 7, the cross-domain and semi-supervised performances were

compared in terms of their best-performing algorithms, optimal parameter

values and most accurate similarity measures. The main results of this

comparison were summarised in the earlier part of this chapter. We also

found that semi-supervised and cross-domain graph-based performances

are partly determined by domain complexity and domain similarity. In

particular, the semi-supervised experiments indicate that complex domains
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need more labelled data to achieve a performance similar to that on simple

domains (Figures 6.5 and 6.8). The cross-domain experiments demonstrate

considerably better results when source and target data are similar (Figures

7.3 and 7.7). However, if target data is simple, the cross-domain performance

remains higher than the upper bounds for most domain pairs. On the

basis of these results, we developed a set of simple recommendations

which rely on source and target domain characteristics to help choose

between semi-supervised and cross-domain approaches (Section 7.7). These

recommendations can be used when applying the best LP modification

together with the hybrid similarity measure.

8.2 Original contributions

From the goals that were achieved in this thesis, we can summarise our

findings into three main original contributions.

The first original contribution is the design of the sentiment

similarity measure, which is unsupervised, easy to compute, does not require

deep linguistic analysis and, most importantly, helps to achieve accurate

classification results. Although, for the purposes of this thesis, the similarity

measure was tailored to product review data, it can be easily adapted to other

genres by excluding the TitlePWP component if titles are not available, and,

if necessary, switching to different sentiment lexicons which are more relevant

for the corresponding genre.

The second original contribution is the development, implementation
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and evaluation of the graph-based sentiment analysis system that a) can cope

with the challenges of limited data availability by using semi-supervised and

cross-domain approaches, b) is able to perform multiclass classification, and

c) achieves highly accurate results which are superior to those of most state-

of-the-art semi-supervised and cross-domain systems.

The third original contribution is the joint and systematic analysis

of the semi-supervised and cross-domain graph-based results and the

development of recommendations for selecting the most pertinent learning

approach given the data available in the framework of graph-based learning.

The recommendations are based on two domain characteristics, domain

similarity and domain complexity, which were shown to have a significant

impact on the semi-supervised and cross-domain graph-based results.

8.3 Directions for future research

The scope of the research undertaken in this thesis is limited to specific

graph-based algorithms and the product review domain. Therefore, one of

the principal directions of our future work will be an extension of the scope

to new methods and domains. In particular, we intend to implement and test

two of the most recently proposed graph-based methods, modified adsorption

(Talukdar and Crammer, 2009) and measure propagation (Subramanya and

Bilmes, 2011), which present some advantages over LP . In addition, as

mentioned in Chapter 4, various ways of transforming transductive learning
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settings into inductive ones will be assessed (Zhu et al., 2003b; Chapelle et al.,

2002; Delalleau et al., 2005; Sindhwani et al., 2005).

The hybrid similarity measure demonstrated a good estimate for

sentiment similarity and largely determined the excellent performance

of graph-based algorithms. However, its unit-based component can still

be improved by a more accurate scoring function which assigns the final

sentiment to a unit. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, we plan to

incorporate important polarity shifters, such as intensifiers and irrealis

grammatical moods (Taboada et al., 2011). The feature-based component

can also be enhanced by the use of topic models in addition to document

features. As shown by He et al. (2011), joint sentiment-topic (JST) models

are beneficial for cross-domain sentiment classification. The analysis of

polarity-bearing topics extracted by JST revealed the ability of JST to

group words from different domains but bearing similar sentiment. This

quality of JST may help to overcome the difference between source and

target domain distributions.

The product review domain is a good starting point when researching a

new approach for sentiment analysis as it is a well established field which

has plenty of labelled data available. This eases comparisons between

different methods. For example, in this thesis, the review domain helped

us to conduct a fair comparison of the LP modifications with state-of-the-

art approaches in semi-supervised and cross-domain settings. At the same

time, automatic identification of review ratings may be considered not really
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necessary, as in many environments, reviews are manually rated by users.

The real world applications require ratings for other types of online data.

The increasing popularity of social networks and microblogs make these

social media streams a very important and valuable source of information

as they contain immediate user responses to events and situations, as well as

user predictions and speculation about future events. However, these social

media streams lack labelled data, making it impossible to run supervised

learning approaches. Mejova and Srinivasan (2012) showed that reviews can

be suitable source data for sentiment classification of tweets. We intend

to explore this further by running the graph-based algorithms designed in

this thesis on the cross-genre task. We expect better results than those

demonstrated in Mejova and Srinivasan (2012) as their classifier was not

adapted to target domains.

None of the algorithms explored in this thesis rely on deep linguistic

information. For this reason, they can be easily adapted to other languages.

Therefore, one of the future research directions could be to perform sentiment

classification for languages other than English.
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Appendix A

Identified sentiment markers

Positive sentiment markers

No word LR valence domains

1 highly 4.3 3 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

2 family 2.4 2 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO, HE

3 fast 2.3 2 BO, MU, EL, KI, HE

4 storage 2.2 1 EL, KI, TO

5 overall 2.2 2 MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

6 collection 2.2 1 DV, MU, TO

7 thanks 2.1 2 BO, DV, HE

8 combine 2.1 2 BO, DV, MU

9 include 2.1 2 DV, MU, KI

10 especially 2.1 2 MU, TO, HE

11 ride 2.1 1 DV, MU, TO

12 bring 2.0 1 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO

13 discover 2.0 2 BO, DV, MU

14 provide 2.0 2 BO, DV, MU

15 job 2.0 1 BO, DV, MU, EL, HE
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16 addition 2.0 1 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO

17 definitely 1.9 2 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO, HE

18 simple 1.9 2 BO, DV, EL, KI, TO, HE

19 price 1.9 2 DV, MU, EL, KI, HE

Negative sentiment markers

No word LR valence domains

1 refund -18.2 -4 EL, KI, TO, HE

2 return -10.2 -4 EL, KI, TO, HE

3 buy NOT -6.2 -4 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

4 work NOT -4.2 -4 DV, EL, KI, TO, HE

5 send -3.6 -2 EL, KI, TO, HE

6 even NOT -3.5 -4 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

7 contact -3.3 -2 EL, KI, HE

8 make NOT -3.1 -3 BO, DV, TO

9 customer -3.1 -3 EL, KI, HE

10 manufacturer -3.1 -3 EL, KI, TO, HE

11 money -2.9 -3 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

12 stop -2.8 -3 EL, KI, TO, HE

13 suppose -2.7 -1 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO, HE

14 break -2.7 -3 EL, KI, TO, HE

15 unless -2.6 -1 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE
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APPENDIX A. IDENTIFIED SENTIMENT MARKERS

16 call -2.5 -1 EL, KI, TO, HE

17 avoid -2.5 -2 DV, MU, EL, KI

18 fix -2.5 -2 EL, KI, TO

19 claim -2.5 -2 BO, EL, HE

20 total -2.5 -1 BO, DV, TO, HE

21 save -2.4 -1 BO, DV, MU, KI, TO, HE

22 throw -2.4 -2 BO, EL, KI, TO, HE

23 idea -2.4 -1 EL, KI, TO, HE

24 service -2.4 -1 EL, KI, HE

25 company -2.3 -1 EL, KI, TO, HE

26 do NOT -2.2 -2 DV, MU, EL, TO, HE

27 none -2.2 -2 BO, DV, TO

28 basically -2.2 -1 BO, MU, EL, TO, HE

29 later -2.2 -1 KI, TO, HE

30 stick -2.1 -1 BO, MU, KI, TO, HE

31 cause -2.1 -1 EL, KI, TO

32 replacement -2.1 -3 EL, KI, TO, HE

33 again -2.1 -2 EL, KI, TO

34 charge -2.1 -2 EL, KI, TO

35 plastic -2.1 -1 EL, KI, TO, HE

36 replace -2.1 -3 EL, KI, TO

37 try -2.0 -1 MU, EL, KI, TO
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38 instead -2.0 -2 BO, DV, MU, TO, HE

39 guess -2.0 -1 BO, DV, EL, KI

40 dollar -2.0 -3 EL, KI, TO

41 back -2.0 -2 EL, KI, TO, HE

42 happen -2.0 -1 EL, KI, TO, HE

43 sell -1.9 -1 BO, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE

44 $ -1.9 -3 BO, DV, MU, TO, HE

45 either -1.9 -1 BO, DV, EL, KI, TO, HE

46 maybe -1.9 -1 BO, DV, MU, EL, KI, TO, HE
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Appendix B

Amazon Review Coding Instructions

Please read and follow the instructions carefully

B.1 Introduction

We would like to investigate whether ratings to products given by Amazon

customers in general are conformed to their actual reviews. Our interest is

due to several reasons. First, we are interested to explore whether humans

are able to differentiate between 1* and 2* as well as between 4* and 5*

reviews. And, second, we want to estimate the maximum accuracy that

automatic computer programs are able to achieve on these data.

The data is compound by 400 randomly sampled Amazon reviews on 4

topics: books, electronics, kitchen appliances and DVDs. Each topic contains

100 reviews. Only reviews rated with 1*, 2*, 4* and 5* have been selected.

The number of reviews with the same number of stars can vary from topic

to topic.

Having only the text of a review you will need to guess the number of

stars its author gave to the described product.
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B.2. FILLING IN THE ANNOTATION FORM

B.2 Filling in the annotation form

You will be given the txt-file where all reviews are listed one by one. The

reviews are grouped under the same topic. Each topic contains 100 reviews,

where number of reviews rated as 1*, 2*, 4* and 5* can be different. Please

record your judgement on product rating entering just a number in an

allocated space under the review. Please do not leave this field empty, try to

make a judgement even if the sentiment is unclear. Your concerns and doubts

can be left in an allocated space under your judgement in the comment box.

Although there are no 3* reviews in the data you can use 3* in a very rare

case when, on your opinion, no other rating is appropriate. Please do not

share your answers with anyone else or discuss your answers with anyone

else.

B.3 Rating judgements

Below are descriptions of the judgements for you to make. There are no

formal criteria for these judgements because we don’t know any formal

criteria for them! We want you to use your human knowledge and intuition

to make your decisions.

• 1* - The product is described as very bad, very disappointing or very

unsatisfactory.

• 2* - The user is not satisfied with the product, but it is not the worst
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thing ever. There may be some overlap with the sentiments expressed

in 1* reviews, but the sentiments tend to be less strong.

• 3* - This is used to indicate that you cannot decide on a judgement

for a review (please note that there are no 3* reviews included in the

file). Try not to use this if possible. Use sparingly, and ONLY in cases

where:

1. there is not enough information to distinguish the product under

review (e.g. the user discusses more than 1 product and you

cannot tell which is the one actually being sold);

2. the review consists of equal amounts of positive and negative

points and you cannot get a feel for which is more prominent;

3. the review is a summary of the product with no user opinions and

you cannot get a feel for an overall positive or negative sentiment.

• 4* - The product is described as good or very good; the user is generally

satisfied with the product and likes it. There MAY be one or two

negative points listed, but overall the user is happy. There may be

some overlap with sentiments expressed in reviews judged as 5*, but

the sentiments tend to be less strong.

• 5* - The product is described as very good or excellent; the user is very

satisfied and is happy to recommend it to others.
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B.3. RATING JUDGEMENTS

When making judgements, please be as consistent with your previous

decisions as possible.
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Previously published work
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2. Natalia Ponomareva, Mike Thelwall (2012) “Do neighbours
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Sentiment Classification”. In Proceedings of the Conference on
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Natural Language Learning (EMNLP-CoNLL’12), Association for
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